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Preface

Turbulence is normally a term associated with flying. However, in the recent past, the airline industry seems to have
experienced a great deal of turbulence on the ground as well. Airlines have been buffeted by a combination of forces
following deregulation. First, there was the broad and lengthy recession, followed by numerous fare wars, the intense
competition from newer airlines, and most recently, the concern over the safety of commuter flights. All these forces have
seriously impacted the financial health of the airline industry as a whole. In fact, the competition has become so intense that
some well-known airlines are now struggling for survival. This situation, in turn, has influenced the aircraft manufacturers
who, in response, have adopted a pragmatic "no-frills" approach toward future design and manufacturing developments.

It is against this dynamic background that the Committee on New Materials for Advanced Civil Aircraft embarked on
this study concerning the application of new materials in the next generation of subsonic transports on behalf of the Federal
Aviation Administration. It is with considerable trepidation that one approaches a task of such complexity, attempting to
project technical developments within the industry up to 15–20 years in the future, when even near-term materials and
structures developments seem unpredictable. However, after extensive debate, the committee believes there are some clear
paths along which technology will evolve. What is more difficult to predict in this turbulent era is the timing of these
developments.

The committee was highly interactive, working best with lively debate and discussion. It brought together a good
balance of industrial and academic expertise, along with government experience, particularly from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. There was a balance on the committee between experts knowledgeable in advanced metallic
materials and organic matrix composites. In addition, committee expertise covered the entire spectrum of materials use, from
the innovation of new materials; to alloy and composite selection, fabrication, design and manufacturing; to in-service
experience and nondestructive evaluation and maintenance. Experience related to smaller executive aircraft as well as large
transports was also represented on the committee.

In addition to drawing upon their own sources of information, members of the committee elected to use a series of
indepth, expert briefings to focus discussion on key areas of materials research, development, manufacturing, and application.
In these briefings, aircraft manufacturing and maintenance experts, material and component suppliers, industry and
government research leaders with both commercial and military experience, and materials and structures researchers helped
formulate the recommendations and conclusions of this report. Their insights added greatly to the scope of this report.

The purpose of this study is to identify engineering issues related to the introduction of new materials and their expected
effect on the life-cycle durability of next-generation commercial transports. The committee investigated the likely new
materials and structural concepts for the next-generation commercial aircraft and the key factors influencing application
decisions. Based on these predictions, the committee identified and analyzed the design, characterization, monitoring, and
maintenance issues that appeared to be most critical for the introduction of advanced materials and structural concepts. The
scope of this study did not include issues related to the High-Speed Civil Transport or the hot stages of turbine engines,
although the ancillary components of engines that may become warm in application (e.g., thrust reversers) are included. Also
considered outside the scope of the study were specific issues related to rotorcraft. Accordingly, the primary focus of the
committee was defined as the identification of new materials and structures for the category of large subsonic transport
aircraft; the general aviation category was also included where there were related problems or concerns.

It is now our belief that, despite the prevailing (and probably continuing) turbulence in the airline industry, this report
should provide some insight into the evolution of advanced materials and processing technology on next-generation
commercial aircraft. In doing so, it will provide information that can help to maintain a safe, efficient, and viable commercial
fleet.

Comments or suggestions that readers of this report wish to make can be sent via Internet electronic mail to
nmab@nas.edu or by FAX to the National Materials Advisory Board (202) 334-3718.

John A.S. Green, Chair
Committee on New Materials for Advanced Civil Aircraft
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Executive Summary

Aircraft safety is the overriding concern of the flying public and is the primary design criteria for the aircraft industry.
While the aircraft industry enjoys an excellent safety record, the continued increase in the number of passengers and the size
of the commercial transport fleet requires significant reductions in accident rates to achieve the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) goal of 50 percent reduction in fatalities by the turn of the century (FAA, 1991).

In response to the Aviation Safety Research Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-591), the FAA has initiated a comprehensive, long-
range research program concerned with all aspects of civil aircraft safety. The overall objective of the FAA program is to
anticipate the technological advances that will likely affect future aircraft and to evaluate their implications for aircraft safety.

New aircraft (i.e., aircraft that, in the context of this report, will enter service in the next 15–20 years) will incorporate
new materials, fabrication processes, and structural concepts to realize the cost and performance benefits of lighter-weight,
more-efficient structures. One very important concern regarding aircraft safety is the degradation of structural materials as
aircraft operate beyond their original design life, bringing to the forefront issues of materials stability, corrosion resistance,
fatigue behavior, and maintenance procedures. Evaluation of new materials and structures for commercial aircraft application
requires an assessment of performance and operating costs over the entire life cycle of the aircraft, from fabrication to
maintenance. Also, a thorough understanding of the material properties and anticipated performance in airline service is
required to adequately develop inspection and maintenance procedures that assure safety over the service life of the aircraft.

The major objective of this study was to identify issues related to the introduction of new materials and the effect that
advanced materials will have on the durability and technical risk of future civil aircraft throughout their service life. The
committee investigated the new materials and structural concepts that are likely to be incorporated into next-generation
commercial aircraft and the factors influencing application decisions. Based on these predictions, the committee attempted to
identify the design, characterization, monitoring, and maintenance issues that are critical for the introduction of advanced
materials and structural concepts into future aircraft. This study focuses primarily on airframe structures of large subsonic
commercial transport aircraft with the understanding that many of the issues identified will also apply to smaller general
aviation planes (both fixed and rotary wing). The emphasis of this study is, for the most part, restricted to primary and
secondary airframe structures.

FINDINGS
There has been significant progress in the introduction of new materials and structural designs on commercial aircraft.

Aircraft designers continue to apply new materials and structural concepts to provide benefits in performance, durability,
compliance with environmental regulations, and most recently, acquisition and maintenance costs. The committee believes
that the use of new materials and structures will continue to expand on next-generation aircraft.

The current, turbulent economic climate affecting the airline, manufacturer, and materials industries has significantly
changed the application criteria for advanced materials. As a result, aircraft manufacturers are responding to airline concerns
about reducing overall costs including the costs of acquisition and maintenance. The result is incremental, evolutionary—
rather than revolutionary—changes in materials. The principal barriers to increased use of new high-performance materials
are acquisition, manufacturing, certification, and life-cycle costs; incomplete understanding of failure mechanisms and their
interactions; technological risk; and the state of the materials supplier base.

Principal ''new" airframe materials expected to see increased use in the next generation of advanced civil aircraft include
polymer-matrix composites (laminates, tailored forms, woven and sewn three-dimensional configurations, automated tape
and tow placement) and metallic alloys (tough aluminum, high-yield-strength aluminum, aluminum-lithium, high-strength
titanium, high-strength steel, and cast products). In contrast, given the emphasis on incremental technological advances and
total costs, the committee does not foresee significant application of metal-matrix composites in the airframes of next-
generation transports.

Increasingly, airframe manufacturers are using an integrated product development approach that considers such factors
as producibility, cost, nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods and criteria, and repair and maintenance
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issues; and involves airline designers, manufacturers, and suppliers from the outset of development programs.
Commercial aircraft are built and operated on a global basis with international teaming of manufacturers, suppliers, and

fabricators. Accordingly, the development and harmonization of international standards for materials and processes, testing
and evaluation, NDE, and repair and maintenance procedures is critical to developing and commercializing new materials and
structures technology. In spite of the international teaming involved in developing a new aircraft, the manufacture and
operation of commercial transports remains an extremely competitive business. The committee believes that competitive
pressures will continue to influence the selection criteria for the application of new materials and processing technology.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Technological advances are brought about through the concerted efforts of airline, industry, academic, and government

organizations. In forming their recommendations, the committee identified the technologies that are likely to be involved in
the development of next-generation aircraft and outlined the work required to bring about those developments. The
recommendations are directed toward all of the organizations involved in new materials applications, but also specifically
toward what the FAA role should be in these developments.

•   In general, the committee recommends that the FAA remain involved in all stages of the technology development
process, with emphasis on work related to aircraft safety, operations, maintenance, and nondestructive evaluation.

Materials, Manufacturing, and Structural Concepts
Improvements in aircraft structural components will continue to be based on factors related to materials selection,

analytical methods, structural concepts, and processing innovations. With the increased emphasis on affordability, it is likely
that fewer new materials will be developed. On the other hand, robust and cost-effective processing methods as well as
compliance with environmental regulations will become paramount issues to provide lower costs. Specifically, the committee
envisions continued improvements in the performance and durability of metal alloys and polymeric composites. Materials
and structures more conducive to low-cost processes such as casting, high-speed machining, and superplastic forming/
diffusion bonding of metals and fiber placement, resin transfer molding, and nonautoclave processing of composites will be
emphasized in the future.

The committee recommends that the FAA work with industry, government, and academic organizations in the
development of new materials, processing, and structure technology by the following guidelines:

•   Keep abreast of innovative materials processing technologies that provide methods for low-cost fabrication of aircraft
structure. Emphasis should be placed on the understanding of new product forms, processing methods, and thermal
treatments and their possible effects on materials performance.

•   Support the development of emerging process modeling techniques for definition of processing parameters and
requirements.

•   Establish and maintain databases of material and structural properties resulting from the candidate processing methods.
The databases should include test methods, physical and mechanical properties, failure modes, and influences of
probable defects and manufacturing processes on property behavior.

•   Work with the materials, manufacturing, and airline industries to develop industrywide standards to improve consistency
in the final products, especially with the increasing globalization of materials availability.

•   Participate in industry-and NASA-sponsored flight hardware demonstration programs for the introduction of new
materials, manufacturing processes, and structural concepts in high-risk applications. FAA emphasis should be on
validation of inspection and repair techniques and in the development of technology needed to certify and monitor these
structures.

Methodologies for Assessment of Structural Performance
Current structural design and analytical procedures used by the aircraft industry are largely semiempirical, even though

significant improvements have occurred in structural analysis methods over the last two decades. Accurate, finite element
analysis methods are routinely used to predict the stress, strain, and displacement fields in complex structural geometries.
However, the reliable prediction of structural failure modes, ultimate strength, residual strength, and fatigue life have
remained elusive to the structural engineer. The current standard practice relies heavily on extensive testing at the coupon,
subelement, element, subcomponent, component, and full-scale levels. Design details are frequently optimized through test
programs. Scale-up effects are handled through a building-block approach that relies on testing to verify the anticipated
structural performance at each scale level. While the committee anticipates that this building-block approach to structural
design will continue indefinitely, a
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more rigorous, analytical prediction methodology will greatly improve the process of introducing new materials into airframe
primary structure.

The committee recommends that the FAA work with other industry, government, academic organizations in the
development of improved analytical methods by the following guidelines:

•   Support development and facilitate implementation of advanced analytic and computational methodology to predict
residual strength as a function of time.

•   Support programs to improve the understanding of basic failure mechanisms in advanced materials and their structures.
Include the interactions of the various failure modes manifested at the various length scales—from material to structural
levels.

Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair
The successful application of new materials and structural concepts relies on an effective maintenance program that is

cost-effective while ensuring passenger safety. The aging aircraft experience has provided the airline industry with significant
lessons learned for inspection and repair technologies. These lessons provide a framework for improving inspection and
repair processes for next-generation materials and structures. Major issues that continue to limit the effectiveness of an
aircraft maintenance program are poor structural inspection standards, inadequate defect indication interpretation, unreliable
inspection techniques, high cost of new NDE methods, and limited linkage with design analyses and NDE results. The
leadership of the FAA and the continued participation of airlines and manufacturers in developing and implementing
improved maintenance and inspection methods is crucial.

The committee recommends that the FAA take a leadership position in the development of improved inspection and
maintenance methods by the following guidelines:

•   Support the development of improved standards for NDE methodologies and their specific materials and structural
applications, especially through participation in industry-and NASA-sponsored component development and flight
hardware demonstration programs for the introduction of new materials, manufacturing processes, and structural
concepts.

•   Support the development of cost-effective, quantitative NDE methodologies for in-service inspection of airframe
materials and structures. Emphasize improved defect detection reliability, cost-effectiveness, and ease of implementation
in field environments. Particular attention should be given to rapid, wide-area inspection with limited or one-sided access.

•   Develop improved analytic methods to determine NDE reliability and inspectability of materials and structures to support
damage tolerance and durability analyses.

•   Support the development of real-time repair and maintenance processes for materials and structures that make use of the
results from quantitative NDE methods and computational analyses.

REPORT ORGANIZATION
The findings of the committee have been grouped into five parts. The first provides an overview of the emerging trends

and the requirements and drivers for new materials applications. This overview is followed with separate discussions on
materials, processes, and structural concepts; analytical methods; and aircraft operations. Specific conclusions and
recommendations that emerged as a consensus view during the deliberations of the committee are cited in part 5.
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1

Requirements and Drivers

BACKGROUND
The Aviation Safety Research Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-591) directed the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to

conduct research to develop technology to assess and improve aircraft safety. The law stipulates that the FAA spend at least
15 percent of its research budget on long-term investigations. In response to the Act, the FAA has initiated a comprehensive
research program concerned with all aspects of civil aircraft safety. The overall objective of the FAA program is to anticipate
the technological advances that will likely affect future aircraft and to evaluate their implications for aircraft safety.

One very important concern regarding aircraft safety is the degradation of structural materials as aircraft operate beyond
their original design life, bringing to the forefront issues of materials stability, corrosion resistance, fatigue behavior, and
maintenance procedures. Industry and government, led by the FAA, are actively addressing aging of the existing commercial
aircraft fleet. Clearly, it will be important to exploit and disseminate the lessons learned from the experience of the existing
fleet.

New aircraft (i.e., aircraft that, in the context of this report, will enter service in the next 15–20 years) will incorporate
new materials, fabrication processes, and structural concepts to realize the cost and performance benefits of lighter-weight,
more-efficient structures. Use of new structural materials, such as reinforced polymeric composites and advanced light-
weight metallic alloys, is increasing as performance requirements become more demanding and service environments more
severe.

Evaluation of new materials and structures for commercial aircraft application requires an assessment of performance
and operating costs over the entire life cycle of the aircraft, from fabrication to maintenance. Also, a thorough understanding
of the long-term material properties and anticipated failure mechanisms is required to adequately develop inspection and
maintenance procedures that assure safety over the service life of the aircraft.

The major objective of this study was to identify issues and potential research and technology development opportunities
related to the introduction of new materials on the next generation of commercial transports and the expected effect on the
life-cycle durability. The committee investigated the likely new materials and structural concepts for next-generation
commercial aircraft and the key factors influencing application decisions. Based on these predictions, the committee
identified and analyzed the design, characterization, monitoring, and maintenance issues that appeared to be most critical for
the introduction of advanced materials and structural concepts. The committee then developed recommendations for needed
research aimed at addressing knowledge gaps. Methods by which the FAA could leverage its research efforts with related
research in industrial, academic, and other governmental laboratories are also suggested. Evaluation of the FAA's established
role in the certification of commercial aircraft was not within the scope of this study, however the recommended research
should provide the FAA with an improved understanding of new materials and structures technology to aid in future
certification activities.

This study focuses primarily on airframe structures of large subsonic commercial aircraft. However, many of the issues
identified will also apply to smaller, general aviation planes (both fixed and rotary wing). The emphasis of this study is, for
the most part, restricted to primary and secondary airframe structures.1 While beyond the scope of this study, new materials
technology could also significantly benefit major aircraft subsystems, including engines, brakes, auxiliary power units, and
environmental control units.

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW AND IMPORTANT TRENDS
To identify likely application of new materials and structures in future commercial aircraft, it is critical to understand the

factors that influence materials selection and design decisions. New materials and structures applications depend on the types
of aircraft that will be built in the future and the performance requirements for those aircraft. The current economic health of
the airline industry and future market analyses will dictate the criteria for new aircraft.

1 Aircraft structural components are considered to be primary structure if catastrophic failure of the component could lead to the loss of
the aircraft. Failure of secondary structural components do not lead to the loss of the aircraft.
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FIGURE 1-1 Past and projected trends in world air travel in revenue-passenger miles (RPM). Source: Janicki (1994).

Air travel, in terms of revenue-passenger miles (RPM),2 has steadily increased over the past 20 years (figure 1-1). This
trend is expected to continue well into the next century. More passengers are expected to travel more miles, with routes in the
Pacific Rim seeing the greatest increase (ATA, 1993). Recently however, increased travel has not translated into greater
profits for the airlines. The world's airlines lost more money (approximately $9 billion) in the years 1990–1993 than they had
made since the end of World War II (ATA, 1993, 1995). Figure 1-2 shows the variability during the past decade in annual
profits and losses for the airline industry.3 Even with the steady increase in the number of people traveling, the costs
associated with aircraft purchase, operation, and maintenance, coupled with a worldwide economic recession and fierce
competition resulting from the deregulation of the U.S. airline industry, the viability of many of the largest airlines is
threatened.

As a result of the airline industry's financial troubles, the market for new aircraft has been weak. The cost of acquisition
of new advanced aircraft and relatively low fuel prices have been driving carriers to either retain their aircraft for a longer
period of time than originally planned or to purchase (or lease) older or refurbished aircraft from other carriers. Therefore,
one of the primary sources of competition for manufacturers of new aircraft are existing or refurbished aircraft. While the
basic performance (e.g., number of seats and range) of a new airplane is of considerable importance, the most important
airline market factor is the purchase and operating costs incurred by the airlines (Smith, 1994b; Janicki, 1994).

As shown in figure 1-3, aircraft manufacturers forecast a sizable market for new aircraft, based on the projections of
substantial growth in passenger travel requirements and the replacement of aging aircraft in the current fleet. While the airline
industry has been showing signs of recovering from the economic difficulties of the past five years (ATA, 1995), the recent
trends described above will have a profound effect on the design and production of next-generation commercial aircraft.

NEXT-GENERATION AIRCRAFT
The major aircraft manufacturers have recently introduced new aircraft, including the Airbus A340, the McDonnell

Douglas MD-11, and most recently, the Boeing 777. New aircraft models range from derivative models that are modifications
of existing aircraft designs (e.g., fuselage extensions for increased capacity) to major redesigns with new wings, engines, and
empennage. Derivative models have the advantage of similarity to an existing model, leading to reduced design and
certification costs. Another benefit is that the similarity of operation and maintenance of derivative models to the existing
fleet leads to greater acceptance by the airlines.

Due to the current poor market conditions for any new aircraft, coupled with the high costs and business risks involved
with developing new aircraft models, the introduction of additional all-new aircraft in the near term (before the turn of the
century) is unlikely. However, derivative aircraft production will continue, and these aircraft frequently exploit the benefits of
new materials.

Aircraft manufacturers are currently investigating the feasibility and market for a very large commercial transport
(VLCT). The current VLCT configurations under study have double-deck passenger cabins with a 500–800 seating capacity
and a range of approximately 6,000–8,000 miles (AWST, 1994a,b,c). The large diameter fuselage, the large material stock
sizes required, and the weight limitations imposed by runway loading restrictions in the development of such an

FIGURE 1-2 After-tax profits and losses (based on 1994 dollars) for U.S. scheduled airlines. Data Source: ATA (1995).

2 A revenue-passenger mile is a measure of air traffic used by the airline industry and is defined as one fare-paying passenger transported
one mile (ATA, 1995).

3 Based on the results of the first three quarters of 1995, U.S. airlines are expected to have after-tax profits for the first time since 1989.
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FIGURE 1-3 Past and projected manufacturing of commercial transports. Source: Janicki (1994).

aircraft would require significant development in technology and manufacturing capability.

APPLICATION OF NEW MATERIALS

Drivers and Barriers
The potential for the application of new materials exists on all new aircraft, including current production, derivatives,

and new models. Drivers in the development and application of new materials traditionally have included performance (e.g.,
weight and range), durability, and regulatory compliance (e.g., environmental issues). Recently, the cost of acquisition and
maintenance has become an overriding concern to the airlines. The result is that all new materials must demonstrate
acceptable cost and sufficient performance improvements to justify or "pay their way" into production application.

Airframe life-cycle costs, including ownership costs (airplane price and financing expenses) and operating costs (fuel
and maintenance), are a significant part of the total cost of an aircraft to an airline. Figure 1-4 shows a breakdown of direct
operating costs based on extremes in fuel prices. The largest contributor to airline costs is the cost of ownership. As shown in
figure 1-5 the airframe represents a significant fraction (37 percent) of the total cost of the aircraft. Regardless of aviation fuel
prices, the costs related to airframe materials and structures are significant components of the total costs. The trends in
environmental regulations worldwide will make end-of-life disposal or recycling of components more important factors in
life-cycle costs.

Another concern indirectly related to the application of new materials is the health of the advanced materials industry
itself. The economic viability of a large sector of the advanced materials industry is threatened because of significant
reductions in the military markets, the economic decline in commercial aerospace, unrealistic market forecasts, and increased
international competition (Seagle, 1994). In the current business environment, it is difficult for materials suppliers to commit
to expensive design, development, and qualification efforts needed to evaluate and fabricate a new material for commercial
aircraft applications. The necessary long lead times, significant resource commitments, and perceived high

FIGURE 1-4 Breakdown of direct operating costs for two fuel-price estimates.
Source: Janicki (1994).
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FIGURE 1-5 Breakdown of total aircraft cost. Source: Janicki (1994).

technical risks involved in competing for applications represent major barriers for materials suppliers.
In the past, the commercial aircraft industry has taken advantage of materials that were developed and characterized as

part of military programs. Significant progress, most noticeably in the development and understanding of structural
composites and significant production capability in advanced materials, has come through military research and development
and hardware development efforts. As a result of recent reductions in U.S. Department of Defense acquisition programs, the
benefit to the commercial industry from military programs will be largely curtailed. Nevertheless, the materials and aircraft
industry must seek ways to continue to develop improved materials and innovative processes.

For current-production aircraft, the incentives to introduce new materials include improved maintenance and reliability,
conformance with new environmental regulations, and manufacturing cost reduction. With the possible exception of
environmental compliance, material substitutions on current aircraft will only be made if there is minimal impact on designs
or tooling. The high cost of material qualification, changes to engineering drawings and data sets, and component
certification are significant barriers to materials substitutions.

For derivative or new aircraft, the incentive to introduce new materials include reduced airline maintenance and
operating costs, reduced production and rework costs, reduced manufacturing cycle time, and compliance with environmental
regulations. Although qualification costs can inhibit the introduction of new materials and structural concepts on derivative
models, the consideration of incentives described above are evolving production toward short development cycles, cost
reductions, and customer-preferred options. Weight savings can also be a significant factor on new or derivative designs,
especially for long-range aircraft. As a design matures, the issue of weight can become increasingly important in order to
meet performance commitments. Barriers to new materials applications on new and derivative aircraft include the cost of
developing an engineering and processing database and manufacturing capability and the general reluctance of airlines to
accept the higher potential cost and risk in the operation and maintenance of airplanes due to new materials and structural
concepts.

Aircraft safety remains a central concern of the aircraft industry and the fundamental basis for structural design criteria.
Because of the excellent safety record held by commercial aviation, the public is less willing to accept aircraft accidents as
inevitable (AWST, 1995).

Airlines and manufacturers are conservative about implementing new technologies because they are less willing to
accept business risks (including liability) introduced by the technological risks associated with new technologies. The
implementation of new materials always represents a technological risk that must be weighed against the performance
benefits and the confidence in design and evaluation procedures.

Projected Evolutionary Advances
As in the past, new materials and structural concepts will inevitably but gradually be introduced into commercial

aircraft. During the next 20 years, the projected technological readiness of new materials will result in their utilization in
primary structures that include:

•   advanced metallic fuselage,
•   structural composite wing, and
•   composite fuselage components.

The specific timing of these advances is very difficult to project because of the turbulent business climate and the
dynamic nature of the factors influencing aircraft design.

Aircraft manufacturers have recently employed design teams and concurrent engineering approaches to implement new
materials and structures technologies (Smith, 1994a). By involving all of the major stakeholders—including airline customers
and design engineering, manufacturing, and supplier organizations—in the early design stages, their requirements can be
addressed early in the development of component design. For example, airline concerns over operational and maintenance
costs influence initial design criteria, component producibility becomes a key criterion, supplier-provided materials
characteristics can be effectively tailored to needs, and known materials limitations can be accommodated during the first
component design. This approach has significantly increased the production application of new developmental materials. For
example, on the Boeing 777, approximately 60 percent of the program's materials development efforts that were underway
when the decision was made to produce the airplane led to production applications (Smith, 1994a), an impressive
achievement from a developmental viewpoint.
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II

Materials, Processes, and Structural Concepts

The application of new materials and structures technology in commercial transport aircraft depends on a number
of interrelated considerations. This part of the report describes trends and forecasts for technology development in
materials technology, manufacturing processes, and innovative structural concepts and is organized in four chapters:

•   Chapter 2, "Structural Concepts," discusses key design and technology issues in the development of innovative
structural concepts.

•   Chapter 3, "Metallic Materials and Processes," identifies development and trends in metal alloy materials and
process development.

•   Chapter 4, "Polymeric Composite Materials and Processes," provides an overview of key composite material and
process technologies for next-generation transports.

•   Chapter 5, "Environmentally Compliant Materials and Processes," describes the effect of environmental factors on
the design, production, and operation of commercial transports.

FACTORS INFLUENCING MATERIAL SELECTION
Aircraft designers continue to apply new materials and structural concepts to provide benefits in performance,

durability, compliance with environmental regulations, and most recently, acquisition and maintenance costs. The
committee believes that the use of new materials and structures will continue to expand for next-generation aircraft.

The evaluation, selection, and introduction of new materials for aircraft applications is an involved process.
Generally, it is accomplished through a series of decision points designed to minimize technical risk by identifying
issues and mitigation strategies as early as possible in the development process.

Developing and characterizing a new material represents a large commitment of resources and time for both the
materials supplier and the manufacturer. New materials often make improved structural concepts feasible. However, a
production commitment also requires that the structure be producible (i.e., the materials, processes, and assembly
procedures are established) and the operational implications such as maintainability and repairability are fully
understood and are acceptable.

No commercial airplane can enter service until initial flight worthiness certifications are issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). The FAA is also responsible for the continued safety and monitoring of the in-service
fleet. Therefore, FAA participation early in the design cycle in which new material, structural concepts, and
manufacturing methods are being considered will illuminate the appropriate certification and safety-of-flight issues at
the point at which the most effective solutions can be applied.

The evaluations required to qualify a new material and show that manufacturing processes are robust enough to
commit to production include:

•   Preliminary evaluations: initial evaluation of static mechanical properties, fatigue, and corrosion resistance of the
basic material; also includes assessment of the supplier's production capabilities.

•   Structural performance evaluations: materials evaluation for key design issues such as fasteners and joints (e.g.,
static and fatigue behavior, installation damage); damage resistance and damage tolerance; corrosion (e.g.,
fastener installations, dissimilar materials, and finish damage); effects of shimming and sealing; component tests
to verify performance; and damage caused by thermal and environmental exposures.

•   Processing studies: sensitivity of key properties to expected process variations, development and validation of key
manufacturing technologies (e.g., material removal, forming, bonding, finishing).

•   Production readiness: fabrication of prototype parts to identify issues in fabrication and production, evaluation of
aircraft repair and maintenance, and readiness of fabrication subcontractors.
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The current method used for structural design and design validation for aircraft components follows a "building-
block" approach. First, coupon-scale testing is performed to establish basic static and fatigue design property limits, or
allowables, under pertinent environmental conditions. Second, element tests are performed to relate allowables to
design elements. Finally, to verify scaling models and assumptions, tests are performed on structures from
subcomponent through full-scale components, culminating in static and fatigue tests on the complete aircraft.

Test methods for developing design allowables for metallic and composite structures are fairly well established
and are continually reviewed by the FAA through committees such as MIL-HDBK-5 for metals and MIL-HDBK-17
for composites so they can be refined and updated. The conditions under which the values were established, including
product form, processing method, and thermal treatments, are very important. New manufacturing methods, described
in chapters 3 and 4, are being developed for advanced materials. These new processing methods can produce a final
material that is significantly different from previously tested materials, even though alloy designations or basic fiber
and polymer chemistries are essentially the same. For example, in composites, different processes can yield significant
variations in fiber and matrix volume fractions, compaction, and void content. The effect of these types of variations
on materials properties must be established.

TRENDS IN MATERIALS
Advanced structural materials find increased application in new aircraft designs as the understanding of the

materials and process technology matures, as the industry gains confidence in their use and production capability, and
as performance needs dictate their use. The most recent example of the application of advanced materials and
structures in a new aircraft is the Boeing 777, which makes use of a number of new materials, including advanced
aluminum and titanium alloys and toughened polymeric composites. The 777 advanced materials applications are
shown in figure II-1. For the purpose of this study, the 777 aircraft was considered to be the state of the art in new
material utilization.

Airframe structural materials including metallic alloys, such as aluminum, titanium, and steel, as well as polymer-
matrix composites, have evolved since their initial introductions into aircraft service (Hyatt et al., 1989). These
evolutionary advances reflect improvements in both materials and processing technologies and the historical
dominance of weight reduction in aircraft design.

Because of the desire to reduce overall costs (see chapter 1 discussion of cost drivers), including the costs of
acquisition and maintenance, evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, material changes will be favored in the future.
The principal barriers to increased use of new high-performance materials are cost of acquisition, manufacturing,
certification, and product life cycle; technological risk; and the state of the materials supplier base. Aircraft
manufacturers are using an integrated product development approach that considers such issues as producibility, cost,
nondestructive evaluation methods and criteria, and repair and maintenance from the outset of development programs.

The committee believes that polymer-matrix composites (e.g., tailored forms; woven and sewn three-dimensional
configurations; automated tape and tow placement) and advanced metallic alloys (e.g., tough aluminums; high-yield-
strength aluminum; aluminum-lithium; high-strength titanium; and high-strength steel) will see increased use in next-
generation commercial transport aircraft.

Innovation in structural design will take advantage of new low-cost processes, reduced part counts, and
consolidated processing steps. Innovative structural concepts that enable low-cost processing methods, including
integral stiffening concepts, net-shape processing (e.g., metal casting and resin transfer molding of composites), and
laminated hybrid constructions are the kinds of development that will be favored for next-generation transports.
Chapter 2 discusses these concepts in more detail.
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2

Structural Concepts

The introduction of new structural concepts will depend on aircraft performance requirements, cost considerations, and
the maturity of the technology. Based on these factors, as described in chapter 1, the committee believes that technology will
be available for advances in next-generation applications to produce components for an advanced metallic fuselage, structural
composite wing, and composite fuselage. New structural concepts will evolve as a result of requirements associated with
these applications. This chapter describes design and technology issues for innovative structural concepts, as well as key
design issues in the development of advanced metallic fuselage, composite wing, and composite fuselage components.

INNOVATIVE STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
Innovative structural features are often adopted because they incorporate low-cost processing methods that take full

advantage of the potential benefits possible with new materials. This section describes a number of innovative concepts and
discusses the developments required to enable their application for next-generation aircraft. The potential applications,
benefits, and constraints for new structural concepts including integral stiffening, net-shape components (e.g., precision
castings, multiaxial construction/resin transfer molding), innovative sandwich structure, advanced joining methods, laminated
hybrids, and smart materials and structures are described in the following sections and are summarized in table 2-1.
Processing methods are discussed in detail in chapter 3 (metals) and chapter 4 (polymeric composites). Manifestations of
such concepts in next-generation applications will be found in advanced metallic fuselage, composite wing, and composite
fuselage components, as well as other applications.

Net-Shape Components
Net-or near-net-shape technology has the potential to greatly lower manufacturing costs by reducing or eliminating

machining steps, by reducing the number of parts by combining subcomponents, and by producing parts in configurations
that could not be easily produced using other processes. The nearest-term, most promising net-or near-net-shape processes for
metals include precision forgings, net-shape extrusions, and castings. Net-shape polymeric composite processes include resin
transfer molding (RTM) and resin film infusion (RFI) of multiaxial fiber preforms.

Cast structural parts can be attractive for aircraft applications due to low cost and low-weight benefits in large and
complex shapes. Material-intensive operations involving machining and fastening of metal parts are minimized in the
fabrication and utilization of precision castings. Efforts to reduce manufacturing costs of airframe construction in recent years
have contributed to the development of economically viable processes based on advanced casting technologies, including
new alloys, process controls, and simulation methods. These developments in materials and processes are described in
chapter 4. Improved casting technology promises to increase the structural integrity of castings and reduce cost by
eliminating the need for many small parts requiring individual manufacturing operations. Currently, the lack of confidence in
cast products on the part of the structural design community has limited the use of these products in primary structural
applications. Current developmental efforts in casting technologies will result in reductions in manufacturing cost, accelerate
the design process for castings, provide a statistical database of critical design properties, and improve the overall quality and
confidence of casting applications in primary structural components.

RTM of composite components is attractive because the process:
•   reduces the need for finish machining,
•   eliminates fastened or bonded joints,
•   produces complex shapes in a one-step process, and
•   fabricates thick parts without concern for monitoring matrix resin out-of-refrigeration time.

The application of net-shape composite processes has been hindered by poor process controls on fiber distribution and
volume fraction. Development of more-reliable process controls, improvements in preform fabrication, and the availability of
toughened matrix polymers that are compatible with RFI processes would enable expanded use of net-shape processes in
composite primary structure.
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TABLE 2-1 Summary of Innovative Structural Concepts
Structural Concept Applications Benefits Constraints
Integral stiffening/iso- and
ortho-grid construction

Skin/stringer panels, doors,
floor assemblies

Lower part counts, reduced use
of fasteners, reduced
processing steps

Part complexity, tooling costs,
damage tolerance,
maintenance, inspection, and
repair

Precision castings Pulons, bulkhead, stabilizers,
canopy frames, doors,
structural frames

Lower part counts, reduced
manufacturing costs, amenable
to rapid prototyping methods

Casting defects, fatigue
behavior, property database

Multiaxial construction/resin
transfer molding

Skins, stringers, frames, ribs Reduced part counts, improved
delamination resistance,
impact tolerance

Variable fiber/matrix
distribution, property database,
tooling costs

Innovative sandwich
construction

Skins, control surfaces,
edges, doors, floor assemblies

High strength-to-weight ratio,
biaxial stability

Moisture entrapment, high
manufacturing and assembly
cost, low-cost in-situ inspection

Laminated hybrids Skins, floor panels, straps Improved fatigue resistance,
stiffness

Constant thickness, inspection
methods

Welded structure Fuel tanks, pressure vessels,
wing-box structure

Lower part counts, reduced
manufacturing costs, amenable
to automation

Low static strengths, poor
fatigue behavior, property
database

Adhesive-bonded structures Wing-and empennage-box
structure

Reduced fasteners, reduced
manufacturing costs

Poor fatigue behavior,
inadequate inspection methods

Integral Stiffening and Iso- and Ortho-Grid Construction
Integrally stiffened parts—parts in which skins and stiffeners are produced as a single unit—have the potential to

significantly reduce the manufactured cost of complex components by eliminating multipart assemblies, fasteners, and
adhesive-bonded joints. Integral stiffening can also reduce corrosion through the elimination of susceptible interfaces and can
improve structural efficiency by providing continuous load paths and eliminating the need for joints. Machined iso- and ortho-
grid construction, consisting of a skin with integral stiffening provided by intersecting machined ribs in a triangular (iso-grid)
or quadrilateral (ortho-grid) pattern, represent promising approaches to integral stiffening, from the standpoint of both
structural efficiency and low-cost manufacturing.

Integrally stiffened components can be produced from metallic alloys as well as polymeric composites. Metallic alloys
are fabricated into integrally stiffened components using machining and chemical milling or net-shape (or near-net-shape)
processes (e.g., precision forgings, extrusions, and castings). Integrally machined components are very cost-competitive
because of advances in high-speed machining and improvements in cutter technologies, whereas precision forging, thick
plate, and extrusions suffer from high tooling costs and difficulty in maintaining dimensional stability.

One-piece prototype iso-grid parts fabricated from several high-strength aluminum alloys have been evaluated for
missile skirt and fuselage side-panel applications. Developmental efforts are underway to qualify iso-grid concepts for floor
assemblies and cargo and access doors.

Integrally stiffened composite panels can be produced by co-curing (or co-bonding) 1  stiffeners with skin panels or by
using net-shape processes such as RTM or RFI. Stiffened panels produced using co-curing processes are used for composite
primary structure. For example, co-cured I-stiffened

1 Co-curing is the simultaneous thermal processing of multiple uncured or partially cured details to produce one component. Co-bonding is
the thermal processing of fully cured details with uncured or partially cured details to produce one component.
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constructions, fabricated from carbon/epoxy, were used on the V-22 Osprey tiltrotor, on the Navy A-6 wing, and the Boeing
777 empennage. The Airbus A320 empennage has integral blade-stiffened skin panels.

The disadvantages of integrally stiffened structures are that fabrication of complex parts is difficult, tooling costs can be
high, inspection (especially in the limited-access stiffener web areas) is difficult, and disassembly and repair can be very
costly.

Innovative Sandwich Constructions
Sandwich constructions consist of structural facesheets bonded to a stabilizing core. The aerospace industry has

developed a wide base of experience in design principles, weight and cost advantages, and field service maintainability for
sandwich constructions. Although sandwich panel constructions offer unique capabilities, several potential challenges require
resolution to enable technically and economically viable structural assemblies.

Sandwich structure has been proposed or used in almost every area of modern aircraft, including skins, ribs, spars,
control surfaces, leading edges, doors, and floor assemblies. Most advanced aircraft have honeycomb sandwich control
surfaces, and many have honeycomb access doors and panels. Many benefits are derived from the individual applications of
sandwich structure. In general, sandwich panel construction can reduce weight in strength-, stability-, and stiffness-critical
structures.

Sandwich panels act as very efficient I-beams. The outer facesheets are similar to flanges, accommodating both the
bending loads and axial tensile and compressive loads, while the core material simulates the web by sustaining shear and
compressive stresses normal to the panel. The core also prevents buckling of the facesheets under axial compressive loading.
The bondline efficiently transfers the stresses from the facesheets to the core, and essentially allows the facesheets and core to
act as a single structural unit. With efficient design and proper material selection, honeycomb sandwich construction often
offers the minimum weight for structural configuration. Sandwich construction has also proven beneficial for thermal
insulation and noise suppression.

In addition to sustaining design loads, an acceptable sandwich structure must also remain unaffected by exposure to a
variety of in-service environmental and damage conditions (e.g., scratches, delamination, and impact damage). Sandwich
panel construction, while offering the opportunity for minimum-weight designs through the use of minimum-gauge materials,
also confers some inherent durability and damage tolerance limitations. Minimum-gauge designs with low-density cores are
extremely sensitive to in-service threats such as low-velocity impacts, surface facesheet damage, and moisture entrapment.
Sandwich structures typically require more maintenance because of frequent repairs in minimum-guage designs (see
chapter 7). The on-site inspection of sandwich parts (without removal from the aircraft) is usually difficult and is
consequently an expensive procedure.

A wide variety of materials and products are available to the design community. The core can take the form of
honeycomb, corrugated, truss, and flexible cores made from aluminum, composites, titanium, and steel as well as polymeric
rigid-foam core. Preferred candidates for facesheets include aluminum, titanium, and steel alloys, as well as carbon and glass-
reinforced composites and hybrids.

The use of sandwich panel construction provides a number of benefits in terms of lightweight airframe components.
Several potential innovations could lead to application in critical primary structure. These include:

•   Sealing materials and methods. New panel sealing concepts can reduce repair costs and potential corrosion problems
associated with moisture entrapment.

•   Manufacturing and assembly operations. New concepts for machining of contoured panels and core-facesheet
stabilization methods may be effective in reducing the cost of producing sandwich panel constructions.

•   Optimization codes for durability and damage tolerance. Improved analytical codes for durability, damage tolerance, and
weight optimization with a capability for incorporating thermal and acoustical properties of sandwich constructions
would provide added confidence in structural designs and could be used to develop material property goals for long-term
research.

•   Nondestructive evaluation procedures. Advanced nondestructive evaluation methods to ensure rapid and inexpensive
evaluation of bondline integrity are mandatory for sandwich structures. Techniques that can be used on many aircraft
components will help to minimize maintenance and repair costs (see chapter 8).

Advanced Joining Methods

Adhesive-Bonded Structure
Adhesive-bonded joints are used extensively in aircraft structures, especially for secondary structural applications such

as core-to-skin joining of honeycomb sandwich constructions and bonding of structural details such as stringers, ribs, and
reinforcing doublers. Adhesive bonding allows large-area joining and potentially reduces or eliminates the need for fastened
joints. Adhesive-bonding processes are used for joining polymeric composite or metallic substrate materials. Despite the
advantages, adhesive bonding has had no significant application in primary structure in commercial transports. The limited
application in primary structure is because of concerns with the durability of bonded joints
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(Rakestraw et al., 1994), poor nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods (Cawley, 1992), and inconsistency and
environmental impacts of surface preparation processes. The development of fracture mechanics methods to evaluate
adhesive-bond durability is discussed in chapter 6.

The most prevalent adhesives used in structural bonding of aircraft structures are thermosetting film adhesives, including
epoxies and nitrile-phenolics, that generally require elevated-temperature curing in a press or autoclave. Unmodified
thermosets offer high strength and stiffness and moisture and creep resistance; however these adhesive systems are brittle and
offer little resistance to crack growth. Thermoplastic-or rubber-modified epoxies that provide better crack growth resistance
while maintaining adequate stiffness and environmental resistance have seen increased use on newer commercial transport
models.

In general, the strength and durability of adhesive-bonded structure have been limited by interfacial properties, making
surface preparation processes crucial. Aluminum substrates are prepared for bonding using phosphoric-acid or chromic-acid
anodize processes to yield stable, porous oxide layers that aid bonding and inhibit corrosion. The anodized surfaces are
coated with a corrosion-inhibiting primer to protect the surface prior to bonding, to improve the surface wetting of the
adhesive, and to provide additional corrosion protection. As described in chapter 5, anodizing and priming operations are
being modified or replaced to decrease their environmental impact. For instance, boric-sulfuric-acid anodize processes are
replacing chromic-acid anodizing processes to eliminate the release of chromium. Water-borne primers are also being
evaluated to replace solvent-based primers to reduce the release of volatile organics. The effect of these changes on bonded-
joint durability and substrate corrosion resistance needs to be evaluated.

Composite substrates are prepared for bonding by mechanical abrasion (e.g., sanding or media blasting), removal of a
''peel ply" (i.e., a removable reinforcing fabric co-cured onto the surface that leaves a roughened resin surface), or through
electromagnetic plasma etching. Surface preparation processes for composite substrates, in general, suffer from poor
consistency and reproducibility and may cause damage to surface plies. Research is continuing to develop consistent,
controllable surface preparation methods for composite substrates (including composite systems with thermoset, modified
thermoset, and thermoplastic matrices).

NDE methods are needed to detect:
•   poor adhesion (or disbonds where substrate are in contact) between the adhesive and substrate;
•   poor cohesive strength of the adhesive; and
•   complete disbonds, voids, or porosity in the adhesive (Cawley, 1992).

Current methods that are most often used for commercial aircraft include ultrasonic methods and sonic vibration
methods (e.g., coin tap). These methods can detect disbonds, porosity, and voids, but are difficult to perform in the field.
Larger-area methods such as thermography may allow more rapid inspections. Work is needed to develop cost-effective
techniques to detect poor adhesive and cohesive strength.

Welded Structure
Welding has been employed as a joining technique for aerospace structures for many years. It has been used extensively

for fuel and hydraulic lines, propellant tanks, high-pressure-gas storage tanks, and missile structures. Various aluminum,
titanium, and steel alloys are weldable and have been used to manufacture airframe, missile, and propulsion systems
structures. With all this success, however, most airframe primary structure manufactured in the United States and Europe
consist of mechanically fastened aluminum skin/stringer construction. Historically, welded structures for primary applications
were not considered to be weight competitive and had poor fatigue behavior. A notable exception was the use of electron-
beam welded structure on the F-14.

There are three general categories of welding processes: fusion, resistance, and solid-state. Each of these methods can be
further subdivided into various processes that are commonly used in the manufacturing of aerospace structures. For most
primary structural applications, electron-beam, gas-tungsten-arc, and gas-metal-arc methods have been employed, although
plasma-arc and laser-beam methods typically possess advantages with respect to high energy density. Fusion welding
techniques are being integrated with both robotic control heads and inspection capabilities.

Aluminum alloys that are not strengthened by heat treatment are readily weldable. However, these alloys display
relatively low strengths compared with the precipitation-hardenable aluminum alloys often employed in aircraft assemblies.
Welding of the high-strength aluminum alloys generally results in embrittlement, cracking, and reduced strength in the weld-
and heat-affected zones. Several aluminum alloys are judged to be reasonably weldable, notably 2014 and 2219, and welding
is used extensively in their primary structural applications on missile boosters and cryogenic tanks. Even in these aluminum
alloys, the weldments exhibit only about 50 percent of base metal strengths, so there must be proper accommodation of
strength reductions in the weld areas. Evidence of lower values of tensile elongation and fracture toughness adjacent to
weldments has also led to concerns about compliance with stringent fatigue and fracture requirements. The emerging family
of low-density, high-strength Al-Li alloys consists of several products that offer promising welding characteristics,
particularly 8090 and 2195.
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Titanium alloys are generally much more weldable than aluminum alloys. Titanium weldments can be produced with
nearly 100 percent joint efficiency for strength and slight decreases in fracture and durability performance. However, titanium
alloys oxidize rapidly when heated in air to temperatures in excess of 480°C (900°F). To prevent surface contamination
(oxidation), titanium alloys are welded under vacuum or inert atmosphere conditions. The relatively low coefficients of
thermal expansion and thermal conductivity of titanium alloys tend to minimize the potential for distortion during welding
operations. All of the fusion welding processes can be used with titanium alloys, as long as the weld region is protected from
extensive oxidation. Of particular recent interest is the electron-beam welding method that can join sections up to 5.1 cm (2.0
in.) thick in a single pass. Ti-6-4 is a very weldable alloy in the annealed condition, and has been employed extensively in
F-14 airframe structures.

Welded structural components offer a number of potential advantages with respect to structurally efficient and
affordable airframe structures. A reduction in fabrication and manufacturing costs is associated with welded structures
because of lower part counts and automated assembly practices. Weight reductions are also achieved through more-efficient
joints that eliminate fasteners and associated edge-margin requirements. The implementation of process controls on welded
structures and the development of property databases will contribute to more-extensive utilization in future aircraft systems.

Technological developments that could expand the use of welding processes in airframe structure include:
•   Optimization of welding processes. Emerging new methods such as variable polarity plasma arc, electron beam, and laser

beam could lead to higher strength weldments and improved fatigue properties. High, localized heat inputs in these
welding methods tend to minimize hot cracking and porosity problems.

•   Automation of welding practices. The increased application of computer-controlled welding tools and inspection heads
will improve process-variable control, increase the process speed and quality, and lower the cost of welded structures.

•   Improved inspection technology. Inadequate methods for nondestructive inspection of complex weld joints may limit the
application of welding processes.
The major pay-off for advanced welding technologies is reduced cost. Structural efficiency and lower costs will make

welding more attractive than other joining processes such as mechanical fastening and adhesive bonding, although the cost of
installing welding process equipment must be considered. Welding is particularly promising for fuel tanks and pressure
vessels where leakproof joints are a design requirement.

Hybrid Laminate Concepts
Hybrid laminates, consisting of alternating layers of thin metallic sheet and fiber-reinforced polymeric composites, show

potential for use in weight-sensitive, and fatigue-and fracture-critical components. Current variants include aluminum-based
laminates using 2024 and 7075 sheet and aramid or glass fibers and titanium-based laminates using Ti-6A1-4V sheet and
carbon fibers. The mechanical properties of hybrid laminate materials, like those of resin-fiber composite systems, are
directional with respect to fiber orientation. Several advantages of these hybrid laminates compared with carbon/epoxy
composites include plasticity, controlled residual stresses, lower material costs, and applicability of standard metal fabrication
and repair practices. The outer metallic layer acts as a barrier to moisture and offers resistance to impact damage. Laminated
hybrid materials exhibit outstanding fatigue properties compared with monolithic aluminum or titanium alloys. The improved
fatigue performance is attributed to load transfer from the metal layers to the stronger, unbroken fibers that bridge the
advancing crack and restrain further opening.

Potential aircraft applications envisioned for hybrid laminates include lower wing skins, fuselage skins, tear straps, and
empennage structures. Because laminated materials display vibrational damping capabilities exceeding that of monolithic
sheet, applications involving acoustic fatigue problems are encouraging. Considerable design flexibility is available with
hybrid laminate materials with respect to varying stacking sequences, number of plies, and fiber orientations.

Developmental work on aluminum hybrid laminates has been performed by Delft University for more than 10 years
(more recently in a joint collaborative effort with Alcoa). A number of prototype parts have been fabricated and are
undergoing test evaluation by Fokker and Deutsche Aerospace. The aft cargo door of the C-17 military transport is the largest
primary structural component in production fabricated from aluminum-aramid (ARALL®) laminates. Because of the success
of aluminum-based laminates, considerable work is currently underway to exploit hybrid laminate benefits in titanium alloys
using high-strength graphite fibers.

The family of hybrid laminates offers significant improvements over current monolithic materials for aircraft structures.
For the acceptance of emerging laminate materials by the airframe industry, the following issues must be addressed:

•   Design flexibility. Analysis and manufacturing experience with laminate materials must be developed to accommodate
complex shape and thickness changes typically encountered in airframe components.

•   Manufacturing cost. Methods to reduce or off-set the higher material costs of hybrid laminates require development and
demonstration in the production environment. Ply drop-off and sheet-splicing techniques are
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likely to be important for large fuselage and wing applications of these laminate materials.
•   NDE. Low-cost, in-situ inspection methods are necessary to locate and quantify damage incurred under service

conditions. Repair and maintenance procedures must be developed and proven for large-scale laminate components.

Smart Materials and Structures
Smart, or adaptive, materials and structures are a recent concept that is still rapidly evolving and offers significant

benefits in a range of applications including aircraft design and performance. The development of smart materials is being
enhanced by significant support from the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the U.S. Department of Defense. In the
recent National Research Council report, Expanding the Vision of Sensor Materials (NRC, 1995b), a considerable discussion
is devoted to the definition and application of smart materials to structural monitoring. The report cites a classification of
smart materials developed by Newnham (1993). Under this classification, smart materials range from:

•   passive smart materials that respond to external change without external control;
•   active smart materials that utilize a feedback loop to enable them to function like a cognitive response through an

actuator circuit;
•   very smart materials that sense a change in the environment and respond (e.g., by altering one or more of their property

coefficients, tuning their sensing, or actuation capabilities); and
•   intelligent materials that integrate the sensing and actuation functions with the control system.

In the ultimate manifestation, smart structures will be composed of an array of sensors, actuators, and signal processors,
some of which will be the smart materials themselves, that are linked to cause the structure to perform in a predetermined
fashion to external stimuli.

Smart materials and structures can be thought of as mimicking the human biological system. For example, just as the
brain, through the nervous system, can command the muscles to take some action, it is conceivable that a flight control
system (sensor and processor) could send an electrical signal to cause an actuator to deflect a fin or change the aerodynamic
shape of a wing. Potential applications of smart materials and structures relevant to advanced aircraft include (Crowe, 1994):

•   control of aerodynamic surfaces (e.g., adaptive wing);
•   damping and tuning of structures (e.g., rotorcraft blade damping);
•   noise control, both radiated engine noise and internal cockpit and cabin noise;
•   self-diagnostic capability;
•   robotics;
•   embedded avionics; and
•   de-icing of aerodynamic surfaces.

The elements of a fully integrated smart materials system include sensors, signal processors, actuators, and its own
power supply. Currently, a range of potential actuator concepts is being developed, including piezoelectric, electrostrictive,
and magnetostrictive actuation, as well as shape memory materials. Shape memory materials, based on Ni-Ti alloys, operate
over a limited frequency range (up to 1–5 Hz) but have considerable actuation displacement (up to ~8 percent strain),
whereas, in contrast, the electro-ceramic actuation concepts have limited displacement (~0.1 percent) but offer essentially
unlimited frequency response up to the megahertz range.

Key issues in the development of a smart materials system for commercial aviation applications still relate to cost and
reliability of actuators, system weight, and overall complexity. In the present harsh economic climate, these smart materials
systems will not be adopted unless they significantly enhance aircraft performance or improve safety or reliability. However,
the eventual possibility of significant benefit seems real. One example presented to the committee is that the addition of
adaptive control surfaces to a military plane could allow the elimination of hydraulics and hinge lines, providing significant
advantages in increased payload, range, and maneuverability (Crowe, 1994).

In another example of potential benefit, the application of smart materials to suppress blade vibration and control twist
in rotorcraft could enhance speed capabilities and reduce required maintenance (Crowe, 1994).

Another possible application, which may see early implementation in commercial aviation, involves vibration
cancellation to reduce cockpit noise. This application, while it is difficult to quantify its benefit, would potentially improve
safety by reducing the fatigue of pilots.

The committee does not believe that, in the approximately 20-year purview of this report, systems involving adaptive
materials will be available, practical, and sufficiently low enough in cost to enable application on commercial aircraft.
However, the sensing and signal-processing capabilities could be available for health monitoring of structures or
measurement of service environmental conditions. For example, it is considered likely that smart materials will first see usage
in the most simple form, that is, as a passive system. For instance, optical fibers could be used as an integral part of a health
monitoring system to assess the performance of critical components in locations that are difficult to inspect. Optical fibers
can be used extrinsically to merely relay information from a specific sensor (a corrosion sensor connected to the end of the
fiber). Alternatively,
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the optical fiber could be applied intrinsically, where changes of the light-transmitting properties of the fiber itself (which
may be embedded in a component) can be used to provide information of the amount of strain imparted to the component.
Such a distributed system of sensors and optical fibers could then provide a rudimentary health monitoring approach.
Technical issues associated with such a passive system would involve the selection of key components for monitoring, the
embedment or attachment of the fiber within or on a structure to minimize fiber breakage, and some means of calibrating the
fiber and its responses in order to correctly interpret the information obtained.

To summarize, the field of smart materials is now being extensively researched and the technology is developing
rapidly. Accordingly, the committee recommends that the FAA closely monitor developments in this technology and attempt
to quantify the performance enhancements that may be possible through the application of smart materials systems. The
fabrication of a prototype or demonstration unit would be one means of thoroughly evaluating the performance and benefits
of a smart materials system.

ADVANCED METALLIC FUSELAGE
A logical step in the technological evolution of commercial aircraft is the incorporation of advanced structural alloys and

innovative manufacturing processes in fuselage applications. Design, fabrication, and testing of an advanced metallic
fuselage structure is needed to validate reduced manufacturing costs and improved structural efficiency for new candidate
materials and innovative design concepts. In general, cost savings derive from reducing labor-intensive processes and
lowering part count for major assemblies.

The structural performance and associated manufacturing cost baselines for several new design concepts require
quantification and validation prior to acceptance. Candidate materials systems include new high-strength, high-toughness,
and low-density aluminum-and titanium-based alloy systems discussed in chapter 3. Hybrid laminate composite materials
also offer very attractive, high-specific properties with the attendant benefit of significantly reduced crack growth rates
(Bucci et al., 1989; Gregory and Roebrocks, 1991).

Innovative processing approaches to forming, joining, and finishing systems may offer cost savings. Innovative
processing methods for advanced metallic materials are described in chapter 3. These new processing approaches should be
evaluated in comparison with conventional skin/stringer construction costs and structural efficiencies. Design and
manufacturing issues to be addressed are described in table 2-2.

Testing and demonstration components should evaluate a number of new design concepts such as adhesive-bonded
components, hybrid laminate composite materials, super plastically formed and superplastically formed diffusion-bonded
components, and welded assemblies. The utilization of hybrid laminates in fuselage structures will depend greatly on
optimization of ply orientations, drop-offs, and improved mechanical property behavior. The building-block approach
described in the introduction to part 2 will be used to fabricate and test specimens at incremental levels from simple coupons
to components to full-scale structural validation components.

TABLE 2-2 Design and Manufacturing Issues in Advanced Metallic Fuselage Development
Design
Design for manufacture and assembly principles
Effects of modulus mismatch with adjacent structures
Reduction in number of parts
Low-cost joint designs
Test and Analysis
Durability and damage tolerance of integral structures, laminate materials, and bonding techniques
Verification of analysis methods
Manufacturing
Tooling and fabrication concepts and processes
Nonautoclave bonding methods
NDE methods for new fabrication concepts

COMPOSITE WING
Based on service experience from composite stabilizer components, the next most likely application of composites in

primary structure is the wing. The experience gained in designing and operating composite horizontal stabilizer components
for the Boeing 737 NASA flight-service evaluation, the Airbus A320, and especially the Boeing 777 is valuable in the
development of composite wing structure, since these components are structurally similar. However, commercial aircraft
wing structures have additional design considerations, including fuel containment, electrical grounding, engine mounting, and
fuselage "carry-through" structures. The critical design and manufacturing issues are summarized in table 2-3. Composite
wing structures have been investigated as part of NASA's Advanced Composite Technology (ACT) program, led primarily by
a team from McDonnell Douglas.

Composite wing structure is particularly attractive because the high strength and stiffness and low density of composites
offer the opportunity to produce long, slender (high aspect ratio) wings that would not be producible using monolithic
materials.

Several approaches could be used to produce a composite wing structure. One approach would base the design on the
technology used for the Boeing 777—toughened skin/stringer with ribs—to take advantage of the design
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TABLE 2-3 Design and Manufacturing Issues in Composite Wing Development
Design
Wing-to-body intersection
Engine attachments
Fuel containment and electrical grounding
Metal-to-composite interfaces
Damage tolerance of upper skin panel
Manufacturing
Scaling of low-cost processes
Technology development of integral and co-cured stringers
Inspection and repair technologies

simplifications afforded by the toughened system. Improved processing technologies (e.g., automated fiber placement
for skin lamination and resin transfer molded stiffeners) would be needed to make the application cost-competitive.

Another manufacturing approach is being investigated by McDonnell Douglas under the ACT program to produce a
near-net-shape, integrally stiffened panel using RFI processing (Janicki, 1994). The structure would be fabricated from
stitched fiber performs and infiltrated with low-cost resin-matrix systems similar to those used on previous-generation
secondary structures. Damage tolerance and delamination resistance would be imparted to the structure via the through-
thickness reinforcement provided by stitched fibers. Scaled components have been produced using this technique. Work is
continuing on high-speed sewing equipment and RFI (resin film intrusion) process optimization.

COMPOSITE FUSELAGE
There has been a significant research effort directed toward the design and validation of a polymeric composite fuselage

(Smith et al., 1994). Factors influencing manufacturing costs for a composite fuselage are shown in figure 2-1. Although
many cost drivers affect the entire fuselage section, each area of the fuselage (crown, side, and keel) has unique challenges
that must be overcome to achieve low costs.

Important composite structural design issues are also unique to each of the fuselage areas as shown in figure 2-2. Design
of the crown panel is primarily governed by tension-loading requirements. In contrast, the side area is dominated by shear
and pressure-load redistribution around the door and window cut-outs. Design of the keel is driven by complex load
redistribution from the keel beam and combined loads dominated by axial compression.

Emerging manufacturing technologies for composite fuselage structures are presented in figure 2-3. As can be seen in
the figure, development emphasis in being placed on automated techniques such as advanced tow placement for skin
fabrication, textile preform and RTM (resin transfer molding) technology for the substructure, and co-curing and co-bonding
operations for assembly. The majority of the research in this area is being conducted by the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Group under the Advanced Technology Composite Aircraft Structure (ATCAS) program as part of NASA's ACT initiative.

Ten items have been identified by the ATCAS program as representing critical issues that must be addressed to make
composites a viable design option for fuselage structure

FIGURE 2-1 Cost drivers for a composite fuselage. Source: Ilcewicz et al. (1990).
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FIGURE 2-2 Structural design drivers for a composite fuselage. Source: Ilcewicz et al. (1990).

FIGURE 2-3 Emerging manufacturing technologies for composite fuselage structure. Source: Flynn et al. (1993).
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(Ilcewicz et al., 1992). These are summarized in table 2-4. A majority of these issues are currently being addressed by
the airframe industry under NASA's ACT program. Detailed discussions of these technical issues can be found in Ilcewicz et
al. (1992). The industry goal of demonstrating technology readiness will be achieved when these major technical issues have
been resolved in sufficient detail to provide the necessary confidence for the commitment of composites to commercial
transport fuselage applications.

SUMMARY
Innovative structural concepts will be developed for next-generation commercial transport aircraft to take advantage of

improved cost and performance benefits offered by the application of new materials that enable low-cost processing methods.
This chapter describes a number of innovative concepts and discusses the developments required to enable their application
on next-generation aircraft. Manifestations of advanced structural concepts will be found in components for the advanced
metallic fuselage, composite wing, and composite fuselage structures, as well as other applications. The introduction of new
structural concepts will depend on aircraft performance requirements, cost considerations, and the maturity of the technology.
Promising structural concepts include net-shape technology, integral stiffening, innovative sandwich structure, advanced
joining methods, laminated hybrids, and smart materials and structures.

Net-(or near-net-) shape technology (including precision forgings, net-shape extrusions, and castings for metals and
resin transfer molding and resin film infusion of polymeric composites) has the potential to lower manufacturing costs by
reducing or eliminating machining, reducing the number of parts, and by producing parts that cannot be produced using other
methods.

Integrally stiffened parts—parts in which skins and stiffeners are produced as a single unit—have the potential to
significantly reduce the manufactured cost of complex components by eliminating multipart assemblies, fasteners, and
adhesively bonded joints. Integrally stiffened components can be produced from metallic alloys (using machining and
chemical milling or net-shape processes), as well as polymeric composites (using co-curing, co-bonding, or net-shape
processes).

Sandwich constructions—structural facesheets adhesive-bonded to a stabilizing core—generally provide a minimum-
weight solution for strength, stability, and stiffness-critical structures. Minimum-gauge designs with low-density cores are
extremely sensitive to in-service threats such as low-velocity impacts, surface facesheet damage, and moisture entrapment.
Sandwich structures typically require more maintenance due to frequent repairs in minimum-gauge designs and difficult and
expensive on-site inspection techniques.

TABLE 2-4 Design and Manufacturing Issues in Composite Fuselage Development
Design

Damage tolerance of crown, keel, and side panels
Load redistribution near major fuselage cut-outs
Wing-to-body intersection
Integrity of bonded elements in configured fuselage structures
Development of mechanical joints for major panel splices
Metal-to-composites interfaces

Manufacturing
Manufacturing scale-up of configured panels
Inspection and repair technologies for selected designs
Technology developments for low-cost framing elements
Structural detail and manufacturing cost relationships for selected designs and processes

Adhesive-bonding allows large-area joining and potentially reduces or eliminates the need for fastened joints. Adhesive-
bonding processes are used for joining polymeric composite or metallic substrate materials. Despite the advantages, adhesive
bonding has had no significant application in primary structure in commercial transports. The limited application in primary
structure is because of concerns with durability of bonded joints, poor nondestructive evaluation methods, and inconsistency
and environmental impacts of surface preparation processes.

Welded structural components offer a number of potential advantages with respect to structurally efficient and
affordable airframe structures. Various aluminum, titanium, and steel alloys are weldable and have been used to manufacture
airframe, missile, and propulsion systems structures. A reduction in fabrication and manufacturing costs is associated with
welded structures through lower part counts and automated assembly practices.

Hybrid laminates show potential for use in weight-sensitive and fatigue-and fracture-critical components. Hybrid
laminates offer fatigue crack growth resistance that is significantly better than monolithic aluminum and titanium alloys. In
addition, hybrid laminates can be produced using standard metal fabrication processes and have improved resistance to
absorbed moisture and impact damage compared with polymer-matrix composites. Potential aircraft applications envisioned
for hybrid laminates include lower wing skins, fuselage skins, tear straps, empennage structures and applications involving
acoustic fatigue.

Smart materials and structures, which incorporate actuators connected to both sensors and signal processing to respond
to some external stimuli and cause some action or control function to occur, are a recent concept that is still rapidly evolving
and offers significant benefits in a range of applications including aircraft design and performance. The
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committee does not believe that systems involving adaptive materials will be available, practical, and sufficiently low in
cost to enable application on next-generation commercial aircraft. However, the sensing-and signal-processing capabilities
could be available for health monitoring of structures or measurement of service environmental conditions.
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3

Metallic Materials and Processes

Aircraft alloy materials and processing technology has been advancing steadily with each new aircraft model. Important
alloys in commercial transport applications include high-performance aluminum alloys, high-strength steels, and titanium
alloys. Significant progress is being made in developing alloys with improved strength, toughness, corrosion resistance, and
producibility. Advances have been achieved primarily through incremental improvements to already-developed alloys.
Manufacturing process development has been emphasizing low-cost approaches such as net-shape processing (casting and
forging), improved forming methods, and high-speed machining. This chapter describes developments and trends in metallic
alloy materials and processes.

ALUMINUM ALLOYS
The primary use of high-strength aluminum alloys is in aircraft construction; the airframe of modern aircraft is

approximately 80 percent aluminum by weight (Marceau, 1994). Traditionally, the structural aluminum alloys in aircraft have
been 2024 in damage-critical areas and 7075 in strength-critical areas (Starke and Staley, 1996).

The goal of aircraft designers to improve durability and save weight has led to the development of new aluminum alloys
that provide improved combinations of specific strength, durability, and damage tolerance. Most often, the newer alloys are
variants of older 2XXX- and 7XXX-series alloys—but with tighter controls on chemistry and processing parameters. For
instance, the upper and lower wing structures of the Boeing 757 and 767 are manufactured with improved alloys relative to
the older Boeing 747. The improved alloys include 7150-T6 plate and extrusions (upper wing) and 2324 plate and 2224
extrusions (lower wing). Alloy 7150-T6 is a modification of the 7050-T74 product. It is aged to a higher strength and is
processed to control the grain structure and degree of recrystallization (Staley, 1992). The T6 temper results in a higher
strength than the T74 temper, and a new aging treatment (T61 temper) was developed to provide one letter-grade better in the
rating system used to described exfoliation corrosion. Alloy 7150-T61 plate and extrusions are also used on the McDonnell
Douglas MD-11. The tighter controls on chemistry and processing parameters may cause an increase in the cost of the
material, but production applications of improved alloys show that this cost can be offset by benefits in performance or
durability.

Improved Strength and Corrosion Resistance
The conventional T76 and T73 tempers used to develop high resistance to exfoliation corrosion and to stress corrosion

cracking in the short transverse direction of 7XXX alloys are associated with a 10–15 percent reduction in strength compared
with the peak-aged T6 temper. To address this reduction, the T77 temper has been developed for the 7150 and 7055 alloys.
The 7150-T77 plate and extrusions have the strength and fracture toughness of 7150-T6 and - T61, but with the exfoliation
and stress corrosion resistance of 7075-T76. The alloy 7055 relies on strict control of solute elements and thermomechanical
processing to produce a material that has a higher strength than that of 7178-T6, along with improvements in exfoliation
corrosion, stress corrosion cracking susceptibility, fracture toughness, and fatigue resistance (Staley, 1994).

Improved Durability and Damage Tolerance
The alloys 2324-T39 and 2224-T3 were developed by modifying the composition and processing of standard 2024. The

amount of cold work applied after quenching and prior to aging was increased from the 1–3 percent used for 2024-T351 plate
to about 9 percent. The allowable limits of iron and silicon impurities were reduced, and composition and processing were
modified to minimize constituent particles and to improve fracture toughness and decrease fatigue crack growth rate.
Processing conditions were also modified for extrusions in order to retain the deformation crystallographic texture for added
texture strengthening (Staley and Rolf, 1993).

Boeing is using a new Alcoa alloy, C188, for the fuselage of the 777. This alloy falls into the 2XXX-series family and
has stricter chemistry and process controls than normal airframe alloys. It has a 17 percent improvement in toughness and a
60 percent slower fatigue crack growth compared with 2024-T3.

Since the aluminum alloys discussed above are variants of or improvements over conventional aluminum alloys that are
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currently used—some have been used for over 50 years (2024-T3 sheet was used as early as 1936 on the original DC-3)—
they minimize potential risks for design, maintenance, and in-service failure. On the other hand, new classes of aluminum
alloys (e.g., Al-Li alloys and aluminum/polymeric composite hybrids described in a later section) are quite different from
conventional aluminum alloys and must be treated differently.

Low Density (Aluminum-Lithium) Alloys
The interest in Al-Li alloys derives from the large effect that lithium additions have on the modulus of aluminum, a 6

percent increase for every weight percent added, and the density, a 3 percent decrease for every weight percent added. These
changes apply for lithium additions up to 3 weight percent. There have been three generations of Al-Li alloys (Starke and
Blankenship, 1993):

•   Those produced in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, including alloy 2020 (used for the upper and lower wing skins of the
North American RA-5C Vigilante aircraft) and alloy 1420 (used for a welded fuselage and cockpit of the MIG 29).
These alloys experienced either ductility and fracture toughness problems (2020) or were of relatively low strength
(1420).

•   Those produced in the 1980s, including alloy 2090, 2091, 8090, and 8091. These alloys had an attractively high modulus
and low density, but contained anisotropic mechanical properties.

•   The more recent high-strength Weldalite®-type alloys developed by Martin Marietta, including alloy 2195 (Pickens et
al., 1991).
Aluminum-lithium alloys have yet to replace conventional aluminum alloys in many aerospace applications because of

their fracture behavior. Low fracture toughness was a concern with the first commercial Al-Li-X alloy 2020. Although not all
Al-Li-X alloys suffer from low toughness, fracture behavior can depend on a number of variables (Blankenship and Starke,
1992), including:

•   the presence of tramp elements such as sodium and potassium (and in some cases calcium, hydrogen, and sulfur) that are
believed to be present in lithium metal used in preparation of the alloy;

•   the presence of iron-, silicon-, copper-, and magnesium-rich constituent phases that form during the casting process;
•   the effect of chromium, manganese, and zirconium dispersoids which are added for grain structure control;
•   anisotropic behavior resulting from lamellar grain structure and intense deformation texture;
•   strain localization from the cutting of shearable matrix precipitates (primarily Al3Li); and
•   strain localization from preferential deformation in softer, precipitate-free zones (PFZ) adjacent to grain boundaries.

As a result, newer Al-Li alloys have been developed that minimize these effects and improve fracture toughness. Tramp
element levels have been decreased by using high-purity lithium metal for the production of commercial ingots and by using
fluxing and other specialized casting processes. Although the presence of constituent phase particles in conventional and Al-
Li alloys is unavoidable, toughening strategies revolve around minimizing their volume fraction by keeping iron and silicon
levels to a minimum. A new alloy, designated AF (UDRI), which is produced using special alloying and processing
procedures that reduce anisotropy, has been developed at the University of Dayton Research Institute. The new alloy has
mechanical properties similar to 7050-T7451 with significant improvements in density and modulus. Most of the newer Al-Li
alloys have alloying elements (e.g., copper, magnesium, and manganese) that reduce shear localization in the matrix by
forming nonshearable precipitates. Finally, strain localization in the PFZ and associated void nucleation at grain boundary
precipitates cannot be eliminated by alloying additions. However, this problem can be minimized by stretching the material
and then aging the material at low temperatures, both of which accelerate precipitation in the matrix and lead to decreased
grain boundary precipitation, a smaller PFZ, and improve combined strength and fracture toughness.

The first and second generation Al-Li alloys (e.g., 2020, 2090, 2091, and 8090) suffered from low fracture toughness in
the short transverse direction and anisotropic properties. However, newer alloys with lower lithium contents (e.g., Weldalite)
and alloys that utilize special processing procedures (e.g., AF (UDRI)) have fracture toughness similar to that of many
conventional aerospace aluminum alloys and offer lower densities and higher modulus.

The newer classes (second and third generations) of Al-Li alloys have seen limited commercial use. Alloy 8090 plate,
extrusions, and forgings were used in at least one classified U.S. space vehicle and currently are used on leading edges and
outer lower wing skins of the Airbus A330 and A340. Alloy 2090 is being used on the C-17 military transport. The Weldalite
2195 alloy has been selected for the super-light-weight external fuel tank of the Space Shuttle. This alloy offers a 50 percent
increase in strength, a 5 percent increase in elastic modulus, and a 5 percent reduction in density compared with the
conventional 2219 alloy that it will replace. It is likely that this alloy will also see use in advanced subsonic aircraft. Al-Li
alloys may behave differently from conventional aluminum alloys, and, accordingly, they should
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be characterized to gain confidence in manufacturing methods and performance over the life of an aircraft.
The Al-Li alloys as a group have attractive fatigue properties; are amenable to superplastic forming; display moderate to

good weldability; and can be chemically milled, bonded, anodized, clad, and painted. On the debit side, they often display
considerable anisotropy, especially in the short transverse direction, and are typically more costly than conventional
aluminum alloys. They are more susceptible to surface oxidation and are prone to warping during quenching. They are more
difficult to process than conventional aluminum alloys, and their properties can be greatly influenced by relatively minor
processing variations.

New Materials
There are a number of a new aluminum materials that are under study and are being developed for use in commercial

transport aircraft. Laminated hybrids of aluminum sheet with aramid-fiber-reinforced (ARALL) or glass-fiber-reinforced
(GLARE®) composites have high fatigue resistance and the potential for significant weight savings in aircraft. This material
also has resistance to burnthrough in the event of a fire and can potentially substitute for titanium in fire walls. On the
negative side are the very high material costs, typically 7–10 times that of monolithic aluminum sheet (Tenney, 1992).

Al-Mg-Sc alloys, while potentially very expensive because of the presence of scandium, appear to have excellent
corrosion resistance, and as a body skin they may not need to be clad or painted which would lead to reduced maintenance
costs. Higher-strength forgings, age-formable alloys, less-quench-sensitive alloys, and rivet alloys with improved formability
are all being examined and developed for future use in subsonic aircraft. Each product may require new methods of
evaluation and maintenance. The critical properties that characterize the materials, fabrication and assembly, and issues of in-
service supportability must be identified and evaluated prior to airframe application.

HIGH-STRENGTH STEELS
Research on the development of new high-strength, high-toughness, corrosion-resistant steels for landing gear materials

has been a subject of intense recent interest. Improved Ni-Co, low-carbon steels (most notably Aermet 100 and AF1410),
have excellent combinations of properties and are developed to the point where they are now being specified as replacements
for the standard landing gear steels 300M and 4340.

These improved steels are used in landing gear on carrier-based aircraft because they exhibit excellent damage tolerance
and environmental resistance. The steels can also find application as attach fittings, horizontal stabilizer spindles, arresting-
hook shanks, and catapult hooks. Other aerospace applications under consideration include rotorcraft actuators and masts, gas
turbine engine shafts, and rocket motor casings. Nonaerospace applications include ordnance, armor, high-strength fasteners,
pump splines, and automotive drive shafts.

The improved combination of strength, damage tolerance, and stress corrosion cracking resistance provides significant
benefits for applications under severe service conditions, such as the naval aircraft environment. An additional benefit
includes fatigue strength superior to 300M. These materials have good weldability because of low carbon content. Testing
has shown that Aermet 100 can be welded, without preheat, with joint efficiencies approaching 100 percent.

The new landing gear steels are more resistant to stress corrosion cracking than 300M, but are prone to general corrosion
attack. Coating technology to prevent general corrosion in these steels is lagging. More work should be done in chemical
vapor deposition and physical vapor deposition techniques for applying coatings. These improved toughness steels require
vacuum induction melting and vacuum are remelting practices, followed by thermomechanical processing of the wrought
materials to produce the desired fine-grain size and combination of properties. Furthermore, components must be processed
oversized to avoid decarburization, and processing and melting practices must be standardized. Appropriate weld filler metals
are available, and full characterization of weldability of these alloys will increase their application potential.

It appears that the strength of these new steels cannot increase to higher levels without corresponding decreases in
ductility and toughness. However, increased strength can be achieved while keeping toughness at levels acceptable for many
applications. Such a balance of properties may be acceptable for landing gear for civil aircraft.

The use of rapid solidification technology may provide an avenue for further improvements in landing gear steels by
decreasing inclusion size. However, large forging presses would be required to consolidate billets large enough for landing
gear components. Powder-particle oxide coatings must be broken up during consolidation to minimize the size of oxide
particles present in the finished material and to limit their effect on the mechanical properties. The need to employ
thermomechanical processing may limit applications. In some cases, the desired component size may exceed the size of
available furnace capacity.

TITANIUM ALLOYS
Titanium and titanium alloys are widely used in aircraft applications because of their high strength-to-weight ratio and

excellent corrosion resistance. Titanium use is, however,
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strongly limited by its higher cost relative to competing materials, namely aluminum alloys and steels. There are three types
of titanium alloy systems based on the composition of the alloy and the resultant, predominant room-temperature phase: (1) α
and near-α alloys, (2) α/β alloys, and (3) β alloys. α phase is the low-temperature allotrope of titanium and phase is the high-
temperature allotrope. Manipulation of the content and microstructural form of these two phases through alloying and
thermomechanical processing is the primary basis for the titanium alloy optimization. For a more detailed discussion of basic
titanium metallurgy, see Collings (1984), Duerig and Williams (1984), and Bania (1993).

The primary reasons for using titanium for aircraft applications include:
•   Weight savings. In various applications (assuming they are not gauge-limited) the strength/weight ratio of titanium can

exceed those of stronger but heavier steel alloys and lighter but weaker aluminum alloys. The consequent weight savings
achieved by using titanium instead of the competing alloys can be significant.

•   Operating temperature. Titanium is most commonly used when the operating temperature exceeds about 135°C (275°F;
the normal maximum operating temperature for aluminum). These conditions exist in the nacelle, auxiliary power unit
area, and wing anti-icing systems for airframe structures. Steel and nickel-base alloys are obvious alternatives, but have
a density of about 1.7 times that of titanium.

•   Space limitation. Titanium may replace more-easily processed aluminum alloys where space is limited (e.g., landing gear
beams).

•   Corrosion resistance. Excellent corrosion resistance enables titanium to be used, in most applications, without the
addition of protective coatings.

•   Composite compatibility. Titanium has found significant use in contact with polymeric composite components because
titanium is more galvanically compatible with carbon fibers than aluminum and has a relatively good match of thermal
expansion coefficients.

α and Near-α Alloys
There are two types of alloys in this category—the commercially pure grades (with oxygen and iron as the primary

alloying elements) and those with intentional additions of α stabilizers, such as aluminum and tin. Commercially pure (CP)
grades can be obtained with minimum yield strengths from 25–70 ksi (172–482 MPa), with the higher-strength grades
containing more oxygen and iron. Their primary attributes are good formability, with the formability decreasing as the
strength increases; excellent corrosion resistance; and good weldability. CP alloys are used for nonstructural applications
such as floor support structure in the galley and lavatory areas, tubes or pipes in the lavatory system, clips and brackets, and
ducting for the anti-icing and environmental control systems. CP alloys will continue to be used in commercial aircraft, with
little change anticipated for future aircraft.

The α and near-α structural alloys include Ti-3Al-2.5V (Ti-3-2.5), Ti-5Al-2.5Sn (Ti-5-2.5), Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V (Ti-8-1-1),
and Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo (Ti-6-2-4-2S). Ti-3-2.5 has two key applications in aircraft: hydraulic tubing where it is used for
high-pressure hydraulic lines, and honeycomb core in applications where greater strength than CP alloys is required.

The most common application of α alloys (other than CP) is for elevated-temperature applications because of their
outstanding elevated property retention and creep resistance. The primary alloy used in the United States for these
applications is Ti-6-2-4-2S, which is used for rotating engine components such as blades, discs, and rotors at temperatures up
to about 540°C (1000°F). Ti-6-2-4-2S is also finding applications in some airframes, in areas such as engine mounts, exhaust
systems, and areas of exhaust impingement.

Future trends in alloys are use in improved oxidation resistance and high-temperature creep strength. For example, a
modification of Ti-6-2-4-2S, Ti-6Al-2.8Sn-4Zr-.4Mo-.4Si (Timet Timetal-1100®), has the potential to be used at
temperatures up to 593°C (1100°F; Bania, 1989).

α/β Alloys
α/β alloys, including Ti-6Al-4V (Ti-6-4), Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn (Ti-6-6-2), and Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo (Ti-6-2-4-6), are capable

of somewhat higher strengths than the near-α alloys, have good combinations of properties, are more processable than the
alloys, and, depending on the alloy, are sufficient for service temperatures up to 315–400°C (600–750°F). Alloys with lower
β-stabilizing contents, such as Ti-6-4, are highly weldable. As the β-stabilizer content increases or as the hardenability
increases, welding becomes more difficult. These alloys can provide a weight savings with superior corrosion resistance
compared with low alloy steels and aluminum alloys.

Ti-6-4 is the workhorse of the titanium industry; it accounts for about 60 percent of all titanium production and 80–90
percent of the titanium used in all sections of the airframe (including fuselage, nacelles, landing gear, wing, and empennage).
Virtually all product forms are used, including forgings, bar, castings, sheet, plate, extrusions, tubing, and fasteners.

Alloy Ti-6-6-2 was used extensively in the landing gear support structure of the Boeing 747 because of its superior
corrosion resistance to the low-alloy steels. One β alloy, Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (Ti-10-2-3), has been used on later
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models because it offers improved weight savings, particularly in thick sections. Fracture toughness and stress corrosion
resistance are also improved beyond that of Ti-6-6-2.

Future trends in α/β alloys include the introduction of alloys (e.g., Ti-6Al-2Sn-2Mo-2Zr-2Cr) with improved strength/
toughness combinations and the use of lower oxygen content versions of Ti-6-4 for maximum toughness.

β Alloys
β alloys, which include Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3Al-0.2Si and Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (β-C), are capable of being heat treated

to high strengths in excess of 200 ksi (1,378 MPa). They can be heat treated over a broad range of strengths, permitting one to
tailor the combination of strength and fracture toughness properties that is desired, and they generally have high stress
corrosion resistance. β alloys offer fabrication advantages, particularly for producing sheet, due to their cold-rolling
capabilities. In addition, for hot-die or isothermal precision forgings, alloys such as Ti-10-2-3 can be forged at lower
temperatures, resulting in lower die costs and forging advantages for some shapes.

Some of the β alloys, such as Ti-10-2-3 (Boyer, 1980, 1993, 1994; Carey et al., 1985; Davies, 1993) and β-C (Boyer et
al., 1984; Eylon et al., 1988; Wagner and Gregory, 1993) have excellent fatigue properties, while others, such as Ti-15-3,
have, in general, poor fatigue properties relative to their strengths. Ti-10-2-3 is weldable, but electron-beam welding is
recommended as plasma and TIG welding can result in poor ductility and toughness (Messler, 1981). Alloys such as Ti-15-3
and β-21S are readily weldable.

Alloy Ti-15-3 was developed to improve strip producibility, cold formability and the ability to heat treat to high
strengths. It has excellent cold-forming characteristics for simple forming operations such as brake forming or forming into
shapes. However, for more-complex forming operations, such as tube bending, stretch and bulge forming, where triaxial
stresses are developed, forming difficulties can be encountered.

Alloy Ti-10-2-3 is the most highly used of the β alloys, has excellent fatigue properties, and has moderate fatigue crack
growth rate characteristics. The most significant application of Ti-10-2-3 is on the landing gear of the Boeing 777, which
results in a significant weight savings compared with 4340 steel and eliminates the potential for stress corrosion cracking
associated with steel.

Timetal 21S has good high-temperature properties, with creep properties superior to that of Ti-6-4 (Fanning, 1993).
Applications on the Boeing 777 are in the engine nacelle and in areas where exposure to hydraulic fluids at elevated
temperatures can occur (alloy 21S is uniquely resistant among titanium alloys to hydraulic fluids used in commercial aircraft).

Low-Cost Alloys
Two low-cost titanium alloys have recently been developed. Timetal 62S (Ti-6Al-1.7Fe-.1Si) was developed as a low-

cost replacement for Ti-6-4 for the automotive industry (Bania et al., 1993). Since iron is a much lower-cost alloying addition
than vanadium, the use of an expensive master alloy was eliminated. The other low-cost alloy, Timetal LCB
(Ti-6.8Mo-4.5Fe-1.5Al), developed for automotive springs, takes advantage of low-cost alloying additions by using a low-
cost ferromoly alloying addition (Bania, 1994). This alloy can be heat treated to strengths in excess of 200 ksi (1,378 MPa)
with reasonable ductility. The properties of both of these alloys indicate that they may be appropriate for airframe
applications. Timetal LCB is presently being studied as a high-strength fastener alloy.

METAL-MATRIX COMPOSITES
Much of the early work on metal-matrix composites (MMCs) involved aluminum-matrix alloys. Recently, matrices

based on titanium alloys and intermetallics of titanium and aluminum (γTiAl) have received much interest. There are a
variety of types and morphologies of reinforcements used in MMCs, principally high-melting-point ceramics, such as SiC or
Al2O3, in the form of discrete whiskers, particles, or continuous fibers.

The major benefit of MMCs over monolithic alloys is their higher strength, elastic modulus, and fatigue crack initiation
resistance at the expense of lower toughness. The major emphasis in research has been to achieve improved ductility and
toughness in discontinuously reinforced MMCs and improved toughness in continuously reinforced MMCs with no loss in
strength. Unfortunately, the costs of producing MMCs are high. In MMCs with continuous reinforcement, key issues include
cost, processing, and producibility of useful shapes.

Continuously reinforced MMCs provide the greatest strength and stiffness at premium cost. Landing gear on advanced
aircraft can use continuously reinforced MMCs for reduced weight and increased environmental resistance. Other candidate
applications include supersonic aircraft skins and engine structures where high-temperature strength is required.

Discontinuously reinforced MMCs, containing whiskers or particles, provide increased strength and stiffness, but at
higher costs than unreinforced metals. They can find applications in lightly loaded, stiffness-critical airframe components
where enhanced fatigue or fracture resistance is not a necessity. Examples include inertial guidance systems, rudders, escape
hatches, and aircraft hydraulic systems.

MMCs with continuous reinforcement have a problem with fiber-matrix compatibility, fiber cost, fiber size, and fiber-
coating technology. There are also unresolved issues
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associated with consolidation technology, the cost of production, and manufacturing, including post-fabrication shaping,
forming, and machining, as well as the establishment of design properties.

Whisker and particulate MMCs need specially designed dies for primary processing. Achieving a uniform dispersion of
particles and producing a controlled or reduced whisker or particulate size is difficult and processing costs are high.

The major barrier to the use of MMCs has been their high cost. Other barriers include the lack of standardization of
mechanical property measurements and difficulty in machining. Process development and standardization are needed for both
continuous and discontinuous MMCs. Other constraints include low fracture toughness and poor, short transverse mechanical
properties. Because of these constraints, the committee foresees niche applications but not major use of MMCs in next-
generation commercial transport airframes. The most likely first application of MMCs in commercial aircraft is in engine
applications; however engine applications are not within the scope of this study.

TRENDS IN PROCESSING

Forming
A range of metallurgical forming processes are employed in the production of commercial aircraft. These include both

cold-forming and hot-forming processes. The process used depends on the characteristics of the alloys and on the amount of
deformation required. Two forming processes of particular importance for next-generation aircraft will be age forming and
superplastic forming and are described later in this chapter.

Age forming utilizes the metallurgical stress relaxation phenomena that occurs during the artificial aging or heat
treatment of aluminum alloys. The age-forming process can be performed on any of the heat-treatable aluminum alloys in the
2XXX, 6XXX, and 7XXX series. Age forming offers a potential solution to many of the problems encountered when
conventional cold-forming processes are applied to integrally stiffened, complex shaped parts. Stress relaxation occurs during
the age-forming process to convert elastic strain into retained deformation for simple and compound contour shapes.
Production use of age forming has occurred primarily on wing skins and stringers, with experience on B-1B upper and lower
skin panels, Gulfstream IV compound curvature upper wing panels, Airbus A330 and A340 upper wing panels, and iso-and
ortho-grid patterns for Titan IV booster skirts.

Uniform pressures are applied at the required aging temperatures using bagging and autoclave techniques. Both
peripheral and total bagging methods have been employed successfully in the development and qualification of the age-
forming technique. Process cycle temperatures and times can be adjusted and typically correspond to MIL-HDBK-5F aging
practices. Post-forming property evaluations in 2419, 7150, and 8090 Al-Li alloys have demonstrated no alteration in
mechanical properties due to the age-forming process. Parts with complex thickness changes, cut-outs, pad-ups, and stiffeners
have been formed successfully using age-forming procedures.

Tooling development involving primarily the issue of ''over-form" or spring-back is the major factor to be understood in
forming new parts. For integrally stiffened concepts, 46 cm × 61 cm (18 in. × 24 in.) test panels are normally used to aid in
both design and tooling concepts. Concave and convex contoured panels with grid patterns have been fabricated using age
forming in a variety of high-strength 7XXX-and 2XXX-series aluminum alloys. Radii of panels fabricated to date have been
on the order of 100–150 cm (40–60 in.) in diameter, although 50–76 cm (20–30 in.) in diameter appears to be feasible with
proper development.

Near-Net-Shape Forging and Casting Processes
Aircraft alloys are producible by conventional methods and much has been written regarding techniques and capabilities.

The continuing issue is that of cost to produce usable part configurations. For example, the use of titanium has been limited
by raw product costs (from 3–10 times that of aluminum or steel) and processing difficulties. Since the early 1970s,
government and industry research has focused on low-cost processing methods for both military and commercial aircraft,
with much of the focus on net-shape processing methods that eliminate (or reduce) costly post-processing operations such as
machining (AFML, 1973; NRC, 1986). Processes that take advantage of this approach include net-die, hot-die, or isothermal
forging, and net-shape premium-quality castings.

Forging Processes
Conventional forging technology produces complex die forgings, by press or hammer techniques, to configurations with

average "buy-to-fly" (B/F) ratios1 of about 7:1. Smaller, simpler forgings (<323 square cm or 50 square in. plan view area)
can be produced with B/F ratios of 2:1 or less (precision forgings), while larger, complex forgings have greater B/F ratios,
sometimes as high as 25–30:1 or greater. Subsequent machining processes to reach the desired final configuration can be very
expensive, especially in the case of titanium, where forging stock can cost as much as $25 per pound.

1 The buy-to-fly ratio is a measure of materials utilization. It is defined as the ratio of the average weight of material purchased to the final
component weight.
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Numerous U.S. Air Force and industrial technology development programs have been conducted to establish a
technology base for hot-die (isothermal) forging of titanium alloys closer to net size (Leodolter, 1982). These efforts resulted
in the development of a technology base for producing complex near-to-net titanium with B/F ratios of 3:1 or less.

Although widely used for jet engine components, because of the larger size and asymmetrical shapes required for
airframe parts, isothermal forging has not been extensively used. Furthermore, it does not appear that the technology will find
much use in next-generation aircraft for several reasons:

•   Building a complex, high-temperature die system is very costly and time-consuming, and delivery schedules of first parts
generally will not allow time to implement the process. It is likely that production runs will not be sufficiently long
enough to amortize the cost of the dies. The time to set-up for a production run would not be justified, based on the
limited number of articles that are required.

•   Competing processes, particularly castings, will allow faster production of the same parts, closer to final configuration,
and in many cases to a more structurally efficient configuration than is producible by any combination of forging and
machining.

•   The major driver for net-shape processing has been the high cost of machining, especially for titanium because the
material costs are significantly higher and because titanium is more difficult to machine than aluminum or steel.
However, with the development of advanced machining tools, numerical controls, and innovative cutter technologies,
machining of titanium is no longer the high-cost operation it has been in the past.
Although forgings will continue to be a mainstay structural product form for the next-generation aircraft, in light of the

above it is likely that they will be either conventional forgings or forged block.

Casting Processes
Historically, strength and toughness levels and consistency in quality of cast parts have been inferior to wrought

fabricated products. Consequently, castings have not been used in many airframe primary structure applications. However,
both aluminum and titanium castings are finding significant new application in aircraft, especially military systems (AGARD,
1991). The increased application of castings has been fueled by advances in process technology and the need to reduce
manufacturing costs.

Aluminum castings have been produced and utilized in a wide range of airframe components, including pylons,
bulkheads, vertical stabilizers, and canopy frames. The most common aluminum casting alloys include A356, A357, and
A201. Aluminum casting alloys generally exhibit lower allowable design stresses than wrought alloys which is attributable to
the wider variability in properties compared with wrought products because of the persistent occurrence of porosity.
Improved aluminum casting alloys, advances in understanding microstructural control, and improvements in sand-and
investment-casting processes have resulted in significant increases in the use of aluminum castings, particularly by Airbus.

Cast titanium components have been used successfully in both engines and airframes for many years. There are
numerous applications of titanium castings for structural applications such as frames and nozzles. The predominant titanium
alloy for cast parts in aerospace structures is Ti-6-4, but several other alloys, including Ti-6-2-4-2s, Timetal-1100, and
Ti-15-3, have also been investigated.

In airframe applications, titanium castings (particularly Ti-6-4) are being used in secondary or nonstructural applications
with casting factors2 of 1.0–2.0, depending on the criticality of the application. As casting technology has matured, and as hot
isostatic processing (HIP) has become an integral part of the casting process for titanium, larger, more complex cast shapes
with significantly improved structural properties have been realized.

The advances in casting processes, particularly HIP, the improving performance database, and prior history in engine
applications led the Boeing/Lockheed team to commit to produce the F-22 side-of-body rib assembly (figure 3-1), a primary
structure/fracture critical part, from two Ti-6-4 castings with a casting factor of 1.0. Benefits in weight and cost were realized
because of design refinement, joint elimination, and minimization of secondary processing (such as machining). This initial
application of castings on the F-22 has led to many additional applications which total more than 50 parts, many in fracture-
critical applications. The success on the F-22 should provide impetus to the commercial airframe industry to pursue similar
applications.

The issues that need to be addressed before wider use can be made of critical structural castings include:
•   Elimination of casting factors. Extensive tests are required to determine static properties and durability and damage

tolerance characteristics that permit reduction or elimination of casting factors (currently 1.3–1.5). The implementation
of process controls and the development of property databases will allow the minimization or elimination of casting
factors.

2 Casting factor is an additional margin of safety multiplier imposed on cast components because of the historical inconsistencies in
casting processes and component quality.
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FIGURE 3-1 HIP castings applications—F-22 wing-to-body rib castings.
Source: Clark et al. (1995).

•   Optimization of casting parameters. The introduction and implementation of computer simulations of the casting
processes (including solidification and heat transfer models) will contribute to improved designs and fewer defects. By
using process simulations, changes in casting configurations and mold designs can be more efficiently achieved to
accelerate final part production.

•   Rapid prototype development. Rapid prototyping technologies encompass a variety of methods to directly generate three-
dimensional models from computer-aided design (CAD) workstations. The solid models can be used as patterns for
investment castings and to verify dimensional conformance on final parts.
Further advancements in the casting industry will extend the application potential and cost benefit significantly. One

such advancement is rapid prototyping methods, such as using stereolithography to produce first articles in a short period of
time. Stereolithographic technology may also lead to low-cost mold fabrication techniques. Finally, significant progress is
being made by industry, as well as academic, researchers in modeling of the casting process (NRC, 1995a). As the
technology matures and extends into more complex shapes, further benefits will be realized, including reduced time to first
part development, increased shape complexity, and improved casting integrity.

In summary, castings will experience increasing use for primary structure on airframes because of the improvements in
the capability of the casting industry to produce complex, high-integrity castings. Future advancements inclusive of
additional alloys, rapid prototyping, stereolithography, process modeling, and welding will further extend their use. Increased
confidence will finally reduce or completely eliminate casting factors.

High-Speed Machining of Low-Residual-Stress Parts
Semifinished material is not a major contributing factor to the acquisition cost of advanced aircraft. Accordingly, it is

possible to trade off some efficiency in material utilization in order to achieve significant decreases in assembly costs. In
many cases, recent advances in high-speed machining have out-paced developments in net-shape processing (Smith, 1994a).

High-speed machining is an attractive alternative to conventional machining. Cutting heads move at significantly higher
speeds, and since cutting forces are lower, smaller cutting radii and thinner sections can be realized. Gauges obtainable are
thin enough that complex, built-up sheet-metal assemblies can be considered as replacements for conventional machined
components without weight penalties. Even though material utilization factors can be reduced, subsequent assembly costs
will be reduced as well. Overall surface quality is better than that obtained with conventional machining. Existing machining
equipment can be used for some high-speed machining operations, but to take full advantage of this technology, some capital
investment will be required.

In combination with computer-controlled, multiaxis machining heads and emerging CAD software, many complex part
configurations can now be more fully considered. Biaxially stiffened concepts with integral web channels produced by high-
speed machining show encouraging structural efficiencies at affordable manufacturing costs.

Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding
Superplastic forming (SPF) is a hot forming process wherein, due to the metallurgical structure of the alloy (very fine

grain size) and the processing temperature, the material exhibits superplasticity (as much as 1,000 percent elongation) within
a range of low strain rates. In some cases, SPF is combined with diffusion bonding (DB) wherein parts are held in intimate
contact during the high-temperature forming process, allowing a high-integrity bond to form because of inter-diffusion across
the interface.

Aircraft components that can be produced using superplastic forming include complex, secondary structural parts that
require high local deformations in one forming operation. This section describes SPF and DB of aluminum and titanium alloys.
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Aluminum Alloys
Aluminum alloys do not exhibit superplastic properties under conventional processing conditions. Special

thermomechanical treatments are usually necessary to obtain the desired grain structure necessary for superplastic
deformation. Aluminum alloys (e.g., 2004, Supral 100, and Supral 220) were developed especially for their superplastic
properties.

Aluminum alloy 2004 (Supral 100) is a medium-strength alloy with mechanical properties similar to 6061 and 2219 and
is normally used in lightly loaded or nonstructural applications. Supral 100 components have been produced for over 80
different aircraft, including the Airbus A340, Aerospatiale's ATR, and the Boeing 777, and are in service in many countries
around the world. For example, the wing-tip light housing for the Boeing 777 is fabricated using SPF processing. The
European Fighter Aircraft Program is considering many SPF parts, including sine-wave spars, auxiliary power unit (APU)
shear wall, tank shear walls, doors, boxes, fire walls, and outlets. Based on these service experiences, SPF of aluminum
components should see increased use in commercial aircraft.

Fabrication methods that combine SPF and DB, as used for titanium alloys, are not commercially available for
aluminum alloys. The effective use of DB is hindered by the tenacious oxide film present on all aluminum alloys.
Development programs directed at overcoming this problem are underway but have not yet been successful.

Titanium Alloys
SPF and DB technologies as applied to titanium alloys are essentially mature. Both are currently being used on the

F-15E aircraft with significant benefit. Strength properties of the SPF/DB component are equivalent to that of wrought alloys.
However, the surfaces being joined must be very clean or strength will be reduced.

FIGURE 3-2 SPF process. Source: Gerber (1990).

FIGURE 3-3 Two-sheet SPF/DB process. Source: Gerber (1990).

Numerous techniques have been developed that utilize the SPF and DB process. Several are shown in figures 3-2, 3-3,
and 3-4 which depict the basic SPF process, two-sheet SPF/DB, and four-sheet SPF/DB, respectively. One can see from the
figures that the process is versatile and can be adapted to forming a myriad of complex cross-sections in flat, curved, or
compound contours. Currently, there are at least 10 companies in the United States with the capabilities to produce SPF and
SPF/DB titanium parts or structures. Parts as large as 122 × 488 × 46 cm (48 × 192 × 18 in.) can be produced by this
extensive industry base.

The large research and development effort, extensive industrial capacity, and current applications notwithstanding, the
basic process has a number of technical issues that must be addressed before it will gain general user acceptance. These
issues include:

•   long cycle times;
•   requirements for part forming prior to bonding operation to meet contour tolerances;
•   the effect of cooling rates on mechanical properties;
•   quality of bonding, especially in edgeband areas;
•   inspection methods and acceptance and rejection criteria;
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•   cost, durability, and surface-finish retention of tooling materials; and
•   reduced fatigue life (at least 10 percent) for current two-sheet and four-sheet configuration approaches.

Many of the above issues are being addressed in ongoing developmental activities throughout the aerospace
industry. SPF and SPF/DB have the potential to reduce the cost of a number of parts and assemblies. SPF will continue
to be a
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FIGURE 3-4 Four-sheet SPF/DB process. Source: Gerber (1990).

candidate process for application whenever design requires complex shapes with compound curvature.

SUMMARY
Aircraft alloy materials, including high-performance aluminum, high-strength steels, and titanium alloys, have been

advancing steadily with each new aircraft model. Significant progress is being made, primarily through incremental
improvements to existing alloys, in developing alloys with improved strength, toughness, corrosion resistance, and
producibility.

The desire of aircraft designers to improve durability and save weight has led to the development of new aluminum
alloys that provide improved combinations of specific strength, durability, and damage tolerance. Most often, the newer
alloys are variants of older alloys, but with tighter controls on chemistry and processing parameters.

Al-Li alloys have seen limited commercial use. The Al-Li alloys as a group have attractive fatigue properties; are
amenable to superplastic forming; display moderate to good weldability; and can be chemically milled, bonded, anodized,
clad, and painted. However, they often display considerable anisotropy, are typically more costly than conventional
aluminum alloys, are more susceptible to surface oxidation, and are prone to warping during quenching. Al-Li alloys are
more difficult to process than conventional aluminum alloys, and their properties can be greatly influenced by relatively
minor processing variations.

Improved Ni-Co, low-carbon steels (most notably Aermet 100 and AF1410) have been developed with outstanding
combinations of high strength, high toughness, and corrosion resistance. These alloys have found use in landing gear. The
strength of these new steels cannot increase to significantly higher levels without corresponding decreases in ductility and
toughness. However, increased strength can be achieved while keeping toughness at levels that may be acceptable for landing
gear applications for civil aircraft.

The primary reasons for using titanium for aircraft applications include weight savings, high operating temperature,
space limitation, corrosion resistance, and composite compatibility. The committee believes that titanium alloys will continue
to be developed with improved performance in terms of temperature resistance and strength/toughness combinations. Lower-
cost titanium alloys have the potential to further increase the utilization of titanium alloys in production applications.

Despite the potential for significant performance benefits, the committee does not foresee significant use of metal-matrix
composites in the airframe of next-generation transports because of their high cost, lack of standardization of mechanical
property measurements, and difficulty in processing and machining. Process development and standardization are needed for
both continuous and discontinuous metal-matrix composites.

Manufacturing process development has been emphasizing low-cost approaches such as net-shape processing (casting
and forging), improved forming methods (including age forming and superplastic forming), high-speed machining, and
superplastic forming and diffusion bonding.
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4

Polymeric Composite Materials and Processes

The application of polymeric composites has been an evolutionary process, with increased use as materials and
processing technology matured and program needs dictated their use. Glass-reinforced composites, in the form of thin face
sheet honeycomb sandwich constructions, have been in general use for secondary structures (i.e., wing-to-body fairings,
fixed-wing and empennage cover panels, and secondary control surfaces) on commercial transport aircraft since the
mid-1960s.

During the 1970s, the commercial availability of carbon and aramid fibers and the uncertainty in fuel supply and costs
provided an impetus for the development and application of structural composites for airframe applications. NASA conducted
technology development and flight-service programs to encourage the use of composites in commercial production
applications. Components, summarized in table 4-1, were designed, certified, and used in airline service. These flight-service
programs were critical in developing design methods and in building confidence in composite applications. A summary of
flight-service and long-term exposure tests has been recently published (Dexter and Baker, 1994).

Carbon/epoxy, aramid/epoxy, and aramid-carbon/epoxy and glass-carbon/epoxy hybrid composites were first used on a
production scale in the early 1980s for the generation of aircraft that included Boeing 757, 767, and 737-300; Airbus A310
and A320; and McDonnell Douglas MD-80 series. Applications included secondary structures such as fairings, fixed-wing
and empennage cover panels, and engine cowlings, as well as primary flight controls such as ailerons, elevators, rudders, and
spoilers. The materials used for these components included largely unmodified amine-cured epoxy resins (e.g., TGMDA/
DDS) reinforced with aramid (Kevlar® 49), carbon (e.g., Toray/Amoco T-300, Hercules AS-4), and E-glass fibers.
Constructions were generally facesheets co-cured or secondarily bonded to composite honeycomb core.

The first production application of composites on primary structure was in the late 1980s on Airbus A320 empennage
components. The construction used was an integrally stiffened carbon/epoxy laminate skin fabricated from materials similar
to the first-generation materials previously used for secondary structure and primary flight controls. The further development
of carbon fibers with improved strength and modulus (e.g., Hercules IM7 and Toray T-800H) and high-performance and
toughened matrix polymers has led to application on the Boeing 777 empennage to expand the primary structural applications.

The factors currently driving new materials applications on commercial aircraft will place added emphasis on design
simplification, low-cost processing, and durability and maintainability. The committee believes that continuing developments
in toughened thermosetting polymers and high-performance thermoplastics will contribute to these goals. Perhaps more
important is the need to validate

TABLE 4-1 NASA Flight-Service Components
Aircraft
Model

Component Material Number of Parts Entered Service

L-1011 Underwing fairing Aramid/epoxy 18 1973
L-1011 Aileron Carbon/epoxy 8 1982
DC-10 Upper aft rudder Carbon/epoxy 15 1976
DC-10 Aft pylon skin Boron/aluminum 3 1975
DC-10 Vertical stabilizer Carbon/epoxy 1 1987
727 Elevator Carbon/epoxy 10 1980
737 Spoiler Carbon/epoxy 108 1973
737 Horizontal stabilizer Carbon/epoxy 10 1984
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innovative low-cost manufacturing processes. This chapter provides an overview of key composite material and process
technologies for next-generation transports.

COMPOSITE MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
Early efforts to develop composite primary structures for military and commercial aircraft were limited by the need to

provide damage resistance (i.e. the damage created during an event such as impact) and damage tolerance (i.e. the effect of a
given state of damage on structural performance). First-generation composites, with matrix systems that were generally
relatively brittle thermosetting epoxies, had low through-thickness strength and were susceptible to through-thickness
damage, particularly delamination, from transverse loading, such as that which occurs in impact events. Structural schemes
were developed to improve the structural damage tolerance manifested as improved residual strength after low velocity
impact. This included the use of lower stiffness laminates as the skin with high-stiffness doubler planks and stiffeners.
However, the manufacturing cost and weight of the resulting structure made such composite primary structural applications
difficult to justify for commercial aircraft. This led to a need to develop "toughened" composite systems.

Improved "toughness" in a composite system was originally defined by compressive residual strength after an impact
event. Work in the area showed that the resistance of the composite to delamination is a key property related to this structural
capability. A large amount of work to develop a characterization capability has resulted in the definition of delamination
fracture toughness and tests to determine this property (ASTM, 1994).

Over the past 15 years, the aircraft and materials industries have investigated matrix polymers, with the goal of
improving the damage resistance and damage tolerance of structures made from these systems. Toughened thermoset and
thermoplastic polymers, described in the following sections, with improved values of delamination fracture toughness and
resulting improvements in the structural parameter of compression strength after impact resulted from this work. The
committee believes that future work will focus on the development of systems compatible with innovative processes
described later in this chapter and the optimization of composite properties to provide resistance not only to delamination, but
also to other forms of damage such as fiber damage and matrix cracking.

Toughened Thermosets
Boeing catalyzed the development of toughened composite systems for commercial aircraft in 1982 with the release of a

preliminary specification (XBMS 8-276) outlining performance goals for a primary structural composite material. Since that
time, advances in matrix polymer technology have enabled the development of composite systems with improved
delamination resistance.

One approach to matrix toughening is through polymer "alloying" of brittle resins with tougher thermoplastic or rubber
systems. This can take the form of polymeric blends with discrete second phases, interpenetrating networks, or random or
block copolymers.

Also, composites can be made more resistant to certain types of impact damage through architectural tailoring. An
example is the use of tough, unreinforced polymers between the brittle, high-strength composite plies to increase
delamination resistance. This approach was used in some of the more successful candidate systems (Krieger, 1984;
Hirschbuehler, 1985; Masters et al., 1986).

A combination of the blend and interleaf approaches was the key to finally meeting property goals for both impact and
temperature resistance (Chu et al., 1987; Odagiri et al., 1991). These systems use tough modifier particles of controlled size
to create a tough resin-rich interleaf layer at the interply region. The base polymer is a thermoset thermoplastic blend. Toray
T-800H/3900-2, the system qualified for the Boeing 777 empennage skins, stringers, and spars as well as floor beams, uses
this approach.

Thermoplastics
In recent years there has been an increased interest in continuous-fiber-reinforced thermoplastic-matrix composites

(Cogswell, 1991, 1992). High-performance thermoplastic polymers provide combinations of toughness and temperature
resistance that cannot be attained by most thermosetting matrix systems (NRC, 1987). While the toughness of thermoplastic
matrix polymers may improve composite delamination resistance, the outstanding properties of high-performance
thermoplastic polymers have not translated well into improved composite performance. For example, depending on the
laminate configuration and loading, a thermoset composite with a hole could sustain a higher ultimate load than a similar
thermoplastic composite because of the effect of local damage redistributing stress concentrations around the hole. This can
be particularly important in loaded holes (e.g., fastened joints).

Thermoplastic matrices can be processed by simply heating above the softening point and applying molding pressure.
Thermoplastics can be repeatedly heated and reconsolidated without degradation of properties. The properties and processing
characteristics of high-performance thermoplastics are a result of their high molecular weight (>20,000) and aromatic
molecular structure.

Thermoplastic-matrix composites offer potential manufacturing advantages over thermosetting systems, including
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fast cycle times, virtually unlimited shelf-life, and the ability to reform or reconsolidate. However, thermoplastic systems are
rigid at ambient shop temperature and have no tack and limited drapeability to allow conformance to tool contours, making
ply orientation difficult. Also the high melt temperature and high melt viscosity require thermoplastic systems to be processed
at temperatures (>300°C or 570°F) and pressures significantly higher than those required for thermosets—limiting the
configuration and size of parts to press-size capabilities. Large parts have been produced in autoclaves, but the cycle-time
advantages of thermoplastics are lost due to heat transfer limitations in autoclave processes.

Innovative processes are being developed to take full advantage of thermoplastic systems. These include diaphragm
forming, pultrusion, and in situ consolidation. These processes are described later in this chapter.

Next-Generation Systems
Past investigations of toughened composites have focused on evaluation of impact damage visibility and residual

strength. Recent work (Dost et al., 1993) indicates that a more complete understanding of the performance of toughened
systems would result from investigation of both damage resistance (i.e., damage created during some event such as impact)
and damage tolerance (i.e., the effect of a given damage state on structural performance). There have been results that
indicate that the residual strength of composite systems with toughened thermoset matrices are more sensitive to large
notches than brittle matrix systems (Walker et al., 1992). The increased notch sensitivity for toughened matrix systems is
attributable to increased fiber damage and matrix cracking that occurs in systems with high delamination resistance. The
committee believes that, in the future, materials optimization efforts will take a balanced approach that considers both small-
scale (including most impact threats) and large-scale (including penetrations and severed elements) damage (Dost et al., 1993).

Although toughened systems have been successfully applied in production applications, these systems are relatively
expensive and were not developed to be compatible with innovative process technologies such as tow placement, resin
transfer molding, or resin film infusion. In the future, developments will focus the effect of processing on toughening
mechanisms and on low-viscosity, single-phase or two-phase systems where constituents are soluble at processing
temperatures.

TRENDS IN PROCESSING
Although high costs for raw materials have been blamed for the slow growth of composites in the marketplace, material

costs actually account for only 8–10 percent of the overall cost of composite components (DeVault, 1993). In fact,
manufacturing costs are the single largest contributor to overall costs (JTEC, 1994). While the development of composites for
aerospace applications has traditionally been driven by performance, cost has assumed increasing importance during the past
several years. Thus, a primary criterion in the development of manufacturing processes for the next generation of commercial
transports has been the potential for low-cost production of components. The committee believes that the trend to develop
low-cost production processes will be continued for the foreseeable future. Trends in low-cost composite processes are
discussed in this section.

Resin Transfer Molding
Resin transfer molding (RTM) is a closed-mold process that allows the fabrication of component geometries ranging

from simple, low-load carrying structures to complex, high-performance hardware (Steenkamer et al., 1993a,b). This process
is illustrated in figure 4-1. Preforms fabricated from dry fibrous glass or carbon reinforcements in the form of woven cloth,
stitched broad goods, or randomly oriented mats are placed in a matched tool and closed via a press or clamping fixture.
Vacuum can be applied to the tool to aid in the removal of trapped air and moisture from the preform, to lower the required
resin injection pressures, and to ensure proper tool seal prior to resin injection. A thermoset resin, either a one-part or two-
part catalyzed system, is heated to decrease viscosity and injected through an injection gate into the cavity at pressures
typically ranging from 30–60 psi. The resin flows inside the tool cavity, impregnates the reinforcement, and is cured at
elevated temperatures. The keys to successful RTM are high-quality tooling, preforms with consistent fiber volumes, and
strategic placement of the injection gate and vents to optimize resin flow and remove trapped air.

RTM is a relatively flexible process, with its principal advantage being the ability to produce large, complex geometries
with high-fiber volumes and structurally efficient designs. Both the advantages and limitations of RTM are summarized in
table 4-2.

RTM employs a variety of fiber forms, including randomly oriented mats or structurally efficient textile preforms
containing glass, carbon, and aramid fibers. Processes used to produce fiber preforms are discussed later in this chapter.

The thermoset resin systems most commonly used in the RTM industry include polyesters, vinyl esters, and epoxies.
There has also been limited RTM work performed with bismaleimide systems. Epoxies and bismaleimides are generally used
for aerospace applications because of their mechanical properties and environmental resistance. Low resin viscosity (~200–
400 cp in the tool) and long pot life, depending on part size and injection method, are key attributes to
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FIGURE 4-1 RTM process. Source: Blanton et al. (1995).

consider when selecting an RTM system. Other factors to consider when selecting a resin system include cost; chemical
resistance; moisture absorption; shrinkage; and compatibility with coatings, adhesives, or fiber sizing.

Future RTM structures will compete in cost while attaining the performance necessary for application to commercial

TABLE 4-2 Advantages and Limitations of the RTM Process
Advantages
Matched die molding (improves dimensional control, stability, and surface finish)
Reinforcements can be tailored in critical areas (reduces weight)
Large, complex components can be produced as a single part (reduces weight and assembly costs)
Near-net-shape parts can be produced (reduces secondary trimming and assembly costs)
High fiber volume (55–60 percent) parts that include features such as molded-in metal inserts, lightweight core materials, and thickness
variations can be produced
Two-part resin systems that do not need refrigeration (e.g., epoxy and vinyl ester) are generally used
Capital equipment and tooling can be relatively inexpensive compared with other closed-mold processes
Time-consuming debulking steps are eliminated
Limitations
Lower production rates than other molding processes
High-performance aircraft resin systems require further advances in process development, materials characterization, and physical
property optimization.
Labor required for placing reinforcements in molds can be high
Initial mold costs higher than for one-sided molding processes
Control of voids and process variability

SOURCE: Blanton et al. (1995)

aircraft. Factors that will reduce the cost of the RTM process (Fowler and Phifer, 1993) include:
•   low-cost resins and hardeners;
•   optimized preform design and fabrication;
•   automated multipurpose molds;
•   proper selection of fast-curing resins for reduced cure time;
•   mold design for easy mold clean-up; and
•   molded-in cut-outs, holes, and trim to eliminate finish machining operations.

These cost-reduction measures, coupled with emerging high-performance resin systems, will allow the RTM process to
be utilized for the fabrication of primary structural composite parts.

A process that is related to RTM is vacuum-assisted resin infusion in which resin is pulled by vacuum through a high-
permeability membrane placed on top of a preform. The process features low-cost, one-sided tooling and vacuum-bag
technology. This process was developed by Seeman Composites for large composite structures for marine (e.g., ship hull
sections) and infrastructure applications (e.g., bridge decks) consisting of E-glass-fabric preforms injected with vinyl ester
resins. This technology has the potential to manufacture near-net-shape components at costs approaching $10 per pound of
structure. For aircraft applications, the higher-temperature resin systems as mentioned above are required. Process automation
and control is a key requirement to ensure that parts can be fabricated with reproducible quality and performance. New
developments in flow sensors will be required to ensure complete wetting of fiber within tows, as well as the detection of
macroscopic defects (i.e., dry spots).
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Resin Film Infusion
The resin film infusion (RFI) process is similar to RTM processes discussed in the previous section. In this process, dry-

fiber preforms are placed into the mold with precast or extruded resin films as shown in figure 4-2. Controlled heat and
pressure are applied, generally in an autoclave. Infusion parameters are established by a combination of experimental and
modeling approaches. This process results in high-quality, near-net-shaped parts that require only clean-up and limited trim.

For thick composite structures, such as the composite wing discussed in chapter 2, the RFI process eliminates limitations
imposed by out-of-refrigeration restrictions for perishable, preimpregnated laminated materials with thermoset matrix resins.

Dry-fiber preforms used in the RFI process can be made quickly and therefore economically from commonly used
filaments. Recent developments in the area of wing structure utilizes stitching to provide fibers that are transverse to the
primary reinforcing filaments (Markus and Palmer, 1991). The stitching creates a preform that retains its shape during
handling, will remain sufficiently complaint for insertion into the mold cavity, and as discussed in chapter 2, provides
through-thickness reinforcement to improve delamination resistance.

The RFI process has been successfully demonstrated on subcomponent-level structures (Markus et al., 1993). A goal of
the NASA Advanced Composite Technology program is to demonstrate this technology on full-scale wing structures by the
turn of the century. Integral to the future success of RFI technology will be the ability to accurately predict and control the
infusion and cure cycle environment. Modeling techniques to predict exact cure profile sequences for the RFI process and
verification techniques are currently under development.

Textile Preforms
Fiber preforms represent a major component of the cost of RTM and RFI structural composites. Preforming relates to

the various processes available for converting the dry, unimpregnated yarn, roving, and fabrics into the complex three-
dimensional precursor of the part. Currently, the most common preforming techniques include cut-and-place (hand lay-up),
directed fiber spray-up, stamping, and textile preforming. This section discusses textile preforming processes. As interest in
RTM has grown among aircraft and aerospace manufacturers, textile processes including braiding, knitting, stitching, and
weaving have become increasingly popular for the development of preforms for RTM. Automation of the preform process is
essential to reduce the cost of RTM structure.

Braided Preforms
There are two distinct methods for producing braided preforms for RTM—flat and tubular fabric braiding (Skelton,

1989). While both forms have their place in the textile community, tubular fabrics are much more common in the composites
industry. These fabrics are formed by laying down yarns onto a mandrel that moves through the center of the braiding
machine's cross-section at a predetermined rate. Yarns can be deposited at angles ranging from 10° to 85° relative to the
mandrel direction. Also, it is possible, through a process called circular braiding, to incorporate 0° fibers if additional strength
and stiffness are needed in the axial direction. While circular braiding dates back hundreds of years, recent advances have
made it possible to orient fibers in three orthogonal directions, including both Cartesian (x, y, z) and cylindrical (r, θ, z)
reference frames. A variety of machines are capable of manipulating fibers in all these directions (Bluck, 1969; Florentine,
1982; Weller, 1985; Popper and McConnell, 1987; Brookstein, 1991; Spain and Bailey, 1991).

Knitted Preforms
Knitting is a process through which looped yarns known as stitches are interconnected to form a fabric. Extensions

FIGURE 4-2 RFI process. Source: Markus and Palmer (1991).
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have been made to the basic warp and weft knitting technologies that allow directional yarns to be incorporated into the fabric
structure. In these architectures, the in-plane yarns are the main load-carrying component, while the knitted loop is a
secondary structure that serves to hold the in-plane yarns together. The primary types of directionally reinforced knitted
fabrics include multiaxial warp knits, weft-inserted warp knits, and stitch-bonded fabrics. These forms are becoming more
popular in RTM applications because their construction avoids the crimp imparted to the fibers in braided and woven fabrics.

Stitched Preforms
Unlike other textile processes, which develop preforms by orienting fibers in two or three directions, stitching is

primarily used as a means of adding through-thickness reinforcement to a two-dimensional reinforced preform. Stitching can
be used locally to lessen the likelihood of delamination as a failure mode and to increase the through-thickness properties of
the composite. Also, stitching can be exploited locally, as required, in areas of high interlaminar stresses, and it is possible to
vary the pattern, type, or material that is stitched to arrive at the desired performance level (Holmes et al., 1991). The gain in
through-thickness response is to some extent at the expense of the in-plane properties and fatigue resistance. Work on the
stitching of carbon/epoxy laminates has shown that this loss may be as little as an 8 percent decrease in tensile strength (Ogo,
1987).

Woven Preforms
There are two methods for producing woven preforms. The basic form of weaving involves the interlacing of two sets of

perpendicular yarns. Extensions have been made to the basic form of weaving so that it is possible to produce three-
dimensional reinforced woven preforms. The two main techniques for developing these preforms are angle interlock and
orthogonal weaving. Orthogonal woven preforms contain three sets of mutually perpendicular yarns. Preforms made by this
technique have been used for many years to form ceramic-matrix composites (Ko, 1989). Angle interlock weaving is a simple
extension of two-dimensional weaving technology where the warp yarns interlace several weft yarns through the thickness of
the preform. A variety of preform structures can be formed with the angle-interlock weaving technique (Zawislak and
Marden, 1988).

Diaphragm Forming
Diaphragm forming is a technique in which a thermoplastic laminate is held between two deformable sheets know as

diaphragms and heated and formed against a tool by hydrostatic pressure (O'Brádaigh, 1990). Only the diaphragms are
clamped, so inextensible fibers can be used in the composite laminate. Advantages of diaphragm forming are the degree of
complexity achievable and the quality of the consolidated material. Disadvantages include relatively long cycle times (30–60
minutes) and limited deformation of diaphragm materials. Analytical methods are needed to predict the effect of fiber
realignment resulting from process deformations on performance.

Diaphragm sheets can be produced from metallic and polymeric materials that are able to survive the high processing
temperatures (350–400°C or 660–750°F) associated with thermoplastic composites and substantial deformation without
rupture. Superplastic aluminum has been used successfully in forming deep-draw thermoplastic composites. Because of the
high processing temperatures, polymeric diaphragms are basically limited to high-temperature polyimide films. Maximum
elongation for these films is in the range of 250 percent, which is approximately a factor of 10 less than that of the
superplastic aluminum. Efforts continue to develop high-temperature, high-elongation polymeric diaphragm materials which
have the potential to reduce fabrication costs by easing part removal.

Diaphragm forming of thermoplastic composite laminates requires pressures up to 200 psi to assure consolidation and
complete forming. Therefore, a pressure chamber or autoclave is generally required for forming. The laminate is placed
between the two thin diaphragms which are clamped around the edges as shown in figure 4-3.

A schematic of a diaphragm-forming autoclave is shown in figure 4-4. The assembled mold is inserted into the pre-
heated autoclave at the start of the cycle. Upon reaching a

FIGURE 4-3 Mold assembly for double diaphragm forming.
Source: O'Brádaigh (1990). With permission from University of Delaware Center for Composite Materials.
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FIGURE 4-4 Schematic of diaphragm-forming autoclave. Source: O'Brádaigh (1990). With permission from University of
Delaware Center for Composite Materials.

predetermined, uniform temperature distribution in the laminate, forming is accomplished by applying a greater pressure
in the vessel than in the mold cavity. Nitrogen gas is typically used to cool the entire vessel. Differential pressure conditions
are maintained during the cooling cycle to ensure the integrity of the formed shape.

Pultrusion
Pultrusion is a relatively inexpensive composites manufacturing technique used to produce continuous structural profiles

of constant cross-section, including, for example, beams, channels, angles, rods, and tubes (Fanucci et al., 1991). The process
involves pulling matrix-impregnated reinforcement through a heated die to form and consolidate composites of desired cross-
sectional shape. Although both thermosets and thermoplastics can be processed using pultrusion, the market is currently
dominated by thermosets, as the technology for thermoplastics is much less mature (Larson and Åström, 1991). There is very
little material waste with this method (Fanucci et al., 1989). Manufacturing costs can be as low as 15–20 percent of finished
product cost, thereby providing high material value.

The advantages of pultrusion include low tooling costs, low labor costs, and the possibility of producing parts with no
inherent limit on length. Because pultruded components are pulled through a machined die (usually fabricated of steel), all
sides have a smooth finish. Pultrusion also lends itself to tailorability within the limits of the process. The reinforcement can
be arranged in a variety of ways—for example, a layer of surface veil, a layer of continuous strand mat, then a layer of
unidirectional roving (Winegardner, 1993). Shape complexity is increasing as new forming techniques and new materials are
developed. Pultrusion can yield components with multiple cavities, inserts and encapsulations, variable wall thicknesses, and
hollow sections (using a cantilevered steel mandrel) (Richard et al., 1983; Goldsworthy and Martin, 1985; Martin and
Sumerak, 1987).

The pultrusion process, shown schematically in figure 4-5, begins when reinforcing fibers are pulled from a series of
creels through a bath where they are impregnated with resin. The resin-impregnated fibers are preformed to the shape of the
desired profile and then enter a heated steel die machined to the shape of the part to be manufactured. The profile is
continuously pulled through the die and exits as a constant cross-sectional profile. When the product emerges from the puller
mechanism, it is cut to the desired length by an automatic saw.

Several reinforcement forms are available, including continuous roving, continuous strand mat, nonwoven biaxial
fabrics consisting of uniaxial plies that are stitched or knitted together, and recently, multiaxial fabrics available with 0°, 90°,
and ±45° orientations. While neither roving nor continuous strand mat, on their own, provide adequate performance for most
aircraft applications, combinations of all of these fiber types can be used together in pultrusions to provide optimum cost and
performance.

The most common resins used in commercial pultrusions are unsaturated polyesters and vinyl esters. However, aircraft
applications have more-stringent thermal, mechanical, and environmental performance requirements than can be provided by
these systems. Epoxy resins are called for when high-level physical properties are demanded and when the application
requires elevated-temperature property retention. Epoxy resins are more expensive, in terms of both material cost and
processing. Their reaction rate is significantly slower because they are cured by a stepwise reaction. They also have a short
pot life, which translates into a high resin scrap rate. In addition, epoxy pultrusions often exhibit poor surface quality because
of a tendency for the resin to adhere to the die wall. A number of investigations have focused on making epoxy systems more
processible through viscosity-modifying fillers, internal mold releases, and hybrid epoxy structures (Martin and Sumerak,
1987).

As described earlier in this chapter, interest in continuous-fiber-reinforced thermoplastic-matrix composites has

FIGURE 4-5 Composite pultrusion process. With permission from
University of Delaware Center for Composite Materials.
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recently increased. For pultrusion processing, thermoplastics also offer post-forming capability, superior weatherability,
cosmetic advantages, abrasion resistance (Goldsworthy and Martin, 1985), and superior heat distortion properties (Martin and
Sumerak, 1987). However, thermoplastic pultrusions have not gained broad market acceptance because of the relatively high,
final composite cost compared to the thermoset alternative; the high cost of raw materials for thermoplastic resins and
relatively inefficient manufacturing methods are the primary cost drivers.

In thermoplastic pultrusion, the prepregs are guided into a preheater, where the material is heated to a temperature near
or in excess of the melting point of the matrix. The material then enters a heated die with a significant taper that gradually
shapes the material to the desired cross-section where a cooled die consolidates the newly formed composite by lowering the
composite temperature below the melting point of the matrix. The cooled die is followed by a cooling-off section before the
composite is clamped and pulled forward by the pulling mechanism and then cut to suitable lengths with a saw.

Virtually all work on thermoplastic pultrusion has used prepregs as raw material, including not only solvent-and melt-
impregnated materials but also powder-impregnated and commingled materials. The materials that have been used include all
common kinds of reinforcements (glass, carbon, and aramid) and matrices such as polypropylene, polyetherimide,
polyetheretherketone, and many others. Processing problems stem largely from the difficulties of dealing with stiff prepregs
and the very high viscosities of thermoplastic resins (1,000,000 cp, compared with 500–1000 cp for the thermoset resins used
in pultrusion) (Wilson et al., 1989).

Advanced Tow Placement for Thermosets
Automated tow placement using thermosetting materials was pioneered by Hercules in the early 1980s. The process

features strict control of ply orientation and thickness with complex geometries required for wing skins. Ply thickness in a
part with tapering or changing cross-sections is maintained by incrementally narrowing or widening the band of material as it
is laid down through addition or deletion of individual tows1 of material.

Automated tow placement combines the best features of filament winding, automated tape laying, and multiaxis
robotics. Thermoset structures fabricated using this technology achieve properties similar to structures fabricated with
prepreg tape. The technology is applicable to a wide product range and has actually been demonstrated on the aft fuselage of
the V-22 Osprey, a project that demonstrated the cost benefit of the process—61 percent compared with hand laid-up fabric.

The thermoset tow-placement process typically requires autoclave curing. In thick sections, multiple debulking steps or
incremental cures may be required to achieve high quality (e.g., low void content, low-layer waviness). These features of the
thermoset process, along with the high cost of processing equipment, contribute significantly to the cost of the structure.

In-Situ Consolidation of Thermoplastics
Automated thermoplastic tow placement is an emerging nonautoclave process with potential for economically

fabricating large structures. Unlike thermosetting polymers, which undergo irreversible crosslinking during processing,
thermoplastics are simply melted and fused when processed. Thermoplastic composites can be processed at very high
throughput by heating locally to the required process temperature and applying local consolidation pressure. With on-line
consolidation occurring in thousandths of a second, the technical risk with thermoplastic tow placement is associated
primarily with the ability to deliver and control the necessary heat and compaction pressure at the delivery point. Controllable
heat sources and compaction methods are required that allow throughput rates which achieve process cost-effectiveness.
Further breakthroughs in real-time inspection are key to affordability by minimizing post-NDE inspection.

Electron-Beam Curing
Electron-beam (e-beam) curing is an emerging manufacturing technology that offers high potential as a low-cost,

nonautoclave process for cure of large composite structure. The advantages of electromagnetic processing to cure polymer-
matrix composites include the following (Goodman et al., 1996):

•   Reduced curing times. Although products are cured individually with e-beam rather than in batches as with autoclave
processing, the production time is expected to be reduced.

•   Continuous operation. Components can be further processed as soon as they are fabricated, providing simplified
production scheduling and inventory control.

•   Improved resin stability. Electron-curable resins do not have to be stored at low temperature because they are less
reactive at room temperature than formulations designed for thermal curing.

•   Increased design flexibility through process control. Because radiation can be controlled, materials with

1 A tow is a bundle of continuous filaments that makes up a reinforcing fiber.
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different thermal curing cycles can be combined in a single product.
While e-beam cure offers great benefits, few fundamental studies have been conducted to understand how the process

and the resulting microstructure affects the long-term performance of these materials. Consolidation is needed to remove
voids and is difficult in this nonautoclave process. Little is understood about the radiation chemistry of candidate matrix
composites. New materials and process development to fully exploit the potential of this technology is required for
applications in the next generation of civil aircraft.

SUMMARY
The application of polymeric composites has been an evolutionary process, with increased use as materials and

processing technology matured and program needs dictated their use. The factors currently driving new materials applications
on commercial aircraft will place added emphasis on design simplification, low-cost processing, and durability and
maintainability. The committee believes that continuing developments in toughened thermosetting polymer and high-
performance thermoplastics that are compatible with innovative processes are the materials advances that will contribute to
these goals. The materials optimization efforts will take a balanced approach that considers both small-scale (including most
impact threats) and large-scale (including penetrations and severed elements) damage in establishing performance criteria.

While the development of composites for aerospace applications has traditionally been driven by performance, cost has
assumed increasing importance during the past several years. Thus, a primary criterion in the development of manufacturing
processes for the next generation of commercial transports has been the potential for low-cost production of components. The
committee believes that the trend to develop low-cost production processes such as resin transfer molding, resin film
infusion, diaphragm forming, pultrusion, advanced tow placement, and nonautoclave processing will be continued for the
foreseeable future.
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5

Environmentally Compliant Materials and Processes

Concern for the environment and the health and safety of workers has become a critical criterion for the selection and
application of materials and processes in most manufacturing industries. In the aircraft industry, the concerns center around
the organic solvents used in many manufacturing processes and materials systems as well as heavy metals such as chromium
and cadmium used in corrosion-resistant coatings. Environmental factors are having a profound effect on the design of new
aircraft, the production of current models, and the operation and maintenance of the existing fleet.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
Federal health and environmental laws have a direct effect on aircraft materials and processes. 1  Some federal laws,

including the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Clean Air Act (CAA), and the Clean Water Act (CWA),
attempt to decrease waste by restricting releases of certain chemicals or compounds and by raising the cost to industry of
releasing wastes into the land, air, and water. The Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) directly controls the use of hazardous
chemicals.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RCRA involves solid waste management and requires an inventory of releases of certain materials. The most critical

materials affected by RCRA are corrosion-inhibiting materials containing heavy metals such as chromium and cadmium.
RCRA also places emphasis on reducing waste through recycling or reuse, affecting both in-process waste and end-of-life
disposal. The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, or ''Superfund," provides for
penalties and assignment of liability for wastes improperly disposed of under RCRA.

Clean Air Act
The CAA involves the control of ozone-depleting chemicals in industrial processes. It requires the development of state

implementation plans to achieve national, ambient air quality standards. This legislation has a profound influence on aircraft
design and operation, because it affects all materials and processes involving volatile organics, including paints and finishes,
cleaning and surface preparation, and adhesive bonding. The Clean Air Act's National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP) extends the Montreal Protocol's solvent elimination restrictions to require the use of lower-vapor-
pressure solvents. Also, NESHAP addresses the reduction and replacement of inorganic hazardous air pollutants such as
chromium and cadmium.

Clean Water Act
The CWA involves control and inventory of pollutants discharged to navigable waters through the National Pollution

Discharge Elimination Program. While there is an effect on manufacturing processes such as cleaning and surface
preparation, the greatest effect will be on aircraft operations such as paint removal, cleaning, and de-icing.

Toxic Substance Control Act
TSCA requires manufacturers to obtain approval from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to produce or use

new chemicals that may represent an environmental or health risk. TSCA requires the development of materials safety data
sheets to document compliance. The EPA may grant limited exemptions for laboratories or facilities involved in the
development and testing of new materials that have not yet been fully characterized.

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY
New materials and processes must be developed so that they do not create new health or environmental safety problems.

The transporting and processing of the materials are

1 An analysis of the effect of environmental policy on product design is presented in Green Products by Design (OTA, 1992).
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coming under more-strict regulation to protect the health of workers involved in production and distribution.
The health and environmental effects of new materials are regulated under the TSCA. The act requires reporting of

production levels, use categories, and exposure data from manufacturers and processors of these chemicals.
A complete evaluation of toxicity can take as long as five years and is quite costly. Concern about a substance's health

effects may arise if there are indications of carcinogenic effects, acutely toxic effects, serious chronic effects, or adverse
environmental effects, or if concern exists about the health or environmental effects of one or more impurities or byproducts
of the substance.

All of the health and safety issues have to be considered in relation to the potential exposure of individuals. For example,
a new material could be toxic and still be acceptable if exposure can be minimized by taking the appropriate actions during its
manufacture and use. Emphasis has been increasingly placed on approaches to consider health and safety concerns in the
original materials selection processes to yield a final product that is safer both to the environment and to the individuals who
will be exposed. The effective implementation of such an approach requires methods for assessing toxic potential and to
predict the effects on workers.

EFFECT ON AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
The effect of new materials or processing technologies on worker health and safety and on the environment have

become critical factors in their development and introduction. It is important to consider environmental factors throughout the
materials life cycle, including raw material extraction and manufacture, transport and handling, fabrication, utilization, and
disposal. For materials suppliers, fabricators, aircraft manufacturers, and the airlines, these concerns represent a significant
risk and expense in the development of new materials or processes. Environmental regulatory requirements have caused the
aircraft manufacturers, suppliers, and end-item users to undertake significant research and development of environmentally
compliant materials and processes for implementation purposes. Significant efforts and resources have been directed toward
compliance with a myriad of federal, state, and local environmental regulations. In addition, because of the global nature of
the aircraft and airline industries, international environmental regulations can have a profound effect on the manufacture and
operation of the aircraft fleet.

Because of the continued concern for the environment, federal (Occupational Safety and Health Administration and
EPA), as well as state and local regulations, are becoming increasingly restrictive and may constrain technology
advancements until industry learns to further reduce waste, monitor and control pollution, establish tolerable standards, and
dispose of or collect hazardous substances. The cost of responding to changing regulations may in some cases be intolerable
for some technologies, especially in the initial stages of technology development.

Compliance activities by the aircraft industry include extensive facility modifications; new equipment research and
procurement; chemical evaluation and reformulation for solvents, paints, paint strippers, and structural adhesive primers;
maintenance procedure revisions; maintenance and repair training; and safety modifications.

Federal Aviation Regulations require the airlines to maintain and repair aircraft using materials and processes that are
identical or equivalent to those used in the original aircraft manufacture. However, whether the aircraft is new or old,
compliance with environmental regulations is mandatory. Airlines, although assisted by manufacturers' research for process
modifications, including surface preparation for aluminum prior to bonding, anodizing (boric-sulfuric-replacing chromic
acid), and corrosion prevention coatings, must develop many customized maintenance materials to replace processes that are
no longer compliant with environmental regulations.

Some of the developments linked to compliance with environmental regulations include:
•   chromium reduction and elimination—chromic-acid anodize replacement with boric-sulfuric-acid anodize;
•   Zn-Ni alloy plating or ion-vapor-deposited aluminum coatings as alternative to cadmium plating;
•   modification of vapor degreasers for aqueous cleaning systems;
•   methyl siloxanes as replacements for chlorofluorocarbons and methyl chloroform in precision cleaning;
•   replacement of 1,1,1 trichloroethane in handwipe cleaning operations;
•   computerized inventory data management of hazardous materials, material tracking, and management; and
•   new coating-removal developments, methylene chloride-free paint strippers, low-volatile organic compound coatings,

replacement of primers containing ozone depleting substances.
As restrictions on disposal become more stringent worldwide, materials suppliers and aircraft manufacturers must

consider the issues of recycling and disposal of advanced materials. These considerations must include means to recycle,
remanufacture, or reuse in-process scrap as well as components that have reached the end of their service life. The
environmental impact of new products can be reduced by considering "green" design issues, such as waste prevention (e.g.,
through improved materials utilization and component durability) and better materials management (e.g., recovery,
disassembly, and separation considerations), throughout the materials development and component design processes (OTA,
1992).
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SUMMARY
Concerns related to environmental compatibility and the health and safety of workers have a significant influence on the

development and application of all new materials and processes. It is important to consider environmental factors throughout
the entire materials life cycle, including new materials extraction and manufacture, transport and handling, fabrication,
utilization, and disposal. For next-generation commercial transports, the effects are particularly significant in materials that
contain heavy metals or volatile organic compounds or in processes that use solvents. In response to regulatory pressures, the
drive to new materials and processes will have the greatest impact on the operation and maintenance of the aircraft fleet in the
areas of corrosion protection, surface preparation processes, finish materials, and finish application processes. The FAA
should assess the effect of these material changes on the aging of the new aircraft fleet.
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6

Methodologies for Assessment of Structural Performance

Current structural design and analytical procedures used by the aeronautics industry are largely semiempirical, even
though significant improvements have occurred in structural analysis methodology over the last two decades. Preliminary
design efforts require estimates using relatively quick, easy to use, and insightful tools to allow sensitivity studies among
different structural design options. Final design efforts require tools that provide a precise and accurate assessment of the
structural design.

Finite element analysis methods are routinely used for predicting the stress, strain, and displacement fields in complex
structural geometries. Superior graphical interfaces have significantly improved pre-and post-processing of data files.
Automated mesh generation, mesh refinement, and automated adaptive remeshing have resulted in major improvements in
the efficiencies of model development and analysis and in the accuracies of the numerical solutions. Post-processing
algorithms and graphical interfaces have significantly enhanced the ability of the analyst to interpret the results of the stress
analysis. Along with these improved analytical and software tools, advances in the available computing capabilities have
been rapid. In spite of these advances, the reliable prediction of structural failure modes, ultimate strength, residual strength,
and fatigue life has remained elusive to the structural engineer. Standard practice still relies heavily on extensive testing at the
subelement, element, subcomponent, component, and full-scale levels. Design details are frequently optimized through test
programs. Scale-up effects are handled through a building-block approach that relies on testing to verify the anticipated
structural performance at each scale level. Full-scale static and fatigue tests are conducted to identify "hot spots," to verify
adequate structural integrity for design limit and ultimate loads, and to verify durability and damage tolerance requirements.
Hence the designation "semiempirical" for current practice, which is necessarily expensive and time-consuming.

In spite of over 60 years of experience by researchers and industry in designing metallic structure and 25 years of
experience designing composite structure, the lack of rigorous analytical methods to predict residual strength and fatigue life
can inhibit the cost-effective introduction of advanced materials with superior specific strength and stiffness relative to
current conventional materials. Continuing efforts are needed to develop—and insert into standard engineering practice
— advanced mechanics-based analytical prediction methodologies that would allow innovative designs to be evaluated and
optimized at acceptable cost. Such methods would also provide the means to assess the effects of service history on the
durability and damage tolerance performance of the structure. This chapter examines current issues and assess the impact of
advanced methods on the introduction of new materials and the design of more-structurally efficient and cost-effective
primary structures on next-generation aircraft.

ANALYTICAL PREDICTION METHODOLOGY FOR STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Metallic Materials
Metallic materials tend to fail due to the formation and growth of a dominant microcrack that eventually reaches a

critical length and then more rapidly propagates to failure. However, the recently recognized phenomenon of multiple-site
damage has been shown to be a critical issue in aging of commercial transport aircraft. While fracture mechanics is now a
mature part of standard practice in engineering, rigorous prediction methodology only exists for brittle materials that exhibit
limited plasticity. The fatigue crack growth behavior and fracture processes exhibited by ductile materials are reasonably well
understood. However, the development of rigorous elastic-plastic analytical methods has been hampered by the complicated
three-dimensional effects present in most structures. In thin-sheet planar structural components, local constraint effects on the
development of plastically deformed material frequently result in highly inaccurate solutions when obtained from two-
dimensional plane-stress or plane-strain assumptions. Three-dimensional analyses of cracks in geometries such as lugs and
fittings may be inaccurate due to uncertainties in modeling the crack-front singularity.

Three-dimensional models of the geometry and crack configurations are computationally intensive and have been
impractical for the practicing engineer. Therefore, improved
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engineering methods for fracture mechanics using two-dimensional approximations that yeild reliable results are required for
more-accurate, structural integrity prediction methodology. In addition, methods that compute reliable, stress intensity factors
for various crack geometries using stresses obtained from uncracked stress analysis models should also be developed.

Most fracture mechanics analyses are performed on refined models of local structural details that use stress boundary
conditions determined from a global structural analysis. Therefore, the computed stress intensity factors will never be more
accurate than the global structural analysis, regardless of the sophistication of the fracture mechanics model. The structural
models must account for global details such as frames, stiffeners, tear straps, shear ties, and shear clips; must accurately
capture local details such as interference-fit stresses and clamp-up stresses at riveted fasteners; and must also accurately treat
combined load effects and geometric nonlinear behavior. This level of fidelity in the local stress analysis can only be
achieved by the development of more-robust and computationally efficient structural analysis methods that exploit global-
local and other hierarchical computational strategies. However, it is not sufficient to only generate highly accurate local
stresses. Other features that promote crack initiation and growth need to be modeled as well. These features include metal-
forming defects, machining and fabrication defects, residual stresses such as from drilling holes and forming rivets, and
mechanisms such as fretting and pitting corrosion. These features may be modeled best by an approach such as the
"equivalent initial flaw size" to facilitate the fatigue and residual strength analysis.

The design of longer-life and more-durable metallic structures could also be significantly enhanced by the incorporation
of models that reliably account for the effects of the environment on fatigue life and residual strength. The aluminum alloys
currently used in airframe structures are highly susceptible to corrosion damage. Elaborate corrosion prevention and control
programs are used by the manufacturers and airline operators. These programs are successful at delaying the development of
widespread corrosion, but are not 100 percent effective in preventing localized effects such as pitting that may cause crack
nucleation. Furthermore, fatigue crack growth rates may be significantly accelerated when newly created fracture surfaces are
exposed to the environment.

An improved understanding of the role of the environment on alloy behavior and better analytical methods to reliably
predict spectrum loading effects, such as load sequencing, overloads, and stress reversals, on fatigue life will remove
conservatism in current designs and may accelerate the use of advanced materials for corrosion-critical components. For
those alloys that exhibit a strong crack-closure effect, models should be developed that incorporate the effects of the
environment into closure mechanics such as plasticity-induced closure. For other materials, superposition models need to be
developed which attempt to treat time-dependent effects and cyclic mechanical load effects independently. Typically, these
models are computationally simple and rely on Paris Law formulations, but may require more test data to fully characterize
mean stress and stress ratio effects.

The effects of widespread fatigue damage, including multiple-site damage (MSD) and multiple-element damage (MED),
have been critical in the understanding of aging of metallic aircraft structures. Structural mechanics research is needed to
develop analytical methods to predict the residual strength of a thin-sheet stiffened shell structure with fatigue cracks or
damage caused by an in-flight accident. Structural analysis methods are needed to evaluate the damage tolerance of aircraft
for MSD and MED and to provide a basis for assessing the integrity of repairs on existing aircraft structures. Stiffened shell
analysis methods should include automated, adaptive remeshing capability, as well as a capability to analyze structures with
nonlinear materials properties and at large deformations. These improved methods should be integrated into the structural
analysis methodology to predict fatigue crack growth and residual strength of aircraft structures. In cooperation with industry,
a structural test program, through the subcomponent and subscale test article level, will be necessary to verify the integrated
fracture mechanics and structural analysis methods.

Composite Materials
In contrast to metallic alloys, composite materials exhibit complex failure modes that may involve the interaction of

several different damage mechanisms. The complexity of the failure modes becomes a major design consideration when
addressing durability and damage tolerance requirements. The prediction of composite structural behavior is complicated by
the fact that there are virtually no material properties of the constituents that can be measured independently and used to
predict the response of the composite. Most design allowables depend on the as-cured properties of the constituents and the
fiber architecture. The process of inferring local (micro) behavior from global (macro) response tends to promote empirically
based design practices.

The current design practices rely heavily on empirical approaches to conservatively estimate the effects of damage on
durability and damage tolerance. For example, simple tests such as open-hole compression and compression-after-impact
tests are often used to establish "knock-down" factors for reducing the working strain levels to avoid damage growth. In the
absence of mechanical methods to predict damage initiation, growth, and failure modes, all test data must be obtained on the
specific laminate stacking sequence or fiber preform architecture to be used in the design. As described in the introduction to
part 2, structural concepts are tested at the
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element and subcomponent level to confirm the suitability of the structural design parameters and to couple coupon-level
material behavior and test data to the actual structural behavior. This approach would be significantly enhanced by the
introduction of rigorous, mechanics-based analytical methodology that would enable the design of composite structures that
are more structurally efficient.

There are several key technical barriers to developing reliable methods to predict failure of composite structure. The first
barrier is related to the complex three-dimensional stress states produced by the fiber architecture. The task of developing
crack initiation and growth criteria for complex local effects is complicated by the difficulty of isolating an individual
damage mechanism and varying the stress states to develop a comprehensive failure criterion.

Second, loading-history-dependent growth laws for individual damage mechanisms and for interacting cracks do not
exist. Progress has been made developing damage onset criteria, particularly for those special cases where an individual
damage mechanism can be isolated, but three-dimensional models of the material system may be required to predict the
correct local stresses to use in the criteria. This results in a massive computational process involving an iterative and
incremental loading scheme and may require a very refined finite element mesh with many degrees of freedom. Also, neither
fatigue crack growth and life nor stable damage progression prior to catastrophic fracture can be predicted in a rigorous sense
because crack growth laws do not exist. Once again, empirical engineering approaches have been developed to avoid these
complexities.

Third, residual stresses in the matrix polymer that result from elevated-temperature processing (i.e., curing of thermosets
or consolidation of thermoplastics) need to be characterized. Processing residual stresses often leads to the first damage
(matrix cracking) in the composite structure. Matrix cracking can eventually lead to delamination, fiber damage, and other
damage-mode interactions.

Finally, the understanding of failure mechanisms and associated failure criteria, including interactions that take place
between different failure modes at length scales ranging from constituent-level (e.g., matrix cracking) to component-level
(e.g., buckling) is incomplete. The complexity of the (inhomogeneous) composite materials and their array of anisotropic
material strengths give rise to the development of a corresponding array of damage and failure modes in these materials that
must be understood and correctly modeled. Hence, there is a need to develop understandings and representations of the
critical damage and failure modes that control the types of structures typical of commercial aircraft.

A report of the National Research Council discusses some of the methods for the assessment and prediction of durability
and damage tolerance of composite materials (NRC, 1991). General features of these methods include:

•   Remaining strength and life models are developed and predictions are made for each independent failure mode (such as
fiber failure in tension or microbuckling in compression).

•   Mechanical representations of the state of stress and state of material are constructed on the basis of a "representative
volume" of the material that is typical of the distributed damage state that controls the remaining stiffness and strength
of the composite.

•   Various methods are used to characterize and monitor the degradation rate of the strength of composites.
•   Micromechanics (mechanics analysis at the fiber/matrix level of representation) is increasingly used for remaining

strength modeling, for the calculation of stiffness change (which leads to internal stress redistribution), and for the
estimation of the remaining strength for a given failure mode.

•   Statistical considerations are essential for the correct representation of the long-term behavior of composites. Composites
typically fail because of the statistical accumulation of defects, which eventually interact to create a critical condition.

•   Time-dependent behavior such as viscoelastic creep, creep rupture (driven by, for example, internal stress redistribution
or oxidation), and aging are typically important in the consideration of the long-term durability and damage tolerance of
polymer-matrix composites.
Two methodologies for predicting remaining strength (damage tolerance) and life of composite structure for aeronautical

applicators are currently being researched and developed for potential use in design. The first is the use of "damage
mechanics" to predict the changes in stiffness that occur during service life (Talreja, 1985; Simo and Ju, 1987; Lee et al.,
1989; Shapery, 1990). This approach is becoming common for the purpose of following the development of damage and for
interpreting the changes in stiffness of the structure as well as at the microstructural level in composites.

The second methodology is the use of micromechanics and kinetic theory to predict remaining strength. A schematic
diagram of such an approach appears in figure 6-1. Micromechanical representations of the fundamental composite strengths
are constructed in terms of the constituents, their geometry, and their arrangement (Reifsnider and Stinchcomb, 1986;
Reifsnider, 1991a,b, 1992; Reifsnider and Gao, 1991; Gao and Reifsnider, 1993; Xu and Reifsnider, 1993). The constitutive
parameters in these strength models are studied as a function of the service inputs and environments using kinetic (or rate)
theory, allowing fatigue, creep, creep rupture, aging, oxidation, and other time-dependent and cycle-dependent effects to be
introduced at the constituent level. These constituent effects are combined and their collective effect assessed by the
micromechanics models mentioned
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FIGURE 6-1 Methodology for predicting remaining strength in composites.

earlier, without the need for empirical or phenomenological postulates, which is a major advantage.
More reliable and robust mechanics-based analytical methodology to predict structural failure modes, life, and residual

strength need to be developed to support the introduction of new materials and to contribute to the development of efficient
and optimized structural designs. While semiempirical engineering approaches will continue to be refined, the most
promising methods are those that will exploit the dramatic improvements in computer capability and numerical methods. The
three-dimensional behavior of composite materials is well suited to global, local, and hierarchical methods of analysis. New
methods can efficiently couple local material-level damage mechanisms to global responses, such as load redistribution,
geometric nonlinear and instability phenomena, and predict structural failure modes.

Adhesive-Bonded Joints
Key structural integrity issues continue to limit the widespread acceptance of adhesive bonding as a viable joining

technology for commercial transport aircraft. This is partly because of negative experiences with early bonding technology
and partly because of unresolved technological barriers such as those described in chapter 2 (e.g., inspection methods). Both
strength-based (Hart-Smith, 1990) and fracture mechanics-based (Rakestraw et al., 1994) design methods have been
developed to determine appropriate bonding parameters to achieve the desired load transfer capability.

Interfacial properties are crucial in the understanding of long-term durability of adhesive-bonded joints, especially under
harsh environmental conditions encountered in aircraft service (Kinloch, 1979; Kinloch and Osiyemi, 1993). Fracture
mechanics testing and analytical techniques can be used to provide quantitative evaluations of adhesive-bonded structure
(Rakestraw et al., 1994). Further work is needed to develop fracture mechanics-based adhesive tests, such as double-
cantilever-beam and edge-notch bend tests, and analytical techniques that can provide information concerning rate-dependent
failure characteristics and the influence of environmental effects.

Surface preparation and bonding processes are very unforgiving, placing more reliance on inspection technology to
assess structural integrity. While there are methods under development that appear to have high reliability to detect disbonded
regions, there are currently no reliable methods to assess bond integrity in cases where there are no disbonds but the existing
bond is of poor quality and does not have the expected load transfer and strength characteristics. This basic problem must be
resolved through improved bonding technology, better fail-safe designs, or more reliable inspection methods before expanded
applications of adhesive bonding will be implemented into new aircraft designs.
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ADVANCED COST AND STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY
Major advances in computing technology can have a significant impact on the cost-effective incorporation of high-

performance materials into both new and derivative aircraft. At this writing, optimistic projections suggest the availability in
several years of moderately priced, powerful desktop computers with massively parallel processing (MPP) capabilities. This
computing power would enable designers and analysts to make rapid, theoretical performance analyses of a very large
number of candidate material and structural configurations. Obviously, the results would be no more reliable than the
assumptions underlying the numerical formulations. However, in conjunction with the development of the improved
mechanics-based analytical methodologies described in the previous section, the computing power afforded by MPP should
go a long way toward reducing the time-consuming, expensive testing now needed to validate the performance of new
materials and structural configurations.

Cost-effectiveness has already been emphasized as a pre-eminent driver in the present industrial climate facing the
airlines. But estimating the real cost of introducing a new material into an aircraft is a task of incredible difficulty, requiring
assessments of costs of myriads of contributory elements—not just the obvious cost of acquisition, processing,
manufacturing, engineering, maintenance, but also the elusive costs of money, time, and risk. (In comparison, stress analysis
is trivial!) A willingness by industry, government, and academia to grapple with sophisticated, rational cost analyses is
starting to emerge. This trend should be encouraged. With precise, visible exposure of assumptions and definitions, and
prudent recognition of uncertainties, credible cost analyses can help industry steer a sensible course between competition-
vulnerable stagnation and risky, premature innovation. Furthermore, the full potential of such cost modeling and analyses
dictates its concurrent integration into the high-speed, high-power, numerical design and analysis procedures anticipated in
the future. The great danger, to be assiduously guarded against, is that cost models will start to be treated as natural laws.
They will never be exactly right; by their nature they will need unending revision. With appropriately chosen criteria of merit,
an integrated design-analysis-cost model can provide the basis for a numerical optimization package that in conjunction with
MPP, would constitute a powerful tool for the cost-effective utilization of new materials.

SUMMARY
Current structural design and analytical procedures used by the aeronautics industry are largely semiempirical, even

though significant improvements have occurred in structural analysis methodology over the last two decades. Continuing
efforts are needed to develop—and insert into standard engineering practice—advanced mechanics-based analytical
prediction methodologies that would allow innovative designs to be evaluated and optimized at acceptable cost. Such
methods would also provide the means to assess the effects of service history on the durability and damage tolerance
performance of the structure.

For metallic structures, fracture mechanics-based methods are fairly well developed. Work is needed to improve the
analytical capabilities that account for the effects of crack and component geometry; the effects of stress concentrations and
manufacturing defects, corrosion, environmental exposure; and existing fatigue damage. Improved methods should be
integrated into the structural analysis methodology to predict fatigue crack growth and residual strength of aircraft structures.

For composite structure, complex failure modes that may involve the interaction of several different damage
mechanisms are major design considerations when addressing durability and damage tolerance requirements. There are
several key technical barriers to developing reliable methods to predict failure of composite structure, including incomplete
understanding of complex three-dimensional stress states, damage progression laws, processing residual stresses, and
understanding of failure mechanisms and associated failure criteria.

For adhesive-bonded structure, further work is needed to develop fracture mechanics-based adhesive tests and analytical
techniques that can provide information concerning rate-dependent failure characteristics and the influence of environmental
effects.

Cost has been identified as an important driver in the application of new materials and structures technology on
commercial transports. With appropriately chosen criteria of merit, an integrated design-analysis-cost model can provide the
basis for a numerical optimization package that would constitute a powerful tool for the cost-effective utilization of new
materials.
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IV

Aircraft Operations

Consideration of aircraft operations, including inspection, maintenance, and repair procedures is crucial in the
development and application of new materials and structures. This part of the committee's report focuses on the operation and
monitoring of materials and structures in a service environment.

This part is organized in two chapters:
•   Chapter 7, "Aircraft Maintenance and Repair," describes the issues related to maintenance of commercial transport

aircraft. The lessons learned from the aging of metal and composite structure are discussed.
•   Chapter 8, "Nondestructive Evaluation," describes current aircraft inspection practices and identifies needs for improved

nondestructive evaluation techniques and promising technologies for the future.
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7

Aircraft Maintenance and Repair

The successful utilization of new materials and structural concepts relies on maintenance programs that cost-effectively
ensure passenger safety. This chapter is an overview of the current experience in aircraft maintenance programs, including
inspection and repair processes, lessons learned from aging aircraft, and future needs to support new materials and structural
concepts.

AIRLINE MAINTENANCE
Maintenance programs are evolved and developed for each new type of aircraft based on previous experience with

similar materials, engines, components, or structures. New materials or structures, for which experience is limited, are
observed more frequently until a basic level of confidence is established. Time extensions to inspection intervals are based on
observations made during routine service checks. A typical airline maintenance and service plan is outlined in table 7-1. The
objectives of an effective maintenance program are as follows (Edwards, 1994):

•   Ensure, through maintenance activity, that the inherent safety and reliability imparted to an aircraft by its design are
sustained.

•   Provide opportunities to restore levels of safety and reliability when deterioration occurs.
•   Obtain information for design modification when inherent reliability is not adequate.
•   Accomplish the above at the lowest possible cost.

Structural Maintenance
Any new aircraft program is based on assessing structural design information, fatigue and damage tolerance evaluations,

service experience with similar aircraft structures, and pertinent test results. Generally, the maintenance task evaluates
sources of structural deterioration including accidental damage, environmental deterioration, and fatigue damage;
susceptibility of the structure to each source of deterioration; the consequences of structural deterioration to continuing
airworthiness including effect on aircraft (e.g., loss of function and reduction of residual strength, multiple-site or multiple-
element fatigue damage, the effect on aircraft flight or response characteristics caused by the interaction of structural damage
or failure with systems or power plant items, or in-flight loss of structural items); and the applicability and effectiveness of
various methods of detecting structural deterioration, taking into account inspection thresholds and repeat intervals.

Component Maintenance
The application of new materials will not cause undue maintenance difficulties or hardship for the airlines provided the

aircraft designer is familiar with component experience. Airline experience indicates that hardware items wear out, but
statistical old-age wear-out in complex mechanical, electrical, and avionic components is not a dominant pattern of failure. In
fact, over 90 percent of generic part types show either random distribution of failure or gradually increasing probability of
failure with age (Edwards, 1994).

The reliability of a part or component of aircraft hardware is only as good as its inherent design (supported by adequate
maintenance) allows it to be. Hence, it is generally accepted that (1) good maintenance allows parts to reach their potential
reliability; (2) overmaintaining does not improve reliability, but does waste money; and (3) undermaintaining can degrade
reliability. In general, fundamental design changes are required to correct inherent component reliability problems.

There are three approaches to preventative maintenance that have proven to be effective. The first method, hard time,
involves removing a unit from service when it reaches a pre-ordained parameter value. The second method, functional check
or inspection, involves monitoring a characteristic dimension or usage/operating parameter of a piece of hardware to
determine if it is still suitable for continued operation, or if it should be removed to prevent an in-service failure. The third
method, functional verification, requires performing an operational check of hardware function(s) to determine each
function's availability if it is normally hidden from the scrutiny of the flight and operating crew.

There are many components for which measurement of deterioration, periodic removal for maintenance, and hidden
function verification are not economically feasible or beneficial. Such parts require routine performance or reliability
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TABLE 7-1 Typical Airline Maintenance and Service Plan
When Service is Performed Type of Service Performed Impact on Airline Service
Prior to each flight ''Walk-around"—visual check of aircraft exterior

and engines for damage, leakage, and brake and
tire wear

None

Every 45 hours (domestic) or 65 hours
(international) flight time

Specific checks on engine oils, hydraulics,
oxygen, and specified unique aircraft requirements

Overnight layover service

Every 200–450 hours (22–37 days) flight time "A" check—detailed check of aircraft and engine
interior, services and lubrication of systems such
as ignition, generators, cabin, air conditioning,
hydraulics, structure, and landing gear

Overnight layover service

Every 400–900 hours (45–75 days) flight time "B" check (or "L" check)—torque tests, internal
checks, and flight controls

Overnight layover service

Every 13–15 months "C" check—detailed inspection and repair
program on aircraft engines and systems

Out of service for 3–5 days

Every 2 years (narrow-body aircraft) Inspection and reapplication of corrosion
protective coatings

Out of service up to 30 days

Every 3–5 years Major structural inspections with attention to
fatigue damage, corrosion, etc. Aircraft is
dismantled, repaired, and rebuilt. Aircraft is
repainted as needed

Out of service up to 30 days

monitoring, and no preventive maintenance is required or desirable. Modern aircraft are more tolerant of failures than
older aircraft designs because of the increased redundancy provided in the design.

Generally, most airlines classify specific component maintenance tasks as follows:
•   lubrication or servicing, where the replenishment of the consumable reduces the rate of functional deterioration;
•   operational or visual check, where identification of the failure must be possible;
•   inspection or function check, where reduced resistance to failure must be detectable and the rate of reduction in failure

resistance must be predictable;
•   restoration, where the item must show functional degradation characteristics at an identifiable age, have a large

proportion of units survive to that age, and be able to be restored to a specific standard of failure resistance; and
•   discard, where the item must show functional degradation characteristics at an identifiable age, and a large proportion of

units are expected to survive to that age.
Malfunctions of components should be evident to the operating crew, have no direct adverse effect on safety (whether

they occur as a single or multiple event), and minimize the effect on the operation of the aircraft itself.

SERVICE EXPERIENCE
Effective application of new materials on commercial aircraft requires the designer to consider potential sources of

damage or degradation in operating environments and to develop a maintenance and repair approach to address them.
Damage may occur due to flight loads, thermal and environmental cycles, and aircraft operation and servicing activities. A
number of valuable lessons have been learned from
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previous experience with metallic and composite structure in the current fleet. These lessons provide evaluation criteria in the
application and servicing of new materials and structures.

Ramp and Maintenance Damage
An International Air Transport Association survey estimates that 36–40 percent of damage to aircraft is from ramp and

maintenance damage, sometimes called friendly foreign object damage (IATA, 1991). Figure 7-1 shows a diagram of the
Boeing 777 aircraft interfaces with servicing and other equipment (Boeing, 1994b). These areas are especially prone to
damage and require robust material performance in these locations.

To determine the extent of groundhandling damage, 11 airline operators were queried for ground damage history during
the years 1990 to 1993 (Boeing, 1994a). Of the 2,241 incidents reported, more than a third were from unknown causes. A
tabulation of the causes of damage is given in table 7-2.

Ramp and maintenance damage can represent significant costs to the airlines. The repair of a damaged component is
only part of the cost. The airline also bears the cost of flight delay or cancellation and the effects on connections and aircraft
rotations.

TABLE 7-2 Causes of Ground Damage to Aircraft
Cause of Failure Number of Incidences
Unknown 773
Catering 137
Belt loader 122
Loader 101
Lavatory and water service 66
Container 44
Jetway 246
Baggage cart 127
Tug/towbar/taxi 109
Maintenance 86
Cargo loading 50
Fueling 33

SOURCE: Boeing (1994a).

Aging Aircraft
In April 1988, an Aloha Airlines Boeing 737-200 experienced an in-flight structural failure in which a large section of

the upper fuselage ripped open and separated from the aircraft. The failure resulted from multiple-site damage (MSD) and
corrosion. In this case, MSD was the link-up of

FIGURE 7-1 Diagram of aircraft interfaces with servicing and other equipment.
Source: Boeing (1994b).
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small fatigue cracks extending from adjacent rivet holes in a longitudinal lap joint in the fuselage. The accident focused
international attention on the problems of operating an aging commercial fleet.

In 1990 approximately 46 percent of the U.S. commercial air transport fleet was over 15 years old, and 26 percent was
over 20 years old. If current usage and replacement trends continue, the number of aircraft over 20 years old will double by
the year 2000. Currently some 3,200 aircraft are affected by FAA Airworthiness Directives that concern operation and
maintenance of the aging fleet. The review of experience with aging aircraft has caused an increase in the emphasis on stress
corrosion, corrosion, fatigue, and MSD issues. This experience has caused, in turn, the selection of new aircraft alloys with
better constituent chemistry control or changes in heat treatment tempers. Also, it has stimulated the development of new
organic finishes that significantly retard corrosion, as well as the implementation of design practices to vastly improve
corrosion resistance.

The FAA and NASA developed a cooperative research effort aimed at providing a technological basis for ensuring the
continued safe operation of the aging commercial aircraft fleet. Each agency developed a program consistent with its mission.
The FAA's National Aging Aircraft Research Program addresses the aging aircraft structural safety concerns and provides
certification authorities and operators with the tools to meet those concerns. NASA's Airframe Structural Integrity Program is
focused on developing advanced integrated technologies to economically inspect for damage and to analytically predict the
residual strength of older airplanes. Together these programs form the technological basis for a cooperative effort with U.S.
industry to address the critical aging aircraft issues.

Multiple-Site Damage
MSD is a form of widespread fatigue damage that is characterized by small cracks emanating from structural details

such as fastener holes (Sampath, 1993). If cracks emanate from adjacent fastener holes, they have the potential to link up and
lead to unexpected catastrophic failures as described in the previous section. Also, even without link-up, multiple-site cracks
can severely degrade the capability of the structure to withstand major damage from other discrete sources as is described
later in this section.

In the past, the standard industry practice was to visually inspect the airframe for damage. Various levels of inspections
ranging from daily walk-around inspections to detailed tear-down inspections were performed. Instrumented nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) methods such as eddy current probes were used only to inspect local regions of the structure where
previous cracking problems had occurred. While these inspection methods were labor intensive and highly subjective, they
were acceptable because the airframe was designed to survive a two-bay skin crack with a severed frame or stiffener. This
design criterion was established to enable the airplane to tolerate major discrete source damage (i.e., such as might be
encountered as a result of an engine structural failure) as well as large cracks resulting from the link up of smaller fatigue
cracks or the unstable propagation of manufacturing flaws or other service-induced damage. Such damage is large enough
that it should be easily detected, and the operator does not need to search for small cracks to ensure the structural integrity of
the airframe. However, this "fail-safe" philosophy assumed that the structure adjacent to the major damage (e.g., the two-bay
crack) was free of MSD. Design residual strength requirements were based on this assumption. However, the existence of
very small cracks (e.g., a few hundredths of an inch or tenths of a millimeter in length) in the adjacent structure can severely
degrade this residual strength and thus jeopardize the safety of the airplane as it did in the Aloha Airlines incident. Therefore,
inspection of aging aircraft has become much more onerous than for newer aircraft because safety is vitally dependent on the
detection of the very small cracks associated with this onset of MSD. This represents a major challenge to the inspection and
aircraft industries.

The principal technical needs are (1) to develop and verify advanced NDE technology that can reliably and
economically detect disbonds, small MSD fatigue cracks, and corrosion and characterize their effect on the residual strength;
and (2) to develop and verify advanced fracture mechanics and structural analysis methodology to predict fatigue crack
growth and residual strength of airframe structures to determine in-service inspection thresholds and repeat intervals,
quantitatively evaluate inspection findings, and design and certify structural repairs. NDE methods related to MSD are
described in chapter 8, and fracture mechanics and structural analysis methods are described in chapter 6.

Corrosion
Corrosion of aging aircraft has been described as an insidious problem (Marceau, 1989). While other aging mechanisms,

such as wear and fatigue, are somewhat predictable and can be addressed by the airline maintenance programs to preclude
major structural problems, corrosion—especially in its localized forms—is very difficult to predict and detect. Factors that
influence the extent of corrosion on aircraft are materials selection, design, component processing and finishing, operational
environments, and maintenance programs.

It is anticipated that airplanes manufactured today will experience fewer corrosion problems than those in the current
aged fleet because of significant design and corrosion protection improvements that have been implemented and because of
operators' increased awareness of the role of these improvements in preventive maintenance. Clearly, maintenance
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and corrosion control programs will continue to play a major role in the control of corrosion as airplanes age.
Some examples of design improvements to reduce corrosion on the Boeing 777 (Marceau, 1994) include:

•   enhanced drainage, especially in the keel of the aircraft;
•   the sealing of faying surfaces in corrosion-prone areas;
•   the application of improved finish systems;
•   liberal use of corrosion-preventive compounds;
•   implementation of a good corrosion control maintenance program; and
•   improved access for inspection of corrosion-prone areas.

Major airline fleets include aircraft ranging in age from new to 25 years old. Consequently, the degree of corrosion
protection incorporated into the airplane varies from limited protection for older aircraft to fairly extensive protection for
newer aircraft. Corrosion control programs are tailored to individual fleets, depending on age, prior experience, flight
environment and degrees of corrosion protection incorporated prior to the delivery of the aircraft (DeRosa, 1995). All
protective finishes are maintained and corrosion prevention compounds are applied during periodic maintenance. Critical
areas that are prone to excessive corrosion include areas below the galleys, doorways, lavatories, cargo compartment
subfloors, inside external fairings, and the bilges which are all treated at four-year intervals. Landing gear wheel wells and
wing spars are treated yearly. Longer intervals of time are allowed between reapplications of corrosion prevention
compounds in the case of less-severe environments.

Aging aircraft repairs have typically involved upper-skin lap fastener replacement, nonbonded skin panel replacement,
skin lap doubler repairs, frame reinforcement, entryway door and scuff-plate doublers, replacement bushings and clevis
joints, bulkhead forging replacement, and selected landing gear component replacement. Based on service experience, the
airlines have expectations that manufacturers of new aircraft will (DeRosa, 1995):

•   include stress corrosion prevention in all design reviews with airline customers,
•   assemble all structure below the aircraft floor with sealant on all faying surfaces,
•   coat all detail parts with corrosion-inhibiting primer or polyurethane topcoat before assembly,
•   not use adhesive-bonded fuselage skin panels below the floor line or in areas subject to severe corrosion environments

such as galleys and lavatories,
•   treat all basic fuselage structure with corrosion-preventive compounds, and
•   perform a complete (100 percent) inspection for delamination of bonded skin panels prior to the aircraft delivery in order

to establish a baseline for subsequent inspection.
The objective of aging aircraft programs is to ensure the continued airworthiness of large transport aircraft as long as

they remain in commercial service (Curtis and Lewis, 1992). Because new materials and fabrication processes may yield
different degradation and damage mechanisms, a preproduction review should ensure that the new aircraft design includes
lessons learned from the existing aging fleet.

Many of the steps needed to improve aging performance are detailed below. Most of these steps have now been
incorporated into recent aircraft designs. The susceptibility of aircraft to corrosion and MSD fatigue can be reduced by the
following steps:

•   eliminating cold-bond lap-joint design details;
•   providing adequate drainage to eliminate corrosion in areas where moisture accumulates;
•   using the most corrosion-resistant materials and tempers available;
•   evaluating galvanic couples with typical coating damage;
•   testing dissimilar materials design details for size effects in areas with joints;
•   controlling design stress levels, improving design details, and utilizing improved manufacturing and maintenance

procedures to preclude the onset of multiple-site damage within the operational lifetime of the airplane;
•   developing predictive and monitoring techniques for the onset of MSD (simple and cost-effective techniques should be

integrated into the aircraft maintenance plan); and
•   providing a complete corrosion prevention and control program within the aircraft maintenance program upon delivery of

an aircraft.
The present focus on aging aircraft will lead to better corrosion-resistant treatments for next-generation aircraft.

Materials selection in wet areas, the design drainage schemes, the use of insulation standoffs, and sealing and finishing
systems have all been improved. The benefits of these improvements should be evident during in-service performance of the
Boeing 777 and future aircraft. Liberal use of corrosion-preventive compounds applied in the aircraft assembly process and
periodically in service, using a good corrosion control maintenance program, should minimize future corrosion concerns.

Structural Composites
As discussed in chapter 4, prior to the latest generation of aircraft, which includes the Airbus A320 and the Boeing 777,

structural composites have been used on aircraft flight control surfaces such as elevators, spoilers, ailerons, and rudders, as
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well as fairing and fillet panels, landing gear doors, engine cowl doors, and other secondary structures. For these applications,
honeycomb sandwich designs with thin 0.6—1.5 mm (0.024—0.060 in.) composite facesheets are most common. It follows
that most of the experience with advanced composites has been obtained with this kind of construction. Previously, similar
constructions with fiberglass skins and nonmetallic honeycomb core have been used. There is much less service experience
with thicker-skin laminate designs that have been used in composite primary structure.

In general, the service experience with composites indicates that damage occurs because of discrete sources such as
impacts, lightning strikes, and handling rather than progressive growth caused by a fatigue condition (Blohm, 1994). In
addition to groundhandling damage, a recent survey by the International Air Transport Association, summarized in table 7-3,
lists the particular causes of damage that occur in the current generations of composite structure (IATA, 1991).

The types of damage to composite components include disbonds or delaminations (45 percent), holes or punctures (35
percent), cracks (10 percent), and other damage (10 percent). An especially difficult maintenance issue resulting from these
types of damage is when perforation allows the incursion of hydraulic fluids, water, and other liquids into the honeycomb
core. Composites may also suffer loss of load-bearing capability due to resin charring and the potential for corrosion of
adjacent metallic surfaces. Typical causes of composite service damage mechanisms are shown in table 7-4.

Service experience with thicker composite laminate constructions, such as that used on primary structures on the Airbus
A320 and Boeing 777, is not adequate enough to establish damage trends.

Composite Repair
The current methods used by the airlines to repair damage to aircraft composite structure (secondary structure and

primary flight controls) depend on the extent of damage, the time available to perform the repair, and the time until the next
scheduled maintenance visit. In approximately 80 percent of all cases, the damage is covered with adhesive-backed aluminum
foil ("speed tape") or temporarily repaired and deferred for a specific time to provide for interim or permanent repair or part
replacement. Occasionally, temporary or permanent repairs can be performed by bonding or bolting a sealantcoated metal or
precured composite overlay over the damage. Finally, most permanent repairs are accomplished with room-temperature
curing, wet lay-up and precured patch techniques. Other permanent repairs use prepreg that cures under vacuum or autoclave
pressures at temperatures lower than the cure temperature of the original structure. Repair resins are being developed that
have relatively low cure temperatures, but have thermal and environmental resistance similar to higher-temperature curing
systems.

TABLE 7-3 Most Common Causes of Composite Structure Damage to Aircraft
Cause of Failure Percent of Incidences
Moisture and chemical fluids attack 30
Other (heat damage, fatigue, abrasion, and erosion) 11
Bird strikes and hail damage 8
Runway rocks and foreign object damage 8
Lightning strikes 7

SOURCE: IATA (1991).

The thicker laminate construction used in composite primary structure are not conducive to wet lay-up patch
technologies. Thin facesheets on honeycomb panels are currently repaired using bonded scarf patches with a scarf taper of
20:1. For thicker constructions the result would be the removal of a large amount of undamaged material (Bodine et al.,
1994). The emphasis in the development of primary structure repairs has therefore been on fastened, precured composite or
metallic splice plates, similar to current metal repair techniques. A design for a fairly complex bolted repair is shown in
figure 7-2. The issues that must be addressed in these types of repairs include (1) criteria for determining when repairs are
required; (2) availability of standardized repair elements; (3) drilled hole quality; (4) ability to restore original strength,
durability, and damage tolerance; and (4) ability to match existing contours.

Given typical flight schedules, composite structure repair must be accomplished within eight hours on an overnight
layover, otherwise the part would be replaced with a spare. Repairs carried out during an overnight stop (at line stations or
hubs) and repairs requiring more-intensive maintenance center rework should follow guidelines established by the
manufacturer's structural repair manual and the appropriate industry group, the Commercial Aircraft Composite Repair
Committee. Because composite structures are fabricated from a large number of resin/fabric systems from several qualified
suppliers worldwide, it is difficult and expensive for airlines to stock a wide variety of repair materials. Accordingly, there is
a pressing need for standardization of repair materials and processes.

While next-generation aircraft are expected to use laminated or tailored composite skin structure that is more damage
tolerant, there are many lessons that have been learned in maintaining and repairing the thin-skin, nonmetallic honeycomb
sandwich constructions on today's aircraft that need to be considered in new aircraft design and materials selection.
Maintainable designs need to consider component accessibility, permitted defect levels, and nondestructive testing
techniques. Nondestructive test indications need to be correlated with structural criteria throughout the life of the aircraft.

Composites must be protected by finishes with resistance to fluid penetration and ultraviolet degradation. significant
costs are incurred by the airlines over the life of an aircraft in the maintenance of protective finishes. The durability of
protective finish systems (including aerodynamic surfaces) should be characterized prior to production.
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TABLE 7-4 Causes of Service Damage to Composite Structure
Damage Mechanism Affected Components
Mechanical Damage (in flight)
Hail impact Radome

Engine inlet
Upper wing and tail plane fixed panels
Flight controls

Bird strike Engine inlet cowl
Radome

Engine disintegration Engine cowl
Fuselage
Lower wing and tail plane fixed panels

Tire protector separation Flaps
Lower wing-to-body fairings
Landing gear doors

Mechanical Damage (on ground)
Hail impact All horizontal surfaces (wing panels, flight controls, upper areas of engine cowl)
Groundhandling equipment Engine cowl

Wing and tail leading and trailing edges
Landing gear doors

Mishandling Engine cowl
Access doors

Overload due to actuation system failure Flight controls
Spoilers
Thrust reverser

Transport and handling All removable components
Lightning strike Radome

Leading and trailing edge components (aileron, rudder, elevator, leading-edge fairings)
Engine cowl

Overheat Engine cowl
Landing gear door (in case of brake overheat)

Erosion Radome
Engine inlet cowl
Leading-edge fairings

Chemical contamination
Skydrol (hydraulic fluid) leakage Engine cowl

Actuated components (flight controls, spoilers)
Paint stripper All painted components
Corrosion All aluminum honeycomb with composite faceskins

Improperly isolated aluminum brackets, hinges, etc.

SOURCE: Blohm (1994).

The removal of finishes from composites is a slow and expensive process. Since chemical strippers attack the polymer
matrix, airlines generally remove finishes through mechanical abrasion processes. New paint removal processes like laser,
heat, frozen carbon dioxide blasting, and wheat starch blasting are being evaluated. Rapid, low-cost, on-aircraft paint removal
techniques require implementation if larger areas of composite surfaces are to be accepted on the next-generation aircraft.

Fast, durable, temporary, and permanent field and shop repair procedures should be developed for new composites. This
would include development of repair materials, tooling, and processes for high-modulus, high-strength composite skins,
metallic and nonmetallic honeycomb sandwich structure, and laminated hybrid and bonded metal structures. These repairs
should be accomplished without major disassembly of structure—preferably while working from an exposed exterior or
interior surface. It is critical to design for accessibility and interchangeability of parts, especially those for parts that have
high damage probability.

SUMMARY
Consideration of aircraft maintenance and repair procedures is a critical part of the development and application of new

materials and structures. Previous service experience with metallic and composite structures supports the importance of a
maintainable design. The experience of the aging fleet with metallic structures provides lessons in corrosion prevention and
control as well as detection and control of multiple-site fatigue damage through appropriate analysis methods, improved
component designs, and focused inspection and maintenance. Experience in thin-skin composite components suggests
emphasis on robust and durable component design and standardization of repair criteria, materials, and procedures.

Additional experience suggests that the heavy dependence on the costly and intensive inspections to maintain safety in
aging airplanes must be reduced further by implementing new and easier to use inspection techniques; utilizing materials with
better damage tolerance, toughness, and visible warnings of impending failure; and designing components with adequate
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FIGURE 7-2 Bolted splice repair of a composite primary structure panel. Source: Bodine et al. (1994).

undetectable defects or damage; establishing damage limits as well as specific inspection standards and techniques; and
developing damage-tolerant, fatigue-resistant structural repairs for new materials along with the means for inspection
validation.

The FAA should work with the airline and manufacturing industries to develop common standards and procedures for
maintenance and repair of aircraft structure. Application of new materials, processes, and component designs need to be
anticipated and accounted for in the FAA's research priorities.
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8

Nondestructive Evaluation

Inspections of commercial transports encompass a variety of scheduled services or checks of the aircraft with
predetermined work content. These checks occur at defined frequencies, either flight hours or calendar days, depending on
the type of aircraft and its typical mission (see table 7-1 for typical schedule of maintenance and service). The airline industry
uses many different nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technologies during these service and maintenance operations. The
common inspection methods currently used are:

•   visual (normal and intensified),
•   penetrant,
•   audio sonic,
•   leak-checking components (hot water immersion),
•   X-ray (one or two position),
•   eddy current for corrosion,
•   ultrasonic (pulse echo or through-transmission),
•   resonance testing,
•   coating color change for heat damage,
•   conductivity check of metal parts for heat damage,
•   hardness check in noncritical areas, and
•   moisture detector for nonconducting parts.

There are many available references that specifically address application of these common NDE techniques to airframe
structures. General overviews of NDE in aerospace have been discussed by Heyman (1989) and Achenbach (1992).

Hagemaier (1988) discussed the organization, procedures, and methodologies to implement NDE into the total product
cycle for commercial aircraft. He described the typical process for the selection and development of an inspection process for
maintenance activities. Inspection requirements were developed in response to the discovery of cracks or corrosion during
routine maintenance. Inspections have also been developed based on structural analyses and on the results from full-scale
fatigue and damage tolerance testing. With the introduction of new materials with known durability limitations caused by
fatigue or other damage, it is important to determine NDE requirements prior to maintenance or inservice actions.

On-aircraft eddy current inspection is used for the detection of subsurface cracking, which usually occurs at areas of
high stress concentration (e.g., splice joints) (Hagemaier et al., 1988). This low-frequency eddy current inspection is
performed by scanning the 1.0 kHz reflectance probe over the lower wing skin. The inspector observes changes in the
cathode-ray tube display for crack indications. Typically, these traces are difficult to read and interpret. The result of the
inspection is classically described as "go" or "no-go" (i.e., either no defect [crack] was detected or there was a defect [crack]
detected). There has been little quantitative analysis done in-service to determine the flaw characteristics.

Much of the work concerning aging aircraft has focused on NDE (Bobo, 1989; Kotzian, 1989; Hagemaier, 1990). Three
main areas of concern have been identified, including crack detection, corrosion detection, and lack of bond in lap joints.
Hagemaier (1990) described NDE techniques that are useful for each of these defects. Unfortunately, all of the techniques
described, including eddy current, radiography, and ultrasonics, are time-consuming and sensitive to inspector interpretation.

Inspection issues continue to create problems for the airlines during maintenance of aging aircraft. The most critical
issues inhibiting a successful maintenance program include inadequate inspection standards, lack of quantitative defect
interpretation, and lack of definitive rejection criteria. In addition, inspections for large-scale parts, such as the wings or
fuselage, for the detection of the onset of multiple-site damage, corrosion, or other types of in-service damage is extremely
time-consuming and tedious. To detect multiplesite damage and corrosion, commercial transport operators need cost-
effective, wide-area inspection methods to detect:

•   hidden corrosion,
•   small or subsurface cracking (not visually inspectable),
•   damage in inaccessible locations,
•   disbonds and weak bonds (Sampath, 1993).

The results of current inspection programs, together with the aging aircraft experience, place strong emphasis on the
need for the development of improved standards for NDE methodologies and the specific materials and structural
applications. In particular (and with respect to this NRC study) it is important that inspection standards be developed to
represent the new materials and structural concepts with the specific defects known to be detrimental to the damage tolerance
and durability of the aircraft.
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In recent inspection reliability studies conducted by the FAA Technical Center and Sandia National Laboratories,
inspection times ranged from 2–5 labor hours per 80 feet of lap slice using a standard eddy current technique. Experience at
United Airlines has shown that a typical 747 lap-slice inspection requires four people for two shifts (i.e., 64 labor hours) to
complete. Furthermore, inspection times do not include the stripping of paint which is often required. Other inspections,
including ultrasonic inspections (low-frequency bond test, pulse echo, and through-transmission contact) require similar times.

The application of instrumental NDE technology only constitutes approximately 10 percent of the inspection
accomplished on today's aircraft. However, with the aging of the commercial fleet and the need to detect the onset of
multiplesite damage to protect structural safety, the reliance on instrumental NDE methods could increase. The remaining (90
percent) inspections are currently accomplished using visual inspection methods. Visual inspection can be even more tedious
and considerably more subjective than other NDE techniques. A further consideration is that extensive disassembly is often
required in order to perform visual inspections (Dreher, 1995).

During the past 20 years, research in NDE has been expanding to respond to the needs of all industries, including
aerospace. Centers of excellence for NDE research and development have been established at Iowa State University and The
Johns Hopkins University. In addition, many other well-known universities around the world have established NDE as a
significant research area in their schools of engineering or applied science.

A comprehensive overview of NDE research specifically for aerospace is presented by Achenbach and colleagues
(ASME, 1992). The following sections provide a brief overview of technologies that are projected by the committee to have
the greatest impact on next-generation commercial aircraft. It is assumed that current NDE methods such as visual,
ultrasonics, eddy current, and radiography will continue to be used.

THERMAL METHODS
Thermal inspection comprises all methods in which heat sensing devices are used to measure temperature variations in

the system being inspected. An overview of thermal inspection is presented by Hardy and Bolen (1989). A more advanced
overview by Henneke and Tang (1992) specifically described thermal-wave imaging, both real-time video and long-time
scanning.

Infrared thermography provides a rapid means for inspecting large surfaces (Henneke and Tang, 1992). The surface of a
large component can be scanned quickly to identify problem areas which can be subsequently inspected in more detail to
determine quantitative results. Recent studies have identified infrared thermography to be useful to detect defects and damage
in composite materials. In addition, thermographic testing was determined to be a good method for detecting defects in foam-
core structures (Vikstrom, 1989).

The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories investigated and demonstrated the application of dual-band infrared
imaging as a dynamic thermal tomography tool for wide-area inspection of the Boeing 737 (Del Grande et al., 1993).
However, this technique is still an emerging technology and requires additional work to verify that the implications based on
laboratory calibration standards are consistent with the effects of corrosion on actual aircraft structures.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Acoustic emissions are transient elastic waves emitted when there is a sudden change of stress in materials. These waves

radiate through the structure and can be detected on the surface using one or multiple sensors. Acoustic emission (AE) has
been investigated for many years with its application as a useful NDE method beginning in the late 1940s and early 1950s
(Drouillard, 1988). An extensive overview of AE measurements as well as recommendations for future work has been
prepared by Sachse and Gorman (1992). The characteristics of the AE response of a wide variety of aerospace alloys,
polymer-matrix and metal-matrix composites, as well as the correlation of AE data with load, strain, and deflection
nonlinearities in composite airframe structural components, have been reviewed and summarized by McBride et al. (1987).

The challenges and approaches to monitoring AE signals in aircraft structures have been described by McBride and
Maclachlan (1984). AE data includes noise from airframe rubbing and fretting and rapid changes in structural loading during
flight. The in-flight monitoring of AE signals, however, seems possible because noise far from the sensor results in mostly
low-frequency signals, and engine-generated noise is not a problem above 300 kHz. Unfortunately, the number of signals
generated by slow crack growth is several orders of magnitude lower than the number of airframe noise signals (McBride and
Maclachlan, 1984).

Another approach has been to exploit pattern recognition techniques to identify crack growth signals and separate them
from fretting noise (Friesel, 1989). Waveform classification features that allowed discrimination between AEs from crack
growth and from fretting in a thick-jointed aluminum plate have been developed. This research was performed in the
laboratory using a test specimen (7075-T651 aluminum) with a pin-loaded joint to enable the generation of fretting noise.

The technique of AE must be more fully understood, including the emission source, structure, sensors, and analyzing
system to make it a more practical and reliable inspection
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method for materials and structures (Sachse and Gorman, 1992). However, AE has many advantages that make it a candidate
for a fast, "whole-field" technique, including the capability to detect cracks that are actively growing. The capability to
distinguish the defect noise from other airframe noise continues to be a major issue that will require additional research.

LASER NDE METHODS
There are several types of laser NDE methods: acoustic holography, shearography, laser ultrasonics, optical holography,

and acoustic microscopy. Some of these techniques have the advantage of not requiring contact, allowing a "full-field" view
of the structure.

Shearography, an interferometric method, is receiving extensive attention as a potential technique for airframe
structures. A major limitation is the need to apply load to the structure during the inspection process. Hung (1989) has
presented a detailed discussion of shearography.

Acoustic holography and optical holography (ASM, 1989) use the same principles because the laws of interference and
diffraction apply to all forms of radiation. Differences between the methods are due to the method of recording the output.
Optical holography, a noncontact method, has been used to detect disbonds in honeycomb sandwich structures. Acoustic
holography, requires a liquid interface to transfer the acoustic waves into the material being inspected. Therefore, acoustic
holographic methods are used on smaller samples either in production or in the laboratory.

Recent research by Ferraro and colleagues (1994) has investigated the use of holography interferometry for large
composite aircraft parts. This study evaluated the physical mechanisms by which the flaws are detected. Particular attention
was focused on the inspection of sandwich composite parts made of two skins of carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxy bonded to
aramid (Nomex®) honeycomb core. This research resulted in an optimized technique based on the physical mechanisms of
disbond detection. However, like most new NDE methods, development of these laser-based methods has been conducted
primarily in research environments. The transfer of the technology into actual field conditions has been limited, and little
effort has been extended for full implementation (e.g., training and certification of inspectors and maintenance of equipment).

OTHER NDE METHODS
There are many other NDE methods being studied, including advances in ultrasonics, electromagnetic, radiographic,

optical enhancers, microwaves, and others. Other improvements are being research in signal processing, analysis, and
enhancement. The availability of computers that are compact, fast, and portable is increasing the use of digital technology for
real-time inspections. However, the same NDE technologies used 10–20 years ago are still being used today for the majority
of inspections. Recent advances in NDE technology have not been successfully transferred from the laboratory into field
service.

As new materials and structures are introduced into next-generation aircraft, it is imperative that the NDE techniques
required to support them are transferred successfully into the maintenance and repair facilities.

Aging aircraft experience has shown that NDE techniques require standards to improve the overall repeatability and
reproducibility of the inspection. Inspections are now costly and time-consuming. Cost-effective, quantitative NDE
methodologies to enhance maintenance inspections should be developed and demonstrated for next-generation aircraft.

NDE AS AN ENGINEERING TOOL
NDE technology has been principally practiced as an empirical technology, not as a quantitative engineering discipline.

In general, NDE methods have been specified for material and component inspection requirements to maintain the necessary
quality. In most industries—including the aircraft industry—the inspection requirements are defined in a specification that
describes the sensitivity level of the inspection method as well as the rejectable flaw size.

Damage-tolerant assessments, however, rely heavily on knowledge regarding the flaw size that can be detected. In the
1970s, the U.S. Air Force introduced the damage-tolerant assessment concept for the military aircraft industry. To determine
flaw-size detectability for in-service inspection, Lockheed conducted the first evaluation of NDE methods (Lewis et al.,
1979). The evaluation concluded that the overall reliability of NDE performed by the Air Force fell significantly below the
anticipated and needed capabilities. NDE reliability analysis or probability of detection has been thoroughly discussed in the
literature and is commonly used in today's industry to determine inspection capability (Berens, 1989). The difficulty in using
the present NDE techniques is that the cost of conducting a reliability study is extremely prohibitive for the commercial
airline industry. Furthermore, the creation of representative samples with known defects is extremely difficult, as well as
expensive. For example, U.S. Air Force studies in the 1980s for gas turbine engines cost over $1 million per study (Cooper,
1995), and recent efforts by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to develop a set of parts with "real" defects cost in excess of
$10 million (Turnbow, 1995).

Significant advances have been made recently that involve the development of additional engineering tools to "predict"
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the response of the NDE measurement process (Thompson, 1992). Quantitative models of the NDE measurement processes
(i.e., a ''measurement" model for each of the various inspection technologies) will provide an engineering basis for
subsequent NDE measurement.

The purpose of the measurement model is to predict the NDE system's response to specific defects in a given material or
structure. The model must include (1) the geometric details of the part; (2) the material(s) of construction; (3) the inspection
system details (i.e., sensor, instrument, orientation, etc.), and (4) the NDE energy model including the generation,
propagation, and reception of the energy (i.e., ultrasound waves, eddy currents, X-rays, etc.). The measurement model must
also consider characteristics of the energy interaction with the material, noise sources, energy losses due to material
anisotropy, and any other variations caused by the entire system.

Several NDE measurement models have been developed over the past several years, including models for ultrasonics,
eddy current, and radiography (Thompson, 1992). One useful application of these measurement models is the prediction or
simulation of probability of detection (Gray et al., 1989). Figure 8-1 shows the results of a detectability simulation of circular
cracks at three different depths and for two scan plans. In the case shown, the geometry of the part focuses the acoustic beam
at the intermediate depth (25 mm [1 in.]), resulting in a reduced beam width and lower probability of detection.

The development of NDE measurement models for the commercial aircraft industry will significantly improve the
current NDE state-of-the-art practice. The models, if developed, will provide:

•   prediction of NDE reliability for both production and in-service inspection without costly and time-consuming
experimental demonstration programs;

•   improvements of inspection procedures; and
•   integration of the NDE reliability with the damage-tolerant and durability assessment to optimize total life for a given

system.

SUMMARY
The emphasis for future NDE developments should stress (1) reliability of defect detection, (2) cost-effectiveness, and

(3) ease of implementation in field environments. The FAA can play a pivotal role in assessing the capabilities of new
methods to detect defects critical in aircraft operation, developing inspection standards and reliability characterization, and
transferring the technology into fleet applications. Improvements in NDE standards and methods are critical in the monitoring
of the commercial aircraft fleet and must keep pace with new developments in materials and structures technology.

FIGURE 8-1 Probability of detection simulations for ultrasonic detection of circular cracks at different depths below a component
surface for two scanning plans. Source: Gray and Thompson (1986). With permission of Plenum Publishing Corp.
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Committee Findings

The major objective of this study was to identify engineering issues related to the introduction of new materials and their
expected effect on the life-cycle durability of future civil transport aircraft. The committee investigated the likely new
materials and structural concepts for next-generation commercial aircraft and the key factors influencing application
decisions. Based on these predictions, the committee identified and analyzed the design, characterization, monitoring, and
maintenance issues that appear to be most critical for the introduction of advanced materials and structural concepts.

The committee's findings are organized into three sections:
•   General conclusions, identifying the influencing factors and new materials, processes, and structural concepts likely to

see application on next-generation commercial transport aircraft.
•   A description of the roles of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and of other government, industry, and

academic organizations in technology development for next-generation aircraft.
•   Identification of research opportunities and the committee's recommendations in three primary areas: (1) materials,

manufacturing, and structural concepts; (2) methods for assessment of structural performance; and (3) inspection,
maintenance and repair.

CONCLUSIONS
There has been significant recent progress in the introduction of new materials and structural designs in commercial

transport aircraft. For example, toughened, polymeric composite primary structure was introduced on the Boeing 777
empennage, and structural aluminum castings were introduced on the Airbus A340. Aircraft designers continue to apply new
materials and structural concepts to provide benefits in performance, durability, compliance with environmental regulations,
and most recently, acquisition and maintenance costs. The use of new materials and structures will continue to expand on
next-generation aircraft.

As noted, the current turbulent, economic climate affecting the airline, manufacturer, and materials industries has
significantly changed the application criteria for advanced materials. As a result, materials performance is no longer the only
primary driver for materials selection. Aircraft manufacturers are responding to airline concerns about reducing overall costs,
including the costs of acquisition and maintenance. The result is incremental, evolutionary material changes rather than
revolutionary ones. The principal barriers to increased use of new high-performance materials are:

•   Costs (acquisition, manufacturing, certification, life cycle) relative to benefits, vis-à-vis "old" designs based on "old"
materials.

•   Incomplete understanding of basic failure mechanisms and their interactions in advanced materials—particularly
composite materials—and their structures.

•   Industrial conservatism engendered by perceptions of technological risk. The industry lacks the experience that would
allow the understanding of the durability of advanced materials and structures.

•   The state of the materials supplier base. The specialty materials industries find it difficult to make the longterm financial
commitment needed to undertake a major development program.
Principal "new" airframe materials expected to realize increased use in the next generation of advanced civil aircraft

include polymer-matrix composite primary structure (laminates, tailored forms, woven and sewn three-dimensional
configurations, automated tape and tow placement) and advanced metals and alloys (tough aluminum, high-yield aluminum,
aluminum-lithium, high-strength titanium, and high-strength steel). Continued incremental improvements in metal alloys
represents a low technological risk in that the design tools and characterization methods, analytical tools, and design issues
differ little from current procedures. On the other hand, the expanded application of composites in primary structure and the
application of innovative composite and metals processes (e.g., net-shape processing) requires substantial improvements in
characterization and analysis methods and thus represents a higher technological risk and is unlikely to proceed as rapidly.

In contrast, given the emphasis on incremental technology advances and total costs, the committee does not foresee
significant application of metal-matrix composites in the
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airframes of next-generation transports. New advanced materials applications in major subsystems such as carbon/carbon
composites in brakes and ceramic nozzles in auxiliary power units have been more aggressive. These components have not
been included in this study and may be worthy of future consideration by the FAA.

Increasingly, airframe manufacturers are using an integrated product development approach that considers such factors
as producibility, cost, nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods and criteria, and repair and maintenance issues and involves
airline designers, manufacturers, and suppliers from the outset of development programs.

Commercial aircraft are built and operated on a global basis with international teaming of manufacturers, suppliers, and
fabricators. Accordingly, the development and harmonization of international standards for materials and processes, testing
and evaluation, NDE, and repair and maintenance procedures are critical to developing and commercializing new materials
and structures technology. In spite of the international teaming involved in developing a new aircraft, the manufacture and
operation of commercial transports remains an extremely competitive business. The committee believes that competitive
pressures will continue to influence the criteria for the application of new materials and processing technology.

ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES
There are a number of organizations—airlines, aircraft manufacturers, suppliers, the FAA, university researchers, the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the U.S. Department of Defense—that are involved in the
development and application of new materials and structures technology for aircraft. The airlines are responsible for
establishing performance needs that will keep them competitive and for establishing and implementing inspection and
maintenance procedures required to operate the aircraft in a safe and cost-effective way. The aircraft industry and their
suppliers are ultimately responsible for the development, evaluation, application, and validation of new technologies and
operating procedures for production-scale utilization. Industry focus is on short-term developments and technologies that will
allow them to remain competitive.

While the industry performs a significant amount of research and development, it does not generally perform basic,
precompetitive research. NASA has been described as "the only organization in the United States with both the capability and
the mandate to perform the basic research as well as the ground and flight testing necessary to validate new concepts to the
extent that they can begin to be incorporated into commercial aircraft" (NRC, 1992). NASA has a history of success in this
type of activity, including composite long-term testing and flight-service evaluations and the current Advanced Composite
Technology program discussed in chapters 2 and 4.

University research organizations work in concert with industry and government efforts to provide basic research and
development tools, evaluation and analysis, and workforce education and training.

The continuing research and development activity in materials and structures conducted by the FAA is fueled by the
responsibilities and mandates of the organization. First, the FAA must continue to keep abreast of technology needed to
support their Aircraft Certification Service and Flight Standards Service in the certification of new aircraft and the effort to
monitor the safety of the aircraft fleet. Second, the FAA has a mandate to undertake research to develop technologies to
assess the effect of aircraft design, maintenance, testing, wear, and fatigue and to develop improved technology and practices
for maintenance (including NDE) (P.L. 100-591) and to develop technology to assess the risk of and prevent failures or
malfunctions that would lead to catastrophic failure (P.L. 101-508). In addition, the FAA is the logical organization to work
with industry in the harmonization of standards and operations and maintenance procedures with foreign industries and
agencies.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As described in the previous section, technological advances are brought about through the concerted efforts of airline,

industry, academic, and government organizations. In forming their recommendations, the committee identified the
technologies that are likely to be involved in the development of next-generation aircraft and outlined the work required to
bring about those developments. The recommendations are directed toward all of the organizations involved in new materials
applications, but also specifically toward what the FAA role should be in these developments.

•   In general, the committee recommends that the FAA remain involved in all stages of the technology development
process, with emphasis on work related to aircraft safety, operations, maintenance, and nondestructive evaluation.

Materials, Manufacturing, and Structural Concepts
The future improvements in aircraft structural components will continue to be based on factors related to materials

selection, analytical methods, structural concepts, and processing innovations. With the increased emphasis on affordability,
it is probable that fewer new materials will be developed. On the other hand, robust and cost-effective processing methods as
well as compliance with environmental
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regulations will become paramount issues to provide lower costs. Forming, joining, and finishing processes that contribute to
reduced labor hours and fewer detailed part counts will have a major impact on reduced overall acquisition costs.

Specifically, the committee envisions continued improvements in the performance and durability of metal alloys and
polymeric composites. Materials and structures more conducive to low-cost processes such as casting, high-speed machining,
and superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of metals and fiber placement, resin transfer molding, and nonautoclave
processing of composites will be emphasized in the future.

The committee recommends that the FAA work with industry, government, and academic organizations in the
development of new materials, processing, and structure technology by the following guidelines:

•   Keep abreast of innovative materials processing technologies that provide methods for low-cost fabrication of aircraft
structure. Emphasis should be placed on the understanding of new product forms, processing methods, and thermal
treatments and their possible effects on materials performance.

•   Support the development of emerging process modeling techniques for definition of processing parameters and
requirements.

•   Establish and maintain databases of material and structural properties resulting from the candidate processing methods.
The databases should include test methods, physical and mechanical properties, failure modes, and influences of
probable defects and manufacturing processes on property behavior.

•   Work with the materials, manufacturing, and airline industries to develop industrywide standards to improve consistency
in the final products, especially with the increasing globalization of materials availability.

•   Participate in industry-and NASA-sponsored flight hardware demonstration programs for the introduction of new
materials, manufacturing processes, and structural concepts in high-risk applications. FAA emphasis should be on
validation of inspection and repair techniques and in the development of technology needed to certify and monitor these
structures.

Methods for Assessment of Structural Performance
Current structural design and analytical procedures used by the aircraft industry are largely semiempirical, even though

significant improvements have occurred in structural analysis methodology over the last two decades. Accurate, finite
element analysis methods are used routinely for predicting the stress, strain, and displacement fields in complex structural
geometries. However, the reliable prediction of structural failure modes, ultimate strength, residual strength, and fatigue life
has remained elusive to the structural engineer. The current standard practice relies heavily on extensive testing at the
coupon, subelement, element, subcomponent, component, and full-scale levels. Design details are frequently optimized
through test programs. Scale-up effects are handled through a building-block approach that relies on testing to verify the
anticipated structural performance at each scale level. While the committee anticipates that this building-block approach to
structural design will continue indefinitely, a more rigorous, analytical prediction methodology will greatly improve the
process of introducing new materials into airframe primary structure.

The committee recommends that the FAA work with other industry, government, academic organizations in the
development of improved analytical methods by the following guidelines:

•   Support development and facilitate implementation of advanced analytic and computational methodology to predict
residual strength as a function of time.

•   Support programs to improve the understanding of basic failure mechanisms in advanced materials and their structures.
Include the interactions of the various failure modes manifested at the various length scales— from material to structural
levels.

Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair
The successful application of new materials and structural concepts relies on an effective maintenance program that is

cost-effective, while ensuring passenger safety. The aging aircraft experience has provided the airline industry with
significant lessons learned for inspection and repair technologies. These lessons provide a framework for improving
inspection and repair processes for next-generation materials. Major issues that continue to limit the effectiveness of an
aircraft maintenance program are poor structural inspection standards, inadequate defect indication interpretation, unreliable
inspection techniques, high cost of new NDE methods, and limited linkage with design analyses and NDE results. The
leadership of the FAA and the continued participation of airlines and manufacturers in developing and implementing
improved maintenance and inspection methods is crucial.

The committee recommends that the FAA take a leadership position in the development of improved inspection and
maintenance methods by the following guidelines:

•   Support the development of improved standards for NDE methodologies and their specific materials and structural
applications, especially through participation
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in industry-and NASA-sponsored component development and flight hardware demonstration programs for the
introduction of new materials, manufacturing processes, and structural concepts.

•   Support the development of cost-effective, quantitative NDE methodologies for in-service inspection of airframe
materials and structures. Emphasize improved defect detection reliability, cost-effectiveness, and ease of implementation
in field environments. Particular attention should be given to rapid, wide-area inspection with limited or one-sided access.

•   Develop improved analytic methods to determine NDE reliability and inspectability of materials and structures to support
damage tolerance and durability analyses.

•   Support the development of real-time repair and maintenance processes for materials and structures that use the results
from quantitative NDE methods and computational analyses.
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